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ABSTRACT
INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECTS OF PROSTHETIC KNEE CONDITION
ON NOVICE TRANSFEMORAL AMPUTEE RUNNERS

Natalie L. Nelson, B.S.
Marquette University, 2018

Some unilateral transfemoral amputees (TFAs) run in a prosthesis with an
articulating prosthetic knee, others choose to run without a knee (prosthetic socket and
foot are linked via a straight, non-articulating pylon) to increase stability. Research
regarding unilateral TFA running with an unlocked versus locked prosthetic knee
(approximately equivalent to the no-knee condition) with respect to energy cost and
temporal metrics is limited; no studies have investigated the impact of knee condition on
kinematic metrics. The purpose of this study was to investigate whether the prosthetic
knee of a running-specific prosthesis (RSP) should be unlocked or locked for unilateral
TFAs during recreational treadmill distance running.
Five male TFA novice runners, aged 52-59 years, completed one training and one
testing session running with the knee of a RSP in the unlocked and locked conditions.
The testing session included two three-minute self-selected running speed (SSRS) trials
(one trial for each knee condition) as well as six peak speed trials (three trials per knee
condition). Temporal, kinematic, and oxygen consumption data were acquired during the
SSRS trials. Paired t-tests and Wilcoxon signed-rank tests were conducted to identify
significant differences between knee conditions.
Statistically significant differences were observed between knee conditions for
running economy (RE); mean RE was lower (suggesting greater efficiency) for the
unlocked knee condition. Peak running speed did not differ significantly between knee
conditions. Significant differences between knee conditions were also observed for peak
hip flexion and abduction of the prosthetic limb during swing; maximum prosthetic limb
hip flexion increased and prosthetic limb hip abduction was reduced for the unlocked
knee condition. These differences contributed to reduced kinematic asymmetry at the hip
for the unlocked knee condition; the unlocked knee condition also resulted in less
asymmetry in hip range of motion. These differences in RE and hip kinematics between
knee conditions may be attributed to circumduction of the prosthetic limb during swing to
provide foot clearance with the locked knee condition.
For novice recreational runners, the unlocked knee condition may be
advantageous for TFAs during treadmill running, provided the individuals have sufficient
endurance and cognitive focus to prevent knee buckling.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

When running using a running specific prosthesis (RSP) at fixed treadmill speeds,
transfemoral amputees (TFAs) consume 45-78% more oxygen than age-matched ablebodied control subjects [1]. Despite this increased energy cost, some TFAs still desire to
run. The preferred running prosthesis for these individuals vary. Some TFAs run in a
prosthesis with an articulating prosthetic knee, others choose to run without the knee;
their prosthetic socket and foot are linked via a straight, non-articulating pylon [2,3].
This prosthesis will not buckle and collapse, regardless of load or fatigue, minimizing fall
risk. Consequently, TFA distance runners have reported decreased cognitive effort when
using a non-articulated prosthesis [3]. The lack of a knee joint, however, requires that the
TFA circumduct their prosthetic limb to clear the ground during the swing phase. The
effect of this interlimb asymmetry (IA) on oxygen consumption has been investigated in
just two studies [2,3]; the effect of the IA on running speed has been investigated in three
studies [2–4]. The results of these studies, however, were inconclusive. The effect of the
non-articulating TFA prosthesis on hip kinematics has not been reported. Due to limited
prior research and contradictory findings, further investigation of the effects of knee
condition on energy efficiency is needed to provide conclusive clinical recommendations
for TFA runners.
The goal of this study was to further investigate whether a prosthetic knee unit
should be unlocked (articulated) or locked (approximately equivalent to the pylon or noknee design) for unilateral TFA during recreational distance running on a treadmill. The
research questions were: 1) Does peak running speed differ between knee conditions? 2)
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How does knee condition affect sagittal and frontal plane hip kinematics? 3) Is running
with an unlocked or locked prosthetic knee more energy efficient? These questions were
investigated using both three-dimensional (3D) motion analysis and metabolic cost
assessment. Specifically, peak running speed, hip joint motion [maximum, minimum,
range of motion (ROM), and IA in the sagittal and frontal planes], and oxygen
consumption during steady-state running were evaluated.
The related specific research hypotheses are:
Hypothesis 1: Peak running speed is faster for the unlocked knee condition compared to
the locked knee condition.
Hypothesis 2: Maximum swing phase hip flexion of the prosthetic limb is greater when
running in the unlocked knee condition compared to the locked knee condition.
Hypothesis 3: Maximum swing phase hip abduction of the prosthetic limb is reduced
when running in the unlocked knee condition compared to the locked knee condition.
Hypothesis 4: IA of the hip is reduced when running in the unlocked knee condition
during both stance and swing, and in both the frontal and sagittal and planes.
Hypothesis 5: Running with an unlocked knee is more energy efficient than running with
a locked knee.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter summarizes relevant background information to improve the
understanding of the study’s rationale and research objectives, establish key methodology
and performance metrics, and present prior findings for comparison. Content includes an
overview of the running stride cycle, spatial-temporal measures, kinematic measures,
kinetic measures, and energy consumption for able-bodied and amputee running, as well
as a synopsis of RSPs.
2.1 RUNNING OF ABLE-BODIED INDIVIDUALS

Knowledge of running for able-bodied individuals is essential to understanding
TFA running. The stride cycle, spatial-temporal parameters, kinematic parameters,
kinetic parameters, and running economy (RE) of able-bodied runners are explored in
this section.
2.1.1 Phases of the Stride Cycle

The stride cycle begins with the initial contact (IC) of one foot and ends when the
same foot contacts the ground again [5–7], see Figure 2.1. The cycle is divided into two
phases, stance and swing [5–7]. The stance phase begins with the IC of the foot with the
ground and ends when the foot leaves the ground [6,8]. The instant the foot breaks
contact with the ground is termed toe off (TO); TO marks the end of stance and the
beginning of the swing phase [6]. Swing phase ends when the foot again contacts the
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ground. Within the stance and swing phases are several sub-phases: absorption,
propulsion, initial swing, terminal swing, and double float (Figure 2.1) [8].

Figure 2.1. Phases of the stride cycle. Adapted from [8].

The first half of stance is termed the absorption phase because the ground
reaction force (GRF) is absorbed or dissipated by the limb [8]. Ankle dorsiflexion, hip
flexion and knee flexion help attenuate this force [7,8]. The latter half of stance is the
propulsion phase, whereby the foot pushes against the ground to propel or thrust the body
forward [8]. The vertical GRF at this instance may be as large as 2.8 times body weight
[8]. As TO occurs, the limb is no longer in contact with the ground, but instead is
swinging through the air; this begins the initial swing phase and first double float phase
[8]. The double float phase is a period during which the runner is airborne; this “time of
flight” is what differentiates running from walking [5–8]. The double float phase ceases
when the contralateral limb contacts the ground; the ipsilateral limb is still swinging
through the air. As the ipsilateral limb advances past the midpoint of the body, terminal
swing phase begins and the contralateral limb prepares for TO. The second double float
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phase begins after the contralateral limb TO [8]. The ipsilateral limb then prepares for
contact with the ground once more [8]; ipsilateral limb IC ends the double float phase,
thereby completing the running stride cycle [8].
2.1.2 Spatial-temporal

Spatial-temporal parameters are variables that involve either time or space.
Commonly reported spatial-temporal parameters in running studies include: speed, stride
length, step length, cadence, stance time, swing time, and aerial time (Table 2.1).

Table 2.1. Common spatial-temporal variables and their definition.
Variable

Definition

Speed

Distance travelled per unit time.

Stride length

“Distance between successive initial contacts of the same foot” [7,8].

Step length

“Distance from foot strike to contralateral foot strike” [7–9].

Cadence

“Number of steps per unit time” [5,7,8].

Stance time

“Time from foot strike to ipsilateral toe-off” [9].

Swing time

“Time from toe-off to ipsilateral foot strike” [9].

Aerial time

“Time between toe-off and contralateral foot strike” [9].

These spatial-temporal variables are dependent [8]. As running speed increases,
cadence, step length, and stride length also increase [7,8]. Increased speed decreases the
overall stride cycle duration; increased speed also decreases stance time relative to swing
time, and increases aerial time [5–8]. The decreased stance time is due to TO occurring
earlier in the stride cycle [5–8]; the faster the runner travels, the earlier TO occurs in the
stride cycle [6]. For example, a study cited in a review paper by Novacheck reported TO
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occurring at 62% of the stride cycle for walking (1.20 m/s), 39% of the stride cycle for
running (3.20 m/s), and 36% of the stride cycle for sprinting (3.90 m/s) [6]. Similarly,
Mann and Hagy reported TO at 62% of the stride cycle for walking (1.34 m/s), 31% of
the stride cycle for running (5.36 m/s), and 22% of the stride cycle for sprinting (7.69
m/s) [10].
2.1.3 Kinematics

Kinematics are the study of motion without regard to the forces that cause the
motion [6]. When studying kinematics, the definition of the angles are important,
particularly for comparative analyses [6]. The lower extremity joint angle definitions
used in this chapter are summarized in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2. Lower extremity joint angle definitions.
Segment or Joint
Angle Definition
Pelvis

“Position of the pelvis relative to the lab” [6].

Hip

“Position of the femur relative to the pelvis” [6].

Knee

“Angle between femur and tibia, for knee flexion extension, 0° indicates full extension” [6].

Ankle

“Position of the foot relative to the tibia, with 90°
angle plotted as 0°” [6].

Many factors influence running kinematics including the running surface
(overground or treadmill), foot strike location (forefoot, heel etc.), shoe, gender, and age.
This section will focus on running kinematics of the pelvis, hip, knee, and ankle, as well
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as the effect of age on running kinematics in men [11]. The kinematics of the pelvis and
hip are summarized for all three planes of motion; the kinematics of the knee and ankle
are presented for the sagittal plane only.
Figures 2.2 – 2.9 contrast typical lower limb joint kinematics during walking,
running, and sprinting for able-bodied individuals. Per the research objectives stated in
Chapter 1, only running kinematics will be discussed.
2.1.3.1 Pelvis

During running, the pelvis is tilted anteriorly (sagittal plane) throughout the stride
cycle [6] (Figure 2.2). Approximately equivalent peak anterior tilts are observed during
mid-stance and mid-swing. Anterior pelvic tilt increases with speed to maximize
horizontal force production [6].

Figure 2.2. Pelvic tilt (sagittal plane) over one stride cycle for able-bodied subjects (positive angle =
anterior tilt, TO is identified by the vertical lines). Adapted from [6].
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In the frontal plane, the pelvis tilts contralaterally (pelvis elevated on the
ipsilateral side, dropped on the contralateral side, see Figure 2.3) up to 4° during midstance and late swing when running [12]. Peak ipsilateral tilt of -4° occurs at TO [12]
(Figure 2.4) .

Ipsilateral
Limb

Contralateral
Limb

Figure 2.3. Example of contralateral pelvic tilt. Adapted from [13].

Figure 2.4. Pelvic obliquity (frontal plane) for able-bodied subjects over one stride cycle [positive
angle = contralateral tilt (elevation on the ipsilateral side, drop on the contralateral side), TO is
identified by the vertical lines]. Adapted from [6].
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Pelvis motion in the transverse plane is important for energy efficiency during
running and acts as a pivot point between the trunk and lower extremities [6]. At IC, the
pelvis is rotated externally, reaching a maximum just before mid-stance (Figure 2.5) [12].
The pelvis then internally rotates to a maximum at mid-swing to lengthen the stride
during running [6,12]. Throughout the running stride cycle the magnitude of internal and
external pelvic rotation is approximately equal [12].

Figure 2.5. Pelvic rotation (transverse plane) for able-bodied subjects over one stride cycle (positive
angle = internal rotation, TO is identified by the vertical lines). Adapted from [6].

2.1.3.2 Hip

As shown in Figure 2.6, during running, peak hip flexion during stance occurs at
IC. The hip then extends throughout stance, such that the hip is nearly fully extended at
TO [6,12]. The hip then flexes to advance the limb during swing; peak hip flexion of
approximately 45 is observed during mid-swing [6,12].
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Figure 2.6. Hip flexion/extension (sagittal plane) for able-bodied subjects over one stride cycle
(positive angle = flexion, TO is identified by the vertical lines). Adapted from [6].

In the frontal plane (Figure 2.7), the hip is initially adducted during running,
facilitating shock absorption [6,12]. At mid-stance, the hip begins to abduct and remains
abducted until mid-swing [6,12] when the hip adducts in preparation for subsequent IC
[12].

Figure 2.7. Hip ad/abduction (frontal plane) for able-bodied subjects over one stride cycle (positive
angle = adduction, TO is identified by the vertical lines). Adapted from [6].
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2.1.3.3 Knee

Peak stance knee flexion of approximately 45° occurs near mid-stance during
running (Figure 2.8) to assist with shock absorption [6,12] and to decelerate the body’s
center of mass [12]. Peak swing knee flexion of nearly 90° occurs at mid-swing [6,12].
Peak knee flexion during swing increases with speed [6,12] and is advantageous because
it reduces the effective leg length, thereby decreasing the moment of inertia of the lower
limb [12].

Figure 2.8. Knee flexion/extension (sagittal plane) for able-bodied subjects over one stride cycle
(positive angle = flexion, TO is identified by the vertical lines). Adapted from [6].

2.1.3.4 Ankle

For heel strike runners, the ankle is slightly dorsiflexed at IC (Figure 2.9) [6,12];
peak dorsiflexion of approximately 30° occurs at mid-stance as the shank rotates over the
planted foot [12]. The ankle then plantarflexes to a maximum of 10-20° just after TO,
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providing push-off and propelling the leg into swing [12]. During mid- to late-swing, the
ankle dorsiflexes to a near-neutral to slightly dorsiflexed orientation to prepare the foot
for the next step [12].

Figure 2.9. Ankle dorsi/plantarflexion (sagittal plane) for able-bodied subjects over one stride cycle
(positive angle = dorsiflexion, TO is identified by the vertical lines). Adapted from [6].

2.1.3.5 Age Effects During Running

The effect of age on kinematics (and kinetics) has also been investigated. Bus and
colleagues found significant differences in sagittal plane knee kinematics between older
(55-65 years) and younger (20-35 years) men during both running at a controlled running
speed (CRS) of 3.3 m/s and at self-selected running speeds (SSRSs) [11]. At the CRS,
knee flexion at IC increased and knee range of motion (ROM) during stance decreased
for the older men [11]. These differences were attributed to two potential factors: 1)
increased joint stiffness with aging and/or 2) adoption of a more cautious running form,
increasing knee flexion at IC in an attempt to reduce load [11].
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In contrast to the knee, differences in ankle kinematics between older and younger
men were less substantial. Ankle ROM during the first half of stance was reduced in
older runners at their SSRS; ankle ROM during the latter half of stance was reduced for
older men when running at the CRS [11]. These differences were again attributed to
increased joint stiffness in the older men. These findings indicate that when comparing
kinematic results between populations (e.g., amputees and able-bodied) or between
individual subjects, age must be considered.
2.1.4 Kinetics

Kinetics are the study of forces that cause motion [5]. A subset of running kinetics
including the GRFs, joint moments, and joint powers are presented. As the focus of this
thesis research is TFAs for whom the knee and ankle musculature are no longer
functional, only the joint moments and power at the hip are summarized.
2.1.4.1 Ground Reaction Force

The GRF consists of three components, the GRF in the vertical, anterior-posterior,
and medial-lateral directions (Figure 2.10) [5,12,14].
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Figure 2.10. GRF components over one running stride cycle for able-bodied subjects. Adapted from
[12].

The vertical GRF has the greatest magnitude [5,12,14]; its time series has two
distinct peaks [6,12,14]. The initial or impact peak is smaller and is attributed to IC of the
foot with the ground [12,14]. Both slower cadence and heel strike running styles increase
the impact peak force [12,14]. The latter or active peak occurs near mid-stance with
magnitude ranging from 2.5 [12], 2.2 to 2.6 [14], and 3 to 4 [5] times body weight.
Running velocity, body mass, and stance time influence the magnitude of the active peak
[14].
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The anterior-posterior GRF has the second largest magnitude [12,14]. The
anterior-posterior GRF is initially negative (posterior direction) as the runner’s leg is
anterior to their center of mass [12,14]. The integral of the force-time curve from initial
to mid-stance is termed the braking impulse as the runner decelerates [12]. At mid-stance,
the sign of the anterior-posterior GRF changes; the positive (anteriorly directed) anteriorposterior GRF corresponds to a propulsive impulse [5,12] that helps accelerate the runner
[14].
The smallest GRF is the medial-lateral component; this force is also the most
variable and is often ignored [5,12]. The medial-lateral GRF reflects the runner’s
stability, with an increased magnitude indicating decreased stability [14].
Similar to the impact of lower limb kinematic analyses, age also affects running
kinetics. For example, Bus and colleagues found that during distance running (at CRS)
impact peak force and initial loading rate were greater for older men compared to
younger men [11]. These increases suggest that, despite the aforementioned increased
knee flexion at IC, older runners have decreased shock absorption [11]. Interestingly, at
SSRS (e.g. different for the two populations) the impact peak forces and initial loading
rates did not differ significantly with age. Bus hypothesized that the older men
subconsciously lowered their SSRS to minimize the impact peak force and initial loading
rate. Although the SSRS of the older men was slower than for the younger men, their
cadence was increased. This increased cadence may therefore have contributed to the
observed decrease in impact peak force for older men running at their SSRS.
At the CRS, the vertical GRF and GRF impulse were significantly decreased for
the older men. This decrease may be due, at least in part, to decreased muscle strength of
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the older runners [11], although muscle strength was not evaluated for the two
populations.
2.1.4.2 Hip Joint Moment and Power

In accordance with the research objectives stated in Chapter 1, the hip is the main
joint of interest in this study, as such only hip joint moment and power are presented for
able-bodied subjects.
From IC to 30% of the stride cycle, the hip exhibits an internal extension moment
(Figure 2.11) [12]. Power is absorbed during early stance (0-10% stride cycle) as the hip
extensors are eccentrically active to stabilize and the hip [12]. The hip extensors then
contract concentrically, extending the hip (10-30% stride cycle) and generating power to
propel the body forward [6,12]. Immediately prior to TO, the hip flexors are eccentrically
active (power absorption) to slow hip extension; the hip flexors then contract
concentrically (power generation) to actively flex the hip during early swing, lifting the
advancing limb [6,12]. During terminal swing, the hip extension moment slows hip
flexion to prepare the limb for subsequent IC [12].
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Figure 2.11. Sagittal plane hip kinematics and kinetics for one running stride cycle for able-bodied
subjects. Adapted from [12].

In the frontal plane, the hip joint power is substantially less than in the sagittal
plane; the hip ab/adductors act to stabilize, not propel the lower limb [6]. The main power
production occurs during the stance phase. A large internal hip abductor moment occurs
during mid-stance when the hip is adducted (Figure 2.12); the GRF is medial to the hip
creating an external adduction moment [6]. The hip abductors are active eccentrically to
slow adduction and control contralateral pelvic tilt in the frontal plane, absorbing power
during early stance (0-10% stride cycle) [6,12]. Through the remainder of stance, the hip
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abductor muscles are active concentrically to abduct the hip and increase ipsilateral
pelvic tilt (frontal plane), thereby generating power [6,12]. During swing, hip joint
ab/adductor moment and power are negligible [12].

Figure 2.12. Frontal plane hip kinematics and kinetics for one running stride cycle for able-bodied
subjects. Adapted from [12].
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2.1.5 Running Economy

RE is defined as the oxygen cost of running at a submaximal velocity; more
economical runners consume less oxygen at a steady-state running velocity [15,16]. As
illustrated in Figure 2.13, many factors affect RE. Based on the research objectives of this
thesis, only biomechanical and anthropometric factors are presented.

Figure 2.13. Factors affecting RE, highlighting (red) key topics for review. Adapted from [15].

A recent review article [16] identified several kinematic variables that are
correlated with improved RE, including:
•

greater maximum plantar flexion velocity [15–17]
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•

greater horizontal heel velocity at foot contact [15–17]

•

greater maximal thigh extension (relative to vertical) angle [16]

•

greater knee flexion during stance [16]

•

reduced knee ROM during stance [16]

•

reduced peak hip flexion during braking [16]

•

slower knee flexion velocity during swing [16]

•

greater dorsiflexion and faster dorsiflexion velocity during stance [16]

•

slower dorsiflexion velocity during stance [16]

•

greater shank (relative to vertical) angle at IC [16]

•

delayed peak dorsiflexion [16]

•

slower eversion velocity at initial contact [16]

•

reduced knee flexion at push-off [16]

Moore identified both faster and slower dorsiflexion velocity during stance as parameters
that may improve RE [16]. These contradictory claims highlight the weak correlation
between many kinematic variables and RE. In contrast, there is strong evidence that
reduced plantarflexion and/or knee extension at TO improves RE [16], maximizing the
propulsive force production, reducing the ankle dorsiflexion and knee flexion needed
during swing phase, and reducing the lower limb’s effective moment of inertia, thereby
conserving energy [16].
In contrast to many kinematic variables, the effect of stride length on RE has been
studied extensively. Most studies have concluded that the self-selected stride length is
most economical [15–17]. Lengthening or shortening the stride length relative to its selfselected length increases oxygen consumption [15,18]. Runners’ preferred stride length is
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self-optimized by adjusting many internal factors related to perceived exertion [17].
Experienced runners are able to self-optimize their stride length more effectively than
novice runners [16].
Anthropometry also affects oxygen consumption; the concentration of body mass
more proximal to the joints’ axes of rotation results in better RE [15,17,18]. For example,
for every extra kilogram carried on the trunk, oxygen consumption increases by 1%;
increased shoe mass increases oxygen consumption by 10% [15]. Therefore, runners with
smaller feet may have an advantage relative to RE; wearing ultra-light shoes may also
enhance RE.
2.2 AMPUTEE RUNNING

Prior to summarizing the spatial-temporal, kinematic, kinetic, and energy cost
characteristics of running for individuals with lower limb amputation, a brief overview of
RSPs are summarized. As investigation of running for TFA is limited, running studies
for both unilateral transtibial (TTA) and TFA amputees are presented (Table 2.3).
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Table 2.3. Summary of amputee running investigations.
“Progressive” refers to incremental increases in running speed; SSRS (self-selected running speed),
SSWS (self-selected walking speed), HR (heart rate), RPE (rating of perceived exertion), GRF
(ground reaction force).
Study
Sample Population
Running
Running
Parameters of
Surface
Velocity (m/s)
Interest
Highsmith et
al. – 2016 [2]

2 male, 2 female
unilateral TFA (28.5
± 4.2 yrs)

Treadmill

Progressive:
0.67 – 2.24

VO2 , HR, RPE,
speed

Wening,
Stockwell –
2012 [3]

1 male unilateral
TFA (27.0 yrs), 1
female unilateral
TFA (30.0 yrs)

Treadmill

Progressive:
1.34 – 2.91

VO2 max, HR, RPE,
speed

Mengelkoch
et al. – 2017
[1]

3 male unilateral
TFA (27.7 ± 8.1
yrs), 3 male ablebodied (27.0 ± 7.8
yrs)

Treadmill

Progressive:
0.67-4.02

VO2 , gait economy,
SSWS, SSRS,

SSRS: 1.863.17

peak running speed

Brown et al.
– 2009 [19]

Total of 8 males, 4
females: 5 unilateral
TTA, 1 bilateral
TTA (28.8 ± 7.3
yrs), 6 able-bodied
(29.5 ± 6.9 yrs)

Treadmill

Amputees
Progressive:
2.23-4.25 ±
0.54

VO2 max, max HR,
peak running speed,

3 male unilateral
TTA (35.3 ± 10.0
yrs)

Treadmill

Mengelkoch
et al. – 2014
[20]

Able-bodied
Progressive:
2.23 – 4.65 ±
0.54

3 male able-bodied
(35.3 ± 9.0 yrs)
Beck et al. –
2017 [21]

5 male bilateral TTA
(24.8 ± 4.8 years)

peak blood lactate

Treadmill

Progressive:
0.67 – 4.02

VO2 , gait economy,
SSWS, SSRS,

SSRS: 2.06 –
2.94

peak running speed

2.5 or 3.0

Net metabolic cost
of transport, GRF,
leg stiffness,
mechanical energy

Weyand et al.
– 2009 [22]

1 male bilateral
TTA, 4 male ablebodied

Treadmill

Progressive:
2.0 – 10

GRF, spatialtemporal, VO2 max,
VO2 , metabolic cost
of transport

Diebal-Lee et
al – 2017 [23]

1 male TFA (30 yrs)

Overground
(16 m
runway)

3.07 – 3.08

Kinematics, GRF,
temporal
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Buckley –
1999 [24]

4 male TTA, 1 male
TFA - (25.2 ± 5.1
yrs)

Overground
(cinder
track)

Sprinting

Kinematics

5 male able-bodied
(18.2 ± 2.4 yrs)
Burkett et al.2003 [25]

4 male TFA (29.5 ±
3.9 yrs)

Overground
(70 m
runway)

2.5-4.3

Kinematics, GRF,
temporal

Burkett et al.2001 [26]

4 male TFA (29.5 ±
3.9 yrs)

Overground
(70 m
runway)

2.47-2.93

Kinematics, GRF,
temporal

Bruggermann
et al. – 2008
[27]

1 bilateral TTA, 5
able-bodied

Overground
(100 m
track)

Sprinting

Kinematics, kinetics

Hobara et al.
– 2013 [28]

8 male TTA (32.0 ±
10.2 yrs)

Overground
(100 m
track)

2.5, 3.0, 3.5

Kinematics,
Kinetics

Baum et. al –
2016 [9]

8 male TTA (32.0 ±
10.2 yrs)

Overground
(100 m
track)

2.3, 3.0, 3.5

GRF, spatialtemporal

8 male able-bodied
(29.0 ± 6.9 yrs)
Grabowski et
al. – 2010
[29]

4 male TTA, 2
female TTA (23-36
yrs)

Treadmill

3.0-9.0

GRF, spatialtemporal

Makimoto et
al. – 2017
[30]

5 male TFA, 4
female TFA (32.9 ±
11.7 yrs)

Overground
(40 m
runway)

Average:

GRF, temporal

Mauroy et al.
– 2012 [31]

1 male TFA (39 yrs)

Overground
(33 m
track)

2.2 – 4.7

GRF, spatialtemporal

Rhett – 2016
[4]

1 TFA

Overground
(track)

Sprint

Spatial-temporal

Hobara et al.
– 2016 [32]

348 sprinters (mix of
able-bodied,
unilateral and
bilateral TTA and
TFA)

Overground
(track)

Sprint

*Spatial-temporal

Hobara et al.
– 2014 [33]

26 able-bodied men,
25 unilateral TTA
men, 17 bilateral
TTA men

Overground
(track)

Sprint

*Spatial-temporal

5.71 ± 0.70
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Hobara et al.
– 2015 [34]

16 able-bodied men,
13 unilateral TTA
men, 5 bilateral TTA
men, 16 unilateral or
bilateral TFA men

Overground
(track)

Sprint

*Spatial-temporal

Hobara et al.
– 2016 [35]

64 unilateral TTA
men

Overground
(track)

Sprint

*Spatial-temporal

McGowan et
al. – 2012
[36]

6 unilateral TTA (2
female, 4 male, 2336 yrs),

Treadmill

7.0-10.8

GRF, leg stiffness

5.79 ± 0.90

GRF, leg stiffness

2 bilateral TTA
(both male, 20-21
yrs), 12 able-bodied
(3 female, 9 male,
16-40 yrs)
Sano et al. –
2017 [37]

8 unilateral TFA (5
male, 3 female), 35.0
± 11.0 yrs

Overground

Hobara et al.
– 2014 [38]

8 male unilateral
TTA (32.0 ± 10.2
yrs), 8 male ablebodied (29.0 ± 6.9
yrs)

Overground
(100 m
track)

2.5, 3.0, 3.5

GRF

Buckley –
2000 [39]

2 unilateral TTA
(24-25 yrs)

Overground
(35 m
track)

6.81 – 7.05

Kinetics

(40 m
runway)

* indicates data acquired via review of Internet broadcasts of elite sprint races.

2.2.1 TFA Running Specific Prostheses

The activity level or potential activity level of lower limb amputees is
characterized by K-levels (see Table 2.4) [40]. K3 and K4 level amputees may be
eligible for prescription of RSP [41,42].
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K-Level

Table 2.4. K-Level descriptions for lower limb amputees [40].
Description

K0

“Does not have the ability or potential to ambulate or transfer with or without
assistance, and a prosthesis does not enhance quality of life or mobility”.

K1

“Has the ability or potential to use a prosthesis for transfers or ambulation in level
surfaces at a fixed cadence. Typical of the limited and unlimited household
ambulatory”.

K2

“Has the ability or potential for ambulation with the ability to transverse low-level
environmental barriers such as curbs, stairs, or uneven surfaces. Typical of the limited
community ambulatory”.

K3

“Has the ability or potential for ambulation with variable cadence. Typical of the
community ambulator who has the ability to transverse most environmental barriers
and may have vocational, therapeutic, or exercise activity that demands prosthetic use
beyond simple locomotion”.

K4

“Has the ability or potential for prosthetic ambulation that exceeds basic ambulation
skills, exhibiting high impact, stress, or energy levels. Typical of the prosthetic
demands of the child, active adult, or athlete”.

Several types of prosthetic feet are appropriate for K3 and K4 ambulators,
including dynamic response feet, multiaxial dynamic response feet, and externally
powered feet [40]. A RSP is a type of dynamic response foot. Dynamic response feet are
essentially leaf spring designs; as body weight is accepted on the foot, its proximal
structure compresses and stores energy [43]. As body weight is off-loaded during swing,
the proximal structure returns to its original form, releasing energy [43]. The primary
difference between a typical dynamic response foot used for walking and a modern RSP
is that the RSPs lack a heel (Figure 2.14 A-E versus F). [43]. RSPs are typically a C- or Jshape.
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Figure 2.14. Typical RSP shape (A through E) versus dynamic response foot (F). (A) Cheetah
(Ossur), (B) Flex-sprint (Ossur), (C) Flex-run (Ossur), (D) Sprinter (Ottobock), (E) C-sprint
(Ottobock), (F) Flex-foot (Ossur). Adapted from [43].

The RSP used in this research was the Springlite Sprinter (1E90) or the Runner
(1E91) foot (Ottobock, Germany), with the Modular Sport knee joint (3S80) (Figure
2.15).

Figure 2.15. RSP used in this thesis; Left- Springlite Sprinter foot (1E90) [44], technical
specifications [45]. Center – Runner foot (1E91) [46], technical specifications [47]. Right – Modular
Sport knee joint (3S80) [42], technical specifications [48].
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The Sprinter and Runner feet are available in several different stiffnesses; the stiffness
level is based on the patient’s body weight and is selected by the amputee’s prosthetist
[44]. To check the foot stiffness selection, the patient jumps on both feet; the pelvis
should remain level during jumping [44]. If the pelvis drops on the prosthetic side, the
foot is too compliant; if the pelvis is elevated on the prosthetic side, the foot is too stiff
(Figure 2.16) [44].

Figure 2.16. Pelvis orientation during examination of RSP stiffness: too stiff (left), appropriate
stiffness (center), too compliant (right). Adapted from [49].

The Modular Sport prosthetic knee joint is uniaxial and incorporates hydraulic
swing phase control [50]. The extension and flexion damping can be tuned for running or
sprinting [50]. The knee also incorporates a locking mechanism such that the knee can be
locked in full extension to prevent knee buckling when loaded (Figure 2.17).
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Locking lever

Figure 2.17. Sport knee in the locked position (lever engaged). Adapted from [44].

2.2.2 Spatial-Temporal Characteristics During Amputee Running

Several studies investigating running for TTAs have been conducted, identifying
several spatial-temporal variables. These studies included analysis of elite TTA sprinters
[32–35] and recreational TTA distance runners [9] (Table 2.3).
When recreational TTA and able-bodied distance runners run at the same
velocity, TTAs exhibit shorter stance times, step times, aerial times, and step lengths than
able-bodied runners [9]. Therefore, to maintain the same speed as able-bodied runners,
TTAs increase step frequency [9]. With increased velocity, the cycle time, stance time,
and step time decrease and the step length, aerial time, and step frequency increase for
both TTA and able-bodied runners [9]. The step length and step frequency of elite TTA
sprinters are similar to that of able-bodied sprinters [32–34]. However, the data for these
elite TTA sprinters are based on review of internet broadcasts of races for which running
velocity was not controlled.
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Comparison of the intact and prosthetic limbs of lower limb amputees indicates
that step length is shorter for the intact limb, with increased step frequency [9,29] (Table
2.5). The stance [9] and swing [9,29] durations are similar for both limbs (Table 2.5).

Table 2.5. Comparison of spatial-temporal parameters (mean ± std dev) during TTA overground [9]
and treadmill [29] running. PL = Prosthetic Limb, IL = Intact Limb
Stance
Step
Step
Stance
Swing
Swing
Time
Time
Velocity Frequency Frequency
Time (s)
Time (s)
Study
(steps/min)
(steps/min)
(s)
(m/s)
(s)
PL
IL
PL
IL
IL
PL

Baum et al. [9]

Grabowski et al.
[29]

2.5 ± 0.0

163.5 ±
10.74

164.4 ±
8.51

0.46 ±
0.04

0.46 ±
0.04

0.27 ±
0.03

0.27 ±
0.02

3.0 ± 0.0

165.9 ±
9.17

167.7 ±
8.66

0.48 ±
0.04

0.47 ±
0.03

0.24 ±
0.02

0.25 ±
0.01

3.5 ± 0.0

174.3 ±
8.92

176.2 ±
9.16

0.47 ±
0.03

0.46 ±
0.03

0.22 ±
0.02

0.23 ±
0.02

8.8 ± 1.0

238.8 ±
10.8

258.6 ±
16.2

0.37 ±
0.02

0.37 ±
0.01

-

-

Biomechanical analysis of TFA running has also been investigated, although to a
lesser extent due to the smaller number of TFAs who have running capability and/or
interest. The primary spatial-temporal variable studied is stance time on the prosthetic
versus intact limb. Results are contradictory, potentially due to differences in
methodology. Makimoto et al. [30] investigated 9 TFAs during maximal sprinting
(average velocity: 5.71 ± 0.70 m/s) on a 40 m runway and observed prolonged stance
time on the prosthetic limb (Table 2.6). In contrast, Mauroy et al. [31] observed shorter
stance duration on the prosthetic limb, although this study investigated a single TFA
running at a range of running speeds (2.2 - 4.7 m/s) on a 33 m long track. Mauroy also
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observed prolonged aerial time of the prosthetic limb relative to the intact limb [31]
(Table 2.6).

Table 2.6. Comparison of spatial-temporal parameters during TFA overground running with an
unlocked prosthetic knee. Mean ± std dev reported when available. PL = prosthetic limb, IL = intact
limb
Study
Stance Time (s) Stance Time (s) Aerial Time (s)
Aerial Time (s)
PL

IL

PL

IL

Makimoto et al. [30]

0.140 ± 0.013

0.127 ± 0.015

-

-

Mauroy et al. [31]

0.215

0.230

0.175

0.150

Running form (heel versus toe runners) likely influences spatial-temporal results.
Diebal-Lee et al. [23] describes a case study in which a TFA’s original rearfoot strike
pattern was altered by a running training program (five 45-minute PT sessions over three
weeks; instructional video; various drills). The modified form resulted in a more
symmetric stance time for the intact and prosthetic limbs [23] (Table 2.7).

Table 2.7. Pre- and post-intervention effects on overground unlocked knee running form for a single
TFA [23]. PL = prosthetic limb, IL = intact limb
Pre-Intervention
Pre-Intervention
Post-Intervention
Post-Intervention
PL

IL

PL

IL

Stance Time (s)

0.220 ± 0.004

0.257 ± 0.009

0.220 ± 0.004

0.220 ± 0.004

Swing Time (s)

0.478 ± 0.011

0.436 ± 0.017

0.407 ± 0.009

0.406 ± 0.012

Based on this case study, the contradictory trends in stance times observed by Makimoto
and Mauroy may be due to running form, specifically foot strike pattern. Further study is
needed to reliably determine spatial-temporal characteristics of TFA runners.
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A recent study investigated temporal variables for a single TFA, sprinting
overground in both the unlocked and no-knee conditions (knee: Ottobock 3S80,
Germany; foot: Ossur Cheetah, Iceland) [4]. For this subject, stance duration increased,
step frequency and peak speed were reduced for both intact and prosthetic limbs in the
unlocked knee condition.

2.2.3 Kinematic Analysis of Amputee Running

While several studies have investigated lower limb kinematics during TTA and
TFA running, the studies involving TFA subjects are dated and did not use RSPs (Table
2.3). As such, only hip kinematics are reviewed, although these results are likely affected
by the prostheses worn.
Comparative analysis of amputee sprinting with age-matched subjects indicated
that hip flexion/extension of TTAs was similar to that of able-bodied runners, although
some asymmetry was observed between the intact and prosthetic limbs [24]. Specifically,
hip flexion on the prosthetic side was increased at IC and TO (6° and 14°, respectively)
compared to the intact limb [24]. In addition, during swing, peak hip flexion of the
prosthetic limb was less (8°) than that of the intact limb [24]. In contrast, Hobara et al.
[28] did not observe asymmetry in hip flexion at IC. These conflicting results may be due
to differences in the subjects’ prosthetic feet (Buckley [24]: Flex-Foot Modular III,
Hobara [28]: RSP = Flex-Run, Cheetah). Differences may also be attributed to hip angle
definitions (Buckley [24]: hip angle = thigh to vertical, Hobara [28]: not specified).
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Running kinematics have also been investigated for TFAs [24,25]. Buckley
conducted biomechanical analysis of a single TFA during overground running. Hip
flexion/extension of the intact limb was similar to the five able-bodied subjects [24]
(Figure 2.18). The hip on the prosthetic side was more extended at IC [24,25], helping to
prevent buckling of the prosthetic knee [25] (Figure 2.18). The extended hip at IC,
however, also decreases step length, making it more difficult for TFAs to run [25]. TFAs
may initiate hip flexion prior to TO, earlier than observed for both TTAs and able-bodied
subjects [24]. Peak hip flexion during swing was also reduced (17°) for the prosthetic

(deg)

Thigh angle

compared to the intact side [24].

% Stride cycle
Figure 2.18. Hip flexion/extension for a single TFA during maximum sprinting overground.
TO = circles; prosthetic limb = dotted line; intact limb = solid bold line; able-bodied runner = solid
thin line. Adapted from [24].

While these kinematic analyses of TFA running provide pilot data, their relevance
to the current study is limited, however, as the prosthetic running componentry utilized
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by their subjects are outdated. These two studies are also limited in that the prosthetic
knee was unlocked during the running trials. No kinematic data have yet been reported
that investigate running with a locked prosthetic knee, although prosthetists and others
often recommend that TFAs run with a locked knee to maximize stability. More research
is needed to characterize running kinematics for TFAs with both unlocked and locked
prosthetic knees.

2.2.4 Kinetic Characteristics During Amputee Running

Kinetic analysis has been conducted for TTAs running at various speeds. These
studies have found that the GRF of the intact limb exceeds that of the prosthetic limb
[9,28,29,36,38,51] (Table 2.8). These kinetic asymmetries may be due to the mechanical
properties of RSPs rather than physiological factors [29], load-reducing running
strategies that attempt to reduce risk of residual limb skin breakdown and pain, and/or
reduced muscle strength in the residual limb [38]. Regardless, the impaired force
production of the prosthetic limb requires that the intact limb compensate; the increased
GRFs of the intact limb, forces that exceed that for able-bodied running, may put the
intact limb at risk [9,38].
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Table 2.8. Comparison of peak vertical GRF (mean ± std dev) for experienced unilateral TTA
runners (see Table 2.3 for further study details). PL = prosthetic limb, IL = intact limb
Study
Velocity Peak VGRF Peak VGRF
N
RSP
(m/s)
(BW)
(BW)

Hobara et al. [28]

Baum et al. [9]

PL

IL

2.5

2.12 ± 0.22

2.54 ± 0.31

3.0

2.29 ± 0.26

2.68 ± 0.25

3.5

2.27 ± 0.22

2.76 ± 0.35

2.5

*2.20 ± 0.20

*2.60 ± 0.30

3.0

*2.30 ± 0.30

*2.70 ±0.30

3.5

*2.30 ± 0.30

*2.80 ± 0.35

8.8 ± 1.0

3.34 ± 0.30

3.88 ± 0.22

3.0

*2.70

*3.00

4.0

*2.80

*3.20

5.0

*2.90

*3.30

6.0

*3.00

*3.40

7.0

*3.10

*3.50

8

Flex-Run (Ossur, N=4),
Cheetah (Ossur, N=4)

8

Flex-Run (Ossur, N=4),
Cheetah (Ossur, N=2),
Catapult (Freedom
Innovations, N=2)

6
Grabowski et al. [29]

McGowan et al. [36]

6

Cheetah (Ossur, N=4), CSprint (Ottobock, N=1),
Sprinter (Ottobock, N=1)

Cheetah (Ossur, N=4),
Sprinter (Ottobock, N=1),
C-Sprint (Ottobock, N=1)

* Values were estimated from graphs

Similarly, Makimoto et al. and Sano et al. observed increased GRFs of the intact
limb relative to the prosthetic limb for TFAs during overground maximal sprinting using
a RSP [30,37]. In contrast, Mauroy studied a single TFA running with a RSP; this subject
demonstrated increased vertical GRF on the prosthetic limb [31] (Table 2.9).
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Table 2.9. Comparison of peak vertical GRF (mean ± std dev) for TFA runners.
Study
Velocity
Peak
Peak
N
RSP
(m/s)
VGRF
VGRF
(BW)
(BW)
PL

IL

Makimoto et
al. [30]

5.71 ±
0.70

2.86 ±
0.67

3.86 ±
0.58

9

Ottobock 3S80 single-axis hydraulic
knee, 1E90 Sprinter foot

Sano et al.
[37]

5.79 ±
0.90

2.90 ±
0.69

3.94 ±
0.48

8

Ottobock 3S80 single-axis hydraulic
knee, 1E90 Sprinter foot

Mauroy et al.
[31]

2.9

3.1

2.6

1

Ottobock 3R45 single-axis hydraulic
knee, 1E90 Sprinter foot

These contrary findings may be attributed to methodological differences and sample size.
At sprinting speeds, the intact limb GRF force may be greater; at slower running speeds,
the prosthetic limb GRF may be greater (Table 2.9). Variations in running form
(footstrike pattern) may also have influenced the relative GRF magnitude (Table 2.10,
[23]).

Table 2.10. Vertical GRF estimates pre- and post- participation in a running training program [23].
PL = prosthetic limb, IL = intact limb
Pre-Training
Pre-Training
Post-Training
Post-Training
(non-rear
(rear footstrike)
(non-rear
(non-rear
footstrike)
footstrike)
footstrike)
PL
IL
PL
IL
VRF (BW)
2.3
2.2
2.1
2.4

The magnitude of the individual components of the GRF are shown in Figure 2.19
for TFAs (left) and TTAs (right).
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TFAs

TTAs

Figure 2.19. Mean vertical (A), anterior-posterior (B), and medial-lateral (C) GRF profiles during
overground maximal sprinting for nine unilateral TFAs (left), eight TTAs and eight able-bodied
subjects during overground running at 3.0 m/s (right), adapted from [30] and [9], respectively.
(Amp_P: amputee prosthetic limb, Amp_I: amputee intact limb, Con_L: able-bodied left limb, and
Con_R: able-bodied right limb).

Although numerical comparison is difficult due to scaling differences, the pattern or
morphology can be contrasted. The vertical and anterior-posterior GRFs curves are
similar; the TFAs demonstrated reduced lateral GRF, although the medial-lateral GRF is
typically highly variable between subjects [9].
During early stance, an internal hip extension moment for both the intact and
prosthetic limbs has been observed for TTA and able-bodied runners [28]. However, the
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prosthetic limb hip moment may be influenced by the type of RSP. For example, during
maximal overground sprinting, one TTA demonstrated an internal hip flexion moment
during stance with the Cheetah RSP and internal hip extension moment during stance
with the Sprint Flex RSP [39]. Preliminary analysis of eight TTAs during overground
running at 2.5 m/s, 3.0 m/s, and 3.5 m/s demonstrated that with a RSP, an impact spike in
internal hip moment during early stance was only observed for the intact limb, suggesting
the RSP helped the prosthetic limb hip absorb force at IC [28]. Further analysis of hip
moment kinetics is needed to assess the effects of RSPs for TFAs, as well as for an
expanded population of TTAs.
When interpreting the aforementioned hip moment results it is important to note
that joint moments are evaluated using limb kinematics, GRF data, center of pressure
data, anthropometry, and an inverse dynamics model [52]. These inverse dynamics
models assume that each segment is a rigid body, an assumption that is invalid for lower
limb amputees wearing deformable RSP feet. As the foot is the first segment to be
solved, errors are then propagated into all proximal joint analyses. Thus, the accuracy of
these results is questionable.
To date, kinetic analysis of TFAs running with a locked knee has not yet been
conducted. Such analyses of TFA runners wearing RSPs, with both a locked and
unlocked knee, may help assess injury risk during recreational and/or longer distance
running.
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2.2.5 Amputee Running Energy Cost

Comparative analysis of energy costs during both running and walking has been
conducted for TTAs and age-matched able-bodied runners (Table 2.3). For fixed running
speeds during an incremental treadmill protocol (starting speed of 0.67 m/s with increases
of 0.22 m/s every 2 minutes), energy cost for TTA runners were significantly greater than
for able-bodied runners, regardless of prosthetic foot worn (Figure 2.20). Able-bodied
runners demonstrated reduced RE when running at a SSRS, indicating greater efficiency
compared to TTAs (Figure 2.21) [20].

Figure 2.20. Energy cost (mean ± std dev) for 3 TTA and 3 age-matched able-bodied (Control)
runners during the fixed running portion of the incremental treadmill protocol. Trials for the TTA
subjects included three different prosthetic feet: solid ankle cushioned heel (K08 SACH Strider,
Kingsley Manufacturing Co., Costa Mesa, CA), energy storing and return (Renegade, Freedom
Innovations, Irvine CA), and RSP (Nitro, Freedom Innovations, Irvine, CA)]. If not all TTAs were
able to achieve a specific running speed, the number of TTAs who reached that speed for each
prosthesis is indicated by the inserted number in the respective column. Adapted from [20].
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Figure 2.21. Mean RE for able-bodied (Control, N=3) and TTA (prosthetic foot type, N=3) subjects at
SSRS. All three TTA successfully completed trials at the specified SSRS with the Nitro and Renegade
feet; only two TTAs completed the trial with the SACH foot. Adapted from [20].

In contrast, Brown et al. did not find significant differences in oxygen consumption
between TTA and age-matched able-bodied runners when running at the same speed
[19]. While oxygen consumption was normalized to body weight in both studies, Brown
included the weight of the prosthesis; Mengelkoch did not [19,20]. These normalization
differences likely affected the contradictory findings (e.g. increased body weight with
inclusion of prosthesis mass would decrease the TTAs weight normalized oxygen
consumption).
Mengelkoch et al. also conducted similar incremental speed running trials with
three TFAs using different prosthetic feet (Table 2.11). Results were similar to that for
age-matched TTAs and able-bodied runners, namely that 1) at fixed running speeds,
oxygen consumption was significantly greater for TFAs, and 2) able-bodied runners have
lower RE or increased efficiency compared to amputee runners [1].
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Integrating these findings, one may conclude that at the same speed, oxygen
consumption during running for TFAs exceeds that for TTAs which exceeds that for
able-bodied individuals [1], Table 2.11. In addition, running speed at peak oxygen
consumption was faster for TTA than TFA runners [1].

Table 2.11. Comparison of VO2 and RE for amputee and able-bodied subjects.
Study
Mengelkoch et al. [20]
Brown et al. [19]
Mengelkoch et al. [1]
Subjects

3 unilateral TTA, 3 ablebodied

Age (yrs)

TTA: 35.3 ± 10.0
Able-bodied: 35.3 ± 9.0

Incremental
Treadmill Speeds
(m/s)
VO2 (mL/kg/min)

TTA Renegade: 2.23-3.35
TTA Nitro, Able-Bodied:
2.23–3.58
TTA Renegade: 39-58
TTA Nitro: 35- 60
Able-Bodied: 30-45
TTA Renegade: 2.37
TTA Nitro: 2.44
Able-Bodied: 2.94
TTA Renegade: 0.27
TTA Nitro: 0.25
Able-Bodied: 0.20

SSRS (m/s)

RE (ml/kg/m)

5 unilateral TTA, 1
bilateral TTA, 6 ablebodied
TTA: 28.8 ± 7.3
Able-bodied: 29.5 ± 6.9

3 unilateral TFA, 3 ablebodied

TTA, Able-Bodied: 2.23
– 4.02

TFA Nitro, AbleBodied: 2.24 – 3.35

TTA RSP: 31-55
Able-Bodied: 27-48

TFA Nitro: 42- 57
Able-Bodied: 32- 45

____

____

TFA: 27.7 ± 8.1
Able-bodied: 27.0 ± 7.8

TFA Renegade: 1.86
TFA Nitro: 2.13
Able-Bodied: 3.17
TFA Renegade: 0.36
TFA Nitro: 0.34
Able-Bodied: 0.22

The aforementioned studies investigated TFAs during treadmill running solely for
the unlocked prosthetic knee condition. To date, only two studies [2,3] investigated TFA
running in the “no-knee” condition (e.g. without an articulating prosthetic knee,
approximately a “locked” knee condition). These two studies contrasted the no-knee to
unlocked knee condition during treadmill running; however, conclusions regarding the
more energy efficient knee condition were contradictory.
Wening and Stockwell studied two experienced unilateral TFA runners (one male
aged 27 years, one female aged 30 years) during progressive level treadmill running (1.34
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m/s till exhaustion at 0.22 m/s every 2 minutes) with a RSP (Flex-run foot, Ossur,
Iceland) [3]. Oxygen consumption was measured. Two trials [unlocked knee (3R95
hydraulic knee, Ottobock, Germany); no knee with same prosthesis mass] were
conducted, separated by 30 min rest. Both subjects ran longer and achieved higher speed
when running in the no-knee condition (Table 2.12).

Table 2.12. TFA running as a function of knee condition [3].
Subject 1
Subject 2
Knee Condition

Unlocked Knee

No-Knee

Unlocked Knee

No-Knee

Total Running Time (min:s)

10:21

12:35

12:15

17:23

Peak Speed (m/s)

2.24

2.46

2.46

2.91

VO2 Max (mL/Kg/min)

49.1

54.8

57.4

55.69

Despite the consistent trend in peak speed, peak oxygen consumption was observed for
the no-knee condition for one subject and the unlocked knee condition for the other
subject [3]. The investigators’ conclusion that running without a prosthetic knee is more
efficient is therefore inconclusive in terms of oxygen consumption for this extremely
small study population [3].
Highsmith et al. also investigated the effects of knee condition on running for four
experienced TFA runners (two male, two female, 45 years old) using a similar
progressive speed protocol (0.67 m/s, increasing by 0.233 m/s every 2 minutes until
exhaustion) [2]. Two trials [unlocked knee (Total Knee 2000, Ossur, Iceland); no knee
but without mass adjustment] were conducted, on separate days. Each participant used
their own RSP foot (N=2: Flex Run, Ossur, Iceland; N=2: Nitro, Freedom Innovations,
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Irvine, CA). In this study, mean oxygen consumption (Figure 2.22) and mean heart rate
(HR) at five of the eight running speeds were greater for the no-knee condition [2].
While not statistically significant, mean rating of perceived exertion (RPE) across all
subjects was higher for the no-knee condition for 6 of the 8 running speeds; self-selected
walking speed (SSWS), SSRS, and peak speed tended to increase, although not
significantly, for the articulated knee condition. All subjects preferred the articulated
knee condition for running. Together, these findings suggest that the articulated knee
condition is more energy efficient for TFA runners --- contrary to Wening and Stockwell.

Ambulation Speed (m·s-1)

Figure 2.22. Mean inter-subject oxygen consumption for four TFA runners with and without an
articulated prosthetic knee. The gray area highlights speeds for which mean oxygen consumption
differed significantly between knee conditions. Adapted from [2].

The contradictory findings, small study population, and limited measures indicate
a need for further investigation to determine which knee condition is more energy
efficient for TFA runners. This need is further justified by additional limitations in the
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aforementioned studies. The subjects tested in [3] first learned to run using an unlocked
prosthetic knee and recently learned to run without a knee; this may have introduced knee
condition bias. Reported data were incomplete; RPE was reportedly collected, but not
presented. Only peak VO2 was reported; VO2 was not reported as a function of running
speed. Finally, the 30-minute rest between maximal exertion tests may have favored the
initial trial condition. While more measures were reported in Highsmith’s study, the RSPs
were not controlled [2]. In addition, prosthetic mass was not controlled, perhaps
affecting results.
This study aims to add to the established knowledge concerning TFA running
kinematics with an unlocked knee and RSP, establish characteristic kinematics during
TFA running with a locked knee, and further investigate which knee condition (unlocked
versus locked) is most energy efficient and permits the fastest peak speed for recreational
TFA distance runners. To address these aims, the following measures will be analyzed:
peak running speed, and stance/swing phase hip kinematics in the sagittal and frontal
planes, and RE. Data collected will be used to develop recommendations regarding knee
condition for novice TFA recreational distance runners.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODS

Limited research has been conducted regarding TFA running. Only two studies
investigated running efficiency as a function of knee condition, with conflicting results.
Assessment of joint kinematics has not been conducted. Additional research is needed.
The aim of this study is to investigate whether the prosthetic knee unit should be
locked or unlocked for TFAs during recreational distance running. The specific research
questions to be addressed are: 1) Does peak running speed differ between knee
conditions? 2) How does knee condition affect sagittal and frontal plane hip kinematics?
3) Is running with a locked or unlocked prosthetic knee more energy efficient?
To answer these questions, 3D motion capture and indirect calorimetry were used
during treadmill running for TFAs. Data analysis included the following measures of
interest: peak running speed (question 1), hip joint motion [maximum, minimum, ROM,
and IA in the sagittal and frontal planes] (question 2), and RE (question 3).
Details regarding the subject selection process, test protocol, measurement and
calculation of metrics of interest, data analysis, and statistical analysis methodology to
complete the study aims and answer the research questions are presented in this chapter.
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3.1 SUBJECT SELECTION

3.1.1 Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

The TFA population in the Milwaukee area is limited, especially when
considering those that are able and interested in running. The selection criteria were
designed to maximize the number of potential subjects while minimizing potential
participant risk. The specific selection criteria were:
Inclusion Criteria:
•

Unilateral transfemoral amputation

•

K3 to K4 activity level

•

18-65 years

•

Good general health

•

Novice runners or individuals with interest and capability (as assessed by their
physician or prosthetist)

•

Able to give informed consent

•

Body weight less than 100 kg (weight limit for the running prosthesis [48])

Exclusion Criteria:
•

Balance disorder or neurological condition that would adversely impact running

•

Residual limb skin breakdown

•

Elevated vacuum suspension (incompatible with RSP [53])
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3.1.2 Subject Recruitment

Subjects were recruited through flier postings at a collaborating local physiatrist’s
office and several local prosthetists’ offices. The local physiatrist, prosthetists, and study
subjects were also encouraged to speak to other potential subjects regarding possible
study participation. If interested, individuals contacted a member of the study team via
phone or email. Information regarding the purpose of the study and subject
inclusion/exclusion criteria was then shared; subject screening was conducted to confirm
eligibility. Screening confirmed that all potential subjects met the selection criteria.
Written informed consent was obtained prior to study participation.
Five TFAs aged 52-59 years participated in, and completed, this study. Subject
characteristics are summarized in Table 3.1. Their current prosthetic componentry used
for everyday activities, as well as the running prosthetic componentry used during the
study, and running experience are presented in Table 3.2.

Table 3.1 Subject characteristics.
Subject 1

Subject 2

Subject 3

Subject 4

Subject 5

Mean ± Std.
dev
55.6 ± 2.42
85.2 ± 8.54

Age (yrs)
59
52
57
54
56
Weight (without
72.8
93
87.4
82.5
93.4
prosthesis, kg)
Height (with
184
186
178
185.5
176.5
182 ± 3.96
RSP, cm)
Residual Limb
21
16
38
31
39
29 ± 9.14
Length+ (cm)
Gender
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Amputated Side
Right
Left
Left
Right
Left
Cause of
Disease
Disease
Trauma
Trauma
Trauma
Amputation
Time Post
49
47
5
6
6
22.6 ± 20.75
Amputation (yrs)
+ distance from the greater trochanter to the most distal point on the femur (as determined by palpation).
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Table 3.2. Prosthetic componentry and running experience summary for all subjects.

Everyday
Prosthetic
Componentry

Subject 1

Subject 2

Subject 3

Suspension

Suction

Suction

Suction

Knee

Genium
Triton
Vertical
Shock
Suction

Genium X3
Triton
Vertical
Shock
Suction

C-Leg
Triton 1C60

Triton
Harmony

Trias Plus

Suction

Suction

Suction

Knee

Ottobock
3S80

Ottobock
3S80

Ottobock
3S80

Ottobock
3S80

Ottobock
3S80

Foot

Ottobock
1E90 Sprinter

Ottobock
1E90 Sprinter

Ottobock
1E91
Runner

Ottobock
1E90
Sprinter

Ottobock
1E91
Runner

Foot
Suspension

RSP
Componentry
Used in Study

Subject 4

Subject 5

Elevated
Vacuum
Genium X3

Suction
Genium

Running
Experience
Everyday
Prosthesis

Short sprints,
knee unlocked

None

None

None

Fast walk
1.5-2 miles,
on treadmill,
knee
unlocked

Running
Experience
with RSP

2 weeks,
overground
running with
knee unlocked
and locked

One day per
year,
overground
with knee
unlocked and
locked

3 months, 34x per week
on AlterG
anti-gravity
treadmill
with knee
unlocked

3 months,
overground
with knee
locked

None

3.2 TEST PROTOCOL

For subjects who did not own the Ottobock RSP, a fitting session was conducted
by a collaborating certified prosthetist. A training session (60-90 min) at Marquette
University’s Human Performance Lab was then conducted to familiarize the subject with
the equipment, test environment, and protocol. After a minimum of 72 hours post
training, testing (3-4 hours) was conducted in the Human Performance Lab.
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3.2.1 RSP Fitting

A RSP consisting of the 3S80 Modular Sport Knee Joint and either the IE90
Springlite Sprinter Foot or the IE91 Runner Foot (Ottobock, Germany) was used by all
subjects. If the subject did not have access to the Ottobock RSP, the device was provided
to them for the week of testing. The test RSP was obtained from a local prosthetist
(subject 1) or Ottobock (subject 5).
The subject was fitted with the Ottobock RSP by the subject’s personal certified
prosthetist at the prosthetist’s clinic. The fitting took approximately 1 hour. After the RSP
was fitted and aligned to the prosthetist’s satisfaction, the subject traveled to the Human
Performance Lab at Marquette University for the training session.
3.2.2 Training Session

Training was conducted on an instrumented split-belt treadmill (Woodway,
Waukesha, WI) mounted on a 6 degree-of-freedom motion base (MOOG, Inc., Elma,
NY). The motion base was stationary during training and testing; subjects ran on the level
surface of the treadmill. Due to treadmill integration with the motion base, the treadmill
was elevated approximately 1 meter above the floor; subjects accessed the treadmill using
stairs. To minimize fall risk, subjects locked the 3S80 knee during stair ascent; subjects
were secured in a harness during treadmill running; handrails were also available for
support.
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The training session began with a warm-up period; the specific duration and
activities (i.e., unlocked or locked knee, walking or running) were at the discretion of the
subject. Subject 1 chose to warm-up overground; the other subjects chose to warm-up on
the treadmill.
After completion of the warm-up period, the knee unit was unlocked. The
treadmill speed was increased from rest to a comfortable walking speed, as guided by the
subject. The speed was gradually increased according to feedback from the subject until a
speed was reached that they thought they could maintain for three minutes. This speed
was recorded as the SSRS for the unlocked knee running trial.
During this practice run, the subject’s hip flexion/extension was visually
compared between their prosthetic and intact limbs. If hip flexion/extension between the
two limbs was comparable, no further training was required.
Following a rest period with duration at the subject’s discretion, a maximum
speed trial was conducted with the knee unlocked to familiarize the subject with the
protocol. The treadmill speed was increased from rest to the previously chosen SSRS at a
rate dictated by the subject; the speed was then systematically increased by 0.089 m/s
every 3 seconds until the subject engaged the harness, pressed the treadmill emergency
stop button, or indicated they wanted to stop. The maximum speed was recorded.
A rest period followed until the subject indicated they were ready to run again.
The knee unit was locked; the warm-up, SSRS selection process, and maximum speed
trial were repeated. The SSRS and maximum running speed for both knee conditions
were not disclosed to the participant.
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Following the running protocols, anthropometric measurements (Table 3.3) were
taken.

Table 3.3. Anthropometric measurement descriptions.
Anthropometric Measurement
Description
Height
Measured from the floor to the head, standing up
straight with RSP
Weight
Measured with RSP (RSP weight was later
subtracted)
ASIS Distance
Distance between left and right anterior superior
iliac spine
ASIS to lateral malleoli+ (~limb length)
Distance from ipsilateral ASIS to lateral malleoli
of intact limb
Intact knee diameter
Distance between medial and lateral knee
epicondyles
Prosthetic knee diameter
Width of prosthetic knee
Intact ankle diameter
Distance between medial and lateral malleoli
Prosthetic ankle diameter
Width of RSP at the most acute radius of curvature
Intact thigh length
Distance from greater trochanter to lateral femoral
epicondyle
Residual thigh length
Distance from greater trochanter to distal end of
femur
Residual limb proximal circumference
Circumference at the most proximal portion of the
residual limb, just distal to the ischial tuberosity
Residual limb distal circumference
Circumference at the distal most portion of the
residual limb
+
The ASIS to lateral malleoli distance, the approximate limb length, was used to calculate the hip joint
center location.

3.2.3 Testing Session

A flow chart summarizing the testing session protocol is shown in Figure 3.1. The
testing session mirrors the training session, with the exception that three maximum speed
trials were performed for each knee condition.
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Kinematic, temporal, RE,
RPE, and HR data
collected; analyzed data
from middle 45 second
period only

RPE, peak speed
data collected;
analyzed maximum
peak speed and
corresponding RPE

Figure 3.1. Flow chart overview of the running trials for the test protocol.

Prior to the subject’s arrival, the 13-camera motion capture system (OptiTrack,
Corvallis, OR) was calibrated [54]. Following a 45-minute warm up period, the room air,
gas, and turbine calibrations of the K4b2 portable metabolic system (Cosmed USA Inc,
Chicago Il) were conducted [55]. The delay calibration procedure was completed after
subject arrival; this procedure requires that the subject breathe into the mask and tubing.
After testing, the K4b2 mask and accessories were cleaned with CaviCide (Metrex,
Orange, CA) [55]
The motion capture system was used to collect (120 Hz) kinematic data. Thirtyfive retro-reflective markers were secured on the subject with double sided adhesive tape
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and gauze based on the Helen Hayes pelvis model (Figure 3.2 and Table 3.4) [56].
Marker placement on the RSP was dependent on the prosthetic foot: Ottobock Runner or
Sprinter (Figures 3.3 and 3.4). The marker set shown is for a left TFA.

RF Iliac
RB Iliac

LF Iliac

R ASIS

LB Iliac

L ASIS
R Troch.

Sacrum
L Troch

R Thigh
L Thigh

R Thigh Ant.

L Thigh Ant.
R Knee Lat.
R Knee Med.
R Shank
R Shank Ant.

R Tib. Tuberosity

Left leg amputee

R Heel

R Lat. Ankle
R Med. Ankle

R Meta 5
R Meta 2

Figure 3.2. Marker placement for pelvis and intact lower limb. Adapted from [57].
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B)

A)
L Knee Med.

L Knee Lat.
L Shank Sup.

L Med. Ankle Inf.
L Lat. Ankle Inf.

C)

L Ankle

D)

Figure 3.3. Anterior (A), posterior (B), medial (C), lateral (D) view of 1E90 Sprinter foot marker
placements. Adapted from [58].

L Knee Lat.
L Tib. Tuberosity

L Shank Sup.

L Ankle

L Med. Ankle Inf.
L Lat. Ankle Inf.
L Foot Med.
L Toe

L Foot Ant.
L Foot Lat.

Figure 3.4. Anterior view of 1E91 Runner foot marker placements. Adapted from [46].
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Table 3.4. Marker name and description for the markers on the intact limb, residual limb, and RSP.

Pelvis,
Intact
limb,
Residual
limb

RSP

Marker Name
Sacrum
RF Iliac
RB Iliac
R ASIS
R Troch.
R Thigh+
R Thigh Ant.+
R Knee Lat.
R Knee Med.
R Tib. Tuberosity

Description
Sacrum
Right iliac crest, anterior
Right iliac crest, posterior
Right ASIS
Right greater trochanter
Right lateral thigh- vertically aligned with R Troch. and R Knee Lat.
Right thigh, anterior
Right femoral epicondyle, lateral side
Right femoral epicondyle, medial side
Right tibial tuberosity
Right shank, lateral side- vertically aligned with R Knee Lat. and R
+
R Shank
Lat. Ankle
R Shank Ant.+
Right tibia, anterior
R Lat. Ankle
Right lateral malleolus
R Med. Ankle
Right medial malleolus
R Meta 5
Right 5th metatarsal – marker positioned over shoe
R Meta 2
Right 2nd metatarsal – marker positioned over shoe
R Heel
Right calcaneus – marker positioned over shoe
LF Iliac
Left iliac crest, anterior
LB Iliac
Left iliac crest, posterior
L ASIS
Left ASIS
L Troch
Left greater trochanter
L Thigh+
Left lateral thigh – vertically aligned with L Troch and L Knee Lat.
L Thigh Ant.+
Left thigh, anterior
IE90 Sprinter foot: marker placed anteriorly on mounting plate
L Tib. Tuberosity
IE91 Runner foot: marker placed anteriorly on pylon
L Med. Ankle Inf.+
Medial side, inferior to sharpest radii
L Foot Med.
Medial side on top side of toe pad
L Toe
Centered medial-lateral on top of toe pad
L Foot Lat.
Lateral side on top of toe pad
L Foot Ant.+
Centered medial-lateral, anterior side of blade
L Lat. Ankle Inf.+
Lateral side, inferior to sharpest radii
L Ankle
Lateral side at sharpest radii
L Shank Sup.+
Lateral side superior to sharpest radii
L Knee Lat.
Lateral side of knee unit
L Knee Med.
Medial side of knee unit
L Heel
Posterior side at sharpest radii
+
marker was not used in subject-specific model

After markers were applied, photos were taken from four (anterior, posterior,
medial, and lateral) views to record marker placement. The subject was instrumented
with a HR monitor (T31-coded, Polar Electro Inc, Lake Success, NY) and instructed to
sit quietly for five minutes to establish resting HR. The subject then performed a delay
calibration of the K4b2 portable metabolic system [55].
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The subject climbed the stairs to access the elevated treadmill. The subject was
secured in the safety harness and instrumented with the K4b2 face mask and holder (with
portable unit and battery pack). The safety harness was clipped to the supporting frame.
The subject was instructed on how to use the emergency stop button on the treadmill. A
five second static motion capture session was recorded. The treadmill belts were then
engaged to initiate a warm-up session while the prosthetic knee unit was unlocked. The
subject’s SSRS was re-selected using the same method from the training session. If the
SSRS from the warm-up and the training session matched, this speed was used in the
three-minute running trial. If not, the subject was asked whether they would like to try the
speed from the training session. If so, the SSRS for the test trial was based on their
preference; if not, testing continued with the SSRS from the warm-up period. Both
SSRS’s were recorded.
The test protocol described in the flowchart of Figure 3.1 was then initiated. To
decrease switching between knee conditions, the running trial order was not randomized.
The three-minute running trials were conducted first to decrease the effect of fatigue on
metabolic results; the K4b2 system could then be removed from the subject for the
remainder of the trials. The unlocked knee condition trial was completed before the
locked knee trial to increase confidence and security as four of the five subjects were
more familiar with unlocked knee running.
A three-minute running trial was conducted at the SSRS with the knee unlocked.
Kinematic data were acquired in three 45-second periods during this trial. Vertical force
data from both the left and right treadmill belts were sampled (1200 Hz) for the full
duration of the running trial. Breath-by-breath oxygen consumption data and HR data
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were also collected for the entire running trial. After the trial, the subject rested for a
minimum of 10 minutes, during which time the subject was asked to rate their perceived
exertion during the trial using the Borg RPE scale, e.g. 6-20 (6 = low, 20 = maximum)
[59] (Table 3.5).

Table 3.5. RPE scale [59].
Rating
Description
6
7
Very, very light
8
9
Very light
10
11
Fairly light
12
13
Somewhat hard
14
15
Hard
16
17
Very hard
18
19
Very, very hard
20

The knee unit of the RSP was then locked, prior to commencing a second warmup period; the SSRS for testing was determined using the same procedure. A threeminute running trial at the SSRS followed. Kinematic, vertical force, oxygen
consumption, and HR data were again collected, as previously described. The subject
then rested for a minimum of 10 minutes, noting their RPE with the locked knee
condition. The K4b2 system was removed prior to the maximum speed trials.
Maximum speed trials were then conducted with the locked knee, as the subject
had just completed sub-maximal running with this knee condition. The treadmill was
accelerated from rest to a comfortable walking speed and then increased to the subject’s
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SSRS for the locked knee condition. The speed was then increased by 0.089 m/s every 3
seconds until the subject indicated they wanted to stop, pressed the emergency stop
button, or engaged the safety harness. Three maximum speed trials were performed,
separated by minimum rest periods of 10 minutes. Kinematic (single sample period) and
vertical force data were recorded during each trial; the subject was asked to rate their
perceived exertion using the Borg RPE scale at the end of each maximum speed trial. The
overall maximum speed was recorded as the fastest speed the subject attained during the
three trials; the corresponding RPE was also recorded. The subject was not informed of
their peak speed. This procedure was then repeated with the knee unit unlocked, setting
the initial speed to the SSRS for the unlocked knee condition.
Following these running trials, the subject completed a survey regarding their
perception of which knee condition was easiest for running, which knee condition they
thought resulted in the fastest speed, and which knee condition was preferred for
sprinting and distance running (see Appendix A).
3.3 METRICS OF INTEREST

Temporal, kinematic, metabolic, and subject perception parameters were
evaluated during and after running trials to address the research questions. These terms
are defined and described in greater details in Section 3.4.5.
Primary Metrics:
•

Temporal:
o

Peak running speed
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•

Kinematic:
o

Hip flexion and hip ad/abduction maximum angle, minimum angle, ROM, and
IA index during stance and swing

•

Metabolic:
o

RE

Secondary Metrics:
•

•

Temporal:
o

SSRS

o

Stance duration

o

IA index for stance duration

o

Swing duration

o

IA index for swing duration

Kinematic:
o

Pelvic tilt, pelvic obliquity, and pelvic rotation: maximum angle, minimum
angle, ROM, and IA index during stance and swing

o

Hip rotation: maximum angle, minimum angle, ROM, and IA index during
stance and swing

•

Metabolic:
o

•

HR

Subject Perception:
o

RPE

o

Survey responses regarding knee performance
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3.4 KINEMATIC AND TEMPORAL DATA ANALYSIS

The kinematic and vertical force data were processed using various software. Data
processing included: construction of 3D motion data from raw kinematic data,
development of a subject-specific model, detection of running events, parsing data into
stride cycles, omission of errant stride cycles, calculation of 3D joint kinematic
parameters and temporal parameters, and averaging stride cycle kinematics.
3.4.1 Construction of 3D Motion Data

A flow chart illustrating the process of constructing 3D motion data is provided in
Figure 3.5. For both the static and dynamic trials, direct linear transformation converted
the two-dimensional (2D) marker coordinates in the camera coordinate system to 3D
coordinates in the global coordinate system (Figure 3.6) using Amass software (V2.0.0,
C-Motion, Germantown MD).

Figure 3.5. Flow chart illustrating the construction of 3D motion data from raw 2D marker data.
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LCS

GCS

Figure 3.6. Global coordinate system (labeled GCS), and local coordinate system (labeled LCS).

The markers were labeled using Amass and stored in a C3D file. These data were then
processed using Visual3D software (V6, C-Motion, Germantown MD). The dynamic trial
marker data were low pass filtered (fourth order Butterworth, cutoff frequency of 6 Hz)
[28,60]. The data were interpolated using a third order polynomial to fill gaps of up to 10
frames; the polynomial coefficients were based on three frames of data before and after
the gap.
3.4.2 Development of Subject-Specific Model

Subject-specific models were created using the static C3D file data and the Helen
Hayes pelvis [61]. The local coordinate system (LCS) of each segment was defined in
terms of individual marker locations, landmarks (virtual markers), and anthropometric
measurements. An overview of each segment’s LCS is provided in Table 3.6.
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Table 3.6. Definition of segment LCS.
Note: x denotes cross product. LCS descriptions adapted from [52].
Markers
Markers
LCS Origin
Landmarks
Used to
Used for
Segment
LCS Description
Location
Used
Define
Segment
Model
Tracking
R ASIS,
𝑖̂: From origin to R
L ASIS,
ASIS
Midway
R ASIS,
Sacrum,
𝑣
̂:
from
sacrum to
(mediolaterally)
Pelvis
None used
L ASIS,
LF Iliac,
origin
between L and
Sacrum
LB Iliac,
R ASIS
𝑘̂: 𝑖̂ x 𝑣̂
RF Iliac,
𝑗̂: 𝑘̂ x 𝑖̂
RB Iliac
𝑘̂: from knee joint
landmark to hip
joint landmark
Hip joint
R Knee
R Knee
Right hip joint
𝑣̂ : from R Knee
Right
center,
Lat,
Lat, R
center
Thigh
knee joint
R Knee
Knee Med, Med to R Knee Lat
landmark
center
Med
R Troch
𝑗̂: 𝑘̂ x 𝑣̂
𝑖̂: 𝑗̂ x 𝑘̂

Pelvis,
Intact
limb,
Residual
limb

Left
Thigh

Right
Shank

Right
Virtual
Foot

Left hip joint
center
landmark

Right knee joint
center
landmark

Halfway
between R Lat.
Ankle and R
Med. Ankle
landmarks

Hip joint
center,
knee joint
center

Knee joint
center,
ankle joint
center

Lateral
ankle,
Medial
ankle,
Second
metatarsal

L Knee
Lat,
L Knee
Med

L Knee
Lat,
L Knee
Med,
L Troch

R Knee
Lat, R
Knee
Med., R
Lat. Ankle,
R Med.
Ankle

R Knee
Lat,
R Knee
Med,
R Lat
Ankle,
R Med
Ankle,
R Tib
Tuberosity

R Lat.
Ankle,
R Med
Ankle,
R Meta 2

R Lat
Ankle,
R Med
Ankle,
R Heel,
R Meta 2,
R Meta 5

𝑘̂: from knee joint
landmark to hip
joint landmark
𝑣̂ : from R Knee
Lat to R Knee Med
𝑗̂: 𝑘̂ x 𝑣̂
𝑖̂: 𝑗̂ x 𝑘̂
𝑘̂: from ankle joint
center landmark to
knee joint center
landmark
𝑣̂ : from R Knee
Med to R Knee Lat
𝑗̂: 𝑘̂ x 𝑣̂
𝑖̂: 𝑗̂ x 𝑘̂
𝑗̂: from LCS origin
to second
metatarsal
landmark
𝑣̂ : from R Med
Ankle landmark to
R Lat Ankle
landmark
𝑘̂: 𝑣̂ x 𝑗̂
𝑖̂: 𝑗̂ x 𝑘̂
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Left
Shank

Left knee joint
center

Knee joint
center
ankle joint
center

L Knee
Lat,
L Knee
Med,
L Heel,
L Ankle

L Ankle,
L Heel,
L Knee
Lat,
L Knee
Med,
L Tib
Tuberosity

Landmarks:
Heel,
Ankle, Toe

L Ankle,
L Foot Lat,
L Foot
Med, L
Heel,
L Toe

RSP

Left
Virtual
Foot

Heel landmark

Heel,
Ankle, Toe

𝑘̂: from L Heel
marker to knee
joint center
landmark
𝑣̂ : from R Knee
Lat to R Knee Med
𝑗̂: 𝑘̂ x 𝑣̂
𝑖̂: 𝑗̂ x 𝑘̂
𝑗̂: from LCS origin
to toe landmark
𝑣̂ : from Ankle
landmark to Heel
landmark
𝑘̂: 𝑣̂ x 𝑗̂
𝑖̂: 𝑗̂ x 𝑘̂

As shown in Figure 3.7, the landmark approximating the knee center (blue circle)
was positioned at the midpoint of the lateral and medial knee markers (red circles). The
hip joint center landmark (blue circle) location was determined using the anthropometric
measurements for limb length and inter-ASIS distance, as well as a regression equation
(first degree polynomial) adapted from Davis et Al. [62]. This landmark was
automatically calculated by Visual 3D when the Helen Hayes Pelvis model was chosen.
For the thigh, the origin of the LCS is at the hip joint center. The local Z-axis (𝑘̂ unit
vector) for the thigh segment was created from a vector directed superiorly along an axis
from the knee joint center landmark to the hip joint center landmark.
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Figure 3.7. LCS for the thigh segment. Key landmarks include the hip and knee joint centers (blue
circles), approximated from anthropometric measures and the medial and lateral knee markers (red
̂ . Adapted from [63].
circles), respectively. The thigh axis, centered along the femur, is noted as 𝒌

To create the local Y axis (unit vector, 𝑗̂), an intermediate unit vector (𝑣̂) was created
from the medial to the lateral knee markers; the 𝑗̂ unit vector is the cross product of 𝑘̂ and
𝑣̂ (Figure 3.8).
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̂, used in conjunction with the 𝒌̂ unit vector (local z-axis)
Figure 3.8. The intermediate unit vector, 𝒗
to form the local y or 𝒋̂ unit vector. Adapted from [63].

Finally, the local X axis (unit vector, 𝑖̂) is the cross product of 𝑗̂ and 𝑘̂ (Figure 3.9). The
LCSs of the pelvis, shank of the intact limb, and thigh of the prosthetic limb were found
in a similar manner.
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Figure 3.9. The LCS for the thigh has its origin at the hip joint center. Adapted from [63].

Modelling the shank of the prosthetic side was less straight forward due to the
non-anatomical, curved shape of the shank section of the RSP. The prosthetic ankle was
defined using the heel (joint center) and the ankle (lateral reference) markers, see Table
3.6 and Figure 3.3. Both markers were located at the most acute radius of curvature of the
RSP [64]. The knee joint center landmark for the prosthetic side was created using the
same procedure as for the intact limb knee. The local Z axis (𝑘̂ unit vector) was defined
from the heel marker to the knee joint landmark. An intermediate 𝑣̂ unit vector was
defined from the lateral to the medial knee markers. The 𝑘̂ unit vector was crossed with 𝑣̂
unit vector to form the local Y axis (𝑗̂ unit vector). The local X axis (𝑖̂ unit vector) was
created from the cross product of the 𝑗̂ and 𝑘̂ unit vectors.
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The intact and prosthetic feet were modeled as virtual segments; note that these
virtual segments cannot be used for inverse dynamic analysis to estimate joint moment
and power. The virtual foot segment was used to define a LCS that supported meaningful
ankle/subtalar joint angle calculations, although these distal joint kinematics were not
investigated (nor presented). For example, the virtual foot segment was defined such that
its local Y-axis was parallel to the floor; its local Z-axis was vertical, perpendicular to the
floor (Figure 3.10).

Z

Y
X
Figure 3.10. Virtual foot LCS.

This LCS supported calculation of the foot progression angle as a rotation about the
foot’s Z-axis with respect to the lab floor, consistent with the clinical standard [65]. For
the intact foot, the lateral and medial ankle, and second metatarsal markers were
projected onto the treadmill belt to create virtual markers or landmarks (Figure 3.11). The
proximal joint center was defined from the lateral to medial ankle landmarks; the distal
joint center was defined at the second metatarsal landmark. The foot LCS was then
rotated in Visual3D for rotational reporting consistency (i.e. flexion is rotation about the
X axis).
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Proximal joint center landmark
Distal joint center landmark
Medial ankle landmark

Z
Lateral ankle landmark

Y

X

Figure 3.11. Virtual foot landmarks for the intact limb; the purple markers represent the projections
of the actual markers. The virtual foot LCS origin is located at the proximal joint center landmark.

The virtual prosthetic foot was created in a similar manner. The ankle, heel, and
toe markers were projected onto the floor to create landmarks. The proximal joint center
was defined as the heel landmark with the ankle landmark as a lateral reference. The
distal joint center was defined as the toe landmark.
3.4.3 Event Detection

MATLAB (version: 9.1.0.441655, The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA) scripts
were written to convert the raw treadmill load cell data to force and detect heel strike
(HS) and TO events for each stride cycle based on vertical force thresholds (Figure 3.12).
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Figure 3.12. Flowchart outlining the conversion of raw load cell data to stride cycle events.

Raw force data from the eight treadmill load cells (four each for the left and right
belts) were exported as text files, read, and converted from voltage to force (conversion
factor: 1157 N/V); the total force per belt was the sum of the four individual forces for
the respective belt. The force data for each belt were then low pass filtered (zero phase
8th order Butterworth filter, cutoff of 12 Hz [66]); these data were clipped low using a
force threshold of 44.5 N [29]; forces less than this magnitude were zeroed.
The processed force data were exported as two Excel (Office 2016, Microsoft
Corporation; Redmond, WA) files for the left and right belt forces, respectively. A
second MATLAB script was developed to detect stride cycle events. Because the force
data were sampled at 1200 Hz and the kinematic data were sampled at 120 Hz, the force
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data were decimated (i.e. used every tenth frame to reduce the effective sampling
frequency to 120 Hz). HS and TO events were then detected using a simple amplitude
threshold method, based on the clipped, decimated data. HS events were defined as the
first frame, after a zero-force period, at which the vertical force exceeded 0 N; TO events
were defined as the first frame, after a non-zero force period, at which the force was 0 N.
Events for the left and right limbs were based on the data for the respective belt. Frame
numbers for all events [right HS (RHS), right TO (RTO), left HS (LHS), and left TO
(LTO)] were stored in four separate arrays. The script systematically reviewed the HS
and TO frame numbers to correct for errors due to subjects simultaneously loading both
belts; a plot of the force output with identified stride cycle events was manually examined
to identify event detection errors (Figure 3.13).

Figure 3.13. Representative force profile. HS events are denoted by the asterisks; TO events
are denoted by the circles. Red is the right belt, blue is the left belt.
At approximately frame 215, the subject simultaneously stepped on the right and left belts. The
script correctly identified this concurrent loading; events were not detected/labelled for the right
belt.
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The RHS, RTO, LHS, and LTO events were then used in Visual3D to parse the kinematic
data into individual stride cycles and permit averaging kinematic data across cycles.
3.4.4 Lower Extremity Joint Angle Definitions

Joint angles were defined as the angle between the distal and proximal (reference)
joint segments. Joint angles were calculated using the X, Y, Z cardan sequence in
Visual3D; the rotation about each LCS axis corresponds to a different plane of movement
(Table 3.7).

Joint

Segment

Pelvic

Pelvis

Hip

Thigh

Knee

Shank

Ankle

Virtual
Foot

Foot

Virtual
Foot

Table 3.7. Summary of joint angle definitions.
Reference Rotation About X Rotation About
Segment
Axis
Y Axis
Lab (GCS)
Pelvic Tilt
Pelvic Obliquity
Hip
Hip
Pelvis
Flexion/Extension
Ad/Abduction
Knee
Flexion/Extension
Knee
Thigh
(180° between
Valgus/Varus
thigh and shank
defined as 0° flex)
Ankle
Flexion/Extension
Shank
(90° between
----shank and foot
defined as 0° flex)
Lab

------

------

Rotation About
Z Axis
Pelvic Rotation
Hip Rotation

Tibial Rotation

Foot Rotation

Foot Progression

Note that knee and ankle angle calculations were affected by the spring-like nature of the
RSP; the RSP is not a rigid-body; its segment length changes between loaded (stance)
and unloaded (swing) conditions. Additionally, due to the “J” shape of the RSP, the ankle
joint center is posterior to the knee joint center, resulting in a knee flexion angle greater
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than 0° even when the prosthetic knee joint is fully extended (Figure 3.14); this angle
does not reflect a knee flexion contracture.

Figure 3.14. Apparent knee flexion due to the ankle joint center defined posterior to the knee joint
center. This position actually represents full knee extension.
Actual photo (left) and Visual3D model (right).

3.4.5 Calculation of Kinematic and Temporal Measures

Kinematic and temporal measures were calculated for the middle set of data
(second of the three 45 second time series) for the three-minute SSRS trial only. The
middle set of data was least likely to be affected by artifacts due to acclimation to
treadmill running or fatigue. The joint angles calculated using Visual3D were exported to
a third MATLAB script to calculate the maximum and minimum angles, as well as joint
ROM during both stance and swing phase. The mean and standard deviation of all clean
stride cycles were calculated and plotted (Figure 3.15).
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Swing Phase Max
Stance Phase Max

Stance Phase Max
Swing Phase Min
Swing Phase
ROM

Stance Phase
ROM

Stance Phase Min

Figure 3.15. Hip kinematic data for TFA 1, during the middle dataset of SSRS trials in the locked
knee condition; data were averaged across all clean running cycles; the mean time series, inclusive of
standard deviation regions are shown.
Representative stance and swing phase parameters, including maximum and minimum joint angles
and stance and swing ROM, are noted. The vertical line represents TO.

Temporal variables (e.g. stance duration, swing duration, aerial time, double limb
support duration) were also calculated; these periods are defined in terms of the HS and
TO events, as illustrated in Figure 3.16. Mean and standard deviations across all running
cycles were then calculated.

Figure 3.16. Stance, swing, and aerial phases defined for a given stride cycle.
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To calculate the kinematic and temporal parameters, the HS and TO event frame
numbers were used to parse the joint angle time series into stride cycles. Each stride cycle
was then further divided into stance and swing phases. Stance phase was defined from
ipsilateral HS (includes HS frame) through ipsilateral TO (excludes TO frame); swing
phase was defined from ipsilateral TO (includes TO frame) through ipsilateral HS
(excludes HS frame). These non-overlapping divisions of stance and swing phase
prevented duplicate identification of a maximum or minimum joint angle in both stance
and swing. For each joint (e.g., pelvic and hip), the maximum and minimum joint angles
were then determined for each phase and for all stride cycles; joint ROMs, the difference
between the maximum and minimum joint angles, were similarly evaluated. The mean
and standard deviations across all stride cycles were then calculated for each kinematic
parameter for each subject for both knee conditions. This was completed for the middle
45 second period of the three-minute SSRS trial only.
Swing duration was defined as the difference between ipsilateral TO and HS
frame numbers, converted to seconds using the sampling rate (120 Hz); stance phase was
similarly evaluated as the difference between ipsilateral HS and TO frame numbers.
These stance and swing durations were also expressed as a percentage of the total stride
cycle. The mean and standard deviations of the swing duration across all stride cycles and
the mean and standard deviations of the stance duration across all stride cycles were then
calculated for each subject for both knee conditions. This was completed for the middle
45 second period of the three-minute SSRS trial only.
The aerial phase duration was calculated as the difference between ipsilateral TO
and contralateral HS. Some subjects did not exhibit a period of flight; therefore, no aerial
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time was calculated. For these subjects and trials, the double limb support duration was
calculated. These parameters were reported in percent stride cycle. This was completed
for the middle 45 second period of the three-minute SSRS trial only.
To assess kinematic and temporal asymmetry, the IA index was calculated for the
kinematic, stance duration, and swing duration measures for all clean stride cycles in the
middle 45 second period of the three-minute SSRS trial using equation 1. The mean and
standard deviations were then calculated for each kinematic IA, stance IA, and swing IA
measures for each subject for both knee conditions.
𝑋𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐 −𝑋𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑡

𝐼𝐴 = (

𝑋𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑡

) ∗ 100%

(Eq 1)

𝑋𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐 and 𝑋𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑡 represent the kinematic or stance duration measures for the
prosthetic and intact limbs, respectively. An IA index value of 0 represent symmetry;
negative IA values indicate that the parameter value for the intact limb exceeded that for
the prosthetic limb. Note that this definition of the IA index differs from that reported by
Burkett et al. [25]:
𝐼𝐴 =

𝑋𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐
𝑋𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑡

(Eq 2)

The alternative definition in equation (1) characterizes the percent difference in a given
parameter between limbs.
3.4.6 Stride Cycle Exclusion

Review of the joint angle time series indicated that some marker drop-out
occurred, resulting in marker trajectory gaps that exceeded 10 frames. For the pelvis
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segment in particular, marker drop-out was often severe (due to subject girth, treadmill
handrails, etc.), preventing pelvis reconstruction and calculation of pelvic angles. Stride
cycles for which the pelvis segment dropped out for one or more frames were excluded
from kinematic analysis only (i.e. included in temporal analysis since marker dropout
only affects kinematic parameters). Partial pelvic marker drop-out still permitted pelvis
segment reconstruction because at least three markers remained visible. However, the
calculated pelvic and hip joint angles occasionally exhibited non-physiologic patterns and
curve outliers (Figure 3.17).

Figure 3.17. Sample pelvic tilt for TFA 1, during the middle dataset of SSRS trials in the unlocked
knee condition. Each line represents a given running cycle. The bolded lines highlight nonphysiologic patterns and curve outliers.

To identify outliers, each stride cycle was examined manually. If the outliers would affect
the averaged kinematic parameters of interest, these stride cycles were excluded from
subsequent kinematic analysis. The bolded cycle in Figure 3.18 would not be excluded
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because the angle error (e.g. between 20-30 frames) does not affect the maximum or
minimum kinematic values.

Figure 3.18. Sample hip flexion for TFA 1, during the middle dataset of SSRS trials in the unlocked
knee condition. Each line represents a given running cycle. The bolded line highlights a nonphysiologic pattern; this cycle would not be excluded from further analysis.

3.5 RUNNING ECONOMY

VO2 measurements were collected breath-by-breath during the full three-minute
SSRS trials for both knee conditions; these values were averaged over 20 second
intervals, rather than 30 second intervals [67], due to the short duration of the trial,
thereby smoothing the waveform. A comparison of raw and smooth data are shown in
Figures 3.19 and 3.20, respectively.
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Figure 3.19. Raw oxygen consumption data for TFA 2 (unlocked knee condition) during the threeminute SSRS trial.
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Figure 3.20. Corresponding smoothed oxygen consumption data for TFA 2 (unlocked knee condition)
during the three-minute SSRS trial.

Steady-state oxygen consumption has been defined as a change in VO2 of less
than 100 mL/min [67]. The steady-state duration therefore varied from subject to subject
(Table 3.8).
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Knee
Condition

Table 3.8. Subject steady-state durations per knee condition.
TFA 1
TFA 2
TFA 3
TFA 4

TFA 5

Steady-state
40#
100
60
60
80
duration (s)
Steady-state
Locked
60
60#
60
120
60
duration (s)
#
Abbreviated SSRS trial duration due to trip; actual trial duration was 1 minute 45 seconds (TFA 1) and 2
minutes 6 seconds (TFA 2).
Unlocked

Oxygen consumption is typically normalized with respect to individual body mass, e.g.
mL O2/kg/min. In prior studies involving amputee subjects, normalization varied,
including [19,21,22] or excluding [1,2,20] prosthesis mass. The VO2 values were
normalized using both methods and used to calculate two separate RE values.
The corresponding RE values were then calculated such that differences in SSRS
were taken into account. Specifically, RE was defined as the ratio of the body-mass
normalized (either including or excluding prosthesis mass) steady-state VO2 to the SSRS
for the corresponding three-minute trial.
3.6 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical analyses were conducted using SPSS (v 24.0, IBM Inc., Armonk, NY)
to address the research objectives and related hypotheses:
Question 1: Does peak running speed differ between the knee conditions?
•

Hypothesis 1: Peak running speed is faster for the unlocked knee condition compared
to the locked knee condition.

Question 2: Compared to running with an unlocked knee, how does running with a
locked knee affect the sagittal and frontal plane hip kinematics during stance and swing?
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•

Hypothesis 2: Maximum swing phase hip flexion of the prosthetic limb is greater
when running in the unlocked knee condition compared to the locked knee condition.

•

Hypothesis 3: Maximum swing phase hip abduction of the prosthetic limb is reduced
when running in the unlocked knee condition compared to the locked knee condition.

•

Hypothesis 4: IA of the hip is reduced (IA closer to 0) when running in the unlocked
knee condition during both stance and swing, and in both the frontal and sagittal
planes.

Question 5: For TFA runners, is running with a locked or unlocked prosthetic knee more
energy efficient?
•

Hypothesis 5: Running with an unlocked knee is more energy efficient (lower RE
value) than running with a locked knee.
The Shapiro-Wilk test (p=0.05) was used to assess data normality and determine

whether parametric (normal distribution) or non-parametric tests should be conducted.
For normally distributed data, a two-tailed paired t-test (p=0.05) was used to assess the
respective research hypotheses. If data were not normally distributed, a Wilcoxon signedrank test (p=0.05) was performed. Hypotheses 1 and 5 were assessed on an inter-subject
basis because only a single value of peak running speed (Hypothesis 1) and RE
(Hypothesis 5) were evaluated for each knee condition. Hypotheses 2-4 were tested on
an intra-subject basis as multiple stride cycles were available for each knee condition for
each subject.
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Using GPower (Version 3.0.10, Dusseldorf, Germany), a post-hoc power analysis
was performed on the peak speed parameter to determine the power of the current study
at a 95% confidence level and the sample size necessary to achieve 80% power.
3.7 SUMMARY

Five individuals with unilateral transfemoral amputation were recruited to
participate in the study. Each subject completed both a training and a testing session,
performing three-minute running trials at their SSRS on a level treadmill, as well as three
maximum speed tests. These trials were completed in both the unlocked and locked knee
conditions. Kinematic data were collected to calculate pelvis and hip joint angles;
acquired vertical force data were utilized to define stride cycle events and temporal
measures; oxygen consumption data were measured to calculate RE during the SSRS
trials for both knee conditions. The resultant data were statistically analyzed as a function
of knee condition to test the research hypotheses.
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS

Five TFA subjects completed the training and testing sessions. Temporal,
kinematic, energy expenditure, and survey data were collected throughout the testing
session. Peak speed measured during the maximum speed trials were analyzed to
determine whether one knee condition permits a faster speed. The kinematic and
metabolic data acquired during the three-minute SSRS trials were analyzed to investigate
potential differences in kinematics and energy efficiency for TFA running between knee
conditions. This chapter summarizes the results from the testing sessions.
4.1 TEMPORAL PARAMETERS

SSRS and peak speed were recorded for each knee condition for all subjects
during the three-minute running trial and maximum speed running trials, respectively
(Figure 4.1).
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Figure 4.1. SSRS (left) and peak speed (right) for each subject per knee condition. A statistically
significant difference (indicated by *) between knee conditions was observed across subjects for the
SSRS parameter only (0.05 level).
+
Subject grasped handrails during these running trials.
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A statistically significant difference in SSRS was observed between knee
conditions. SSRS ranged from 0.894 to 1.79 m/s (mean SSRS: unlocked knee = 1.47 ±
0.258 m/s, locked knee = 1.32 ± 0.242 m/s). All five subjects exhibited a faster SSRS for
the unlocked knee condition (Figure 4.1). Peak running speed ranged from 2.15 to 3.3
m/s (average peak speed: unlocked knee = 2.72 ± 0.450 m/s, locked knee = 2.61 ± 0.316
m/s). Peak running speed was greatest when running with an unlocked knee for two
subjects (TFA 3, TFA 5), greatest when running with a locked knee for one subject (TFA
1), and approximately equivalent for the remaining two subjects (TFA 2, TFA 4), see
Figure 4.1. Peak running speed did not differ significantly between knee conditions. Note
that while three trials of peak running speed were performed by each subject (see Table
4.1), only the highest value is plotted in Figure 4.1.

Table 4.1. Peak speed trial results. Bolded, highlighted values represent the overall peak speed per
knee condition; statistical analysis was conducted using these values.
Unlocked Knee
Locked Knee
Peak Speed
Peak Speed
Peak Speed
Peak Speed
Peak Speed
Peak Speed
(m/s) Trial 1 (m/s) Trial 2 (m/s) Trial 3 (m/s) Trial 1 (m/s) Trial 2 (m/s) Trial 3
TFA 1
2.24
2.06#
2.06#
2.32
2.10#
2.01#
#
#
TFA 2
2.86
2.32
2.86
2.86
2.59
2.50#
TFA 3
3.0
3.22
3.31
2.91
2.10#
2.95
TFA 4
2.06
1.79
2.14
1.79
2.15
2.15
TFA 5
2.86
2.95
3.04
2.24
2.59
2.77
#
indicates prematurely terminated peak speed trial due to “trip”

Stance duration was defined as the time from ipsilateral HS to ipsilateral TO [9].
Stance duration measures during the three-minute SSRS trial with an unlocked and
locked knee are presented in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2. Mean stance duration (during the middle 45 second dataset of the three-minute SSRS
trial) per knee condition for the intact (left) and prosthetic (right) limbs for each subject.
* indicates statistically significant intra-subject difference (0.05 level) between knee conditions.

Note that running speed was not controlled between knee conditions; subjects selected
their SSRS for each knee condition, without knowing actual values. As the SSRS may
vary with knee condition for a given subject, stance duration was reported in terms of
percent stride cycle to facilitate comparison between knee conditions. Intact limb stance
duration differed significantly between knee conditions for three subjects (TFAs 3-5).
Prosthetic limb stance duration differed significantly between knee conditions for all
subjects except TFA 1.
To quantify potential asymmetry between limbs in stance duration, the IA index
was evaluated (Figure 4.3). An IA value of zero represents symmetry; negative IA values
indicate that stance duration on the intact limb exceeds that of the prosthetic limb. With
IA values near zero for both knee conditions, TFA 1 demonstrated temporal symmetry
during the three-minute SSRS trial for both knee conditions; no statistically significant
difference in IA for stance duration was found between knee conditions. The remaining
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four subjects exhibited negative IA values for both knee conditions, indicating increased
stance duration for the intact limb compared to the prosthetic limb. In general, asymmetry
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was reduced with the unlocked knee condition for these four subjects.

TFA 1

TFA 2
Locked Knee

TFA 3
TFA 4
Unlocked Knee

TFA 5

Figure 4.3. Stance duration IA results (during the middle 45 second dataset of the three-minute SSRS
trial) per knee condition for each subject.
* indicates statistically significant intra-subject difference (0.05 level) between knee conditions.

Swing duration was defined as the time from ipsilateral TO to ipsilateral HS [9].
As for stance duration, swing durations are expressed in percent stride cycle to allow
comparison across knee conditions (Figure 4.4). Swing duration for the intact limb
differed significantly between knee conditions during the three-minute SSRS trial for
three subjects (TFAs 3-5), although a specific trend was not observed. Swing duration
differed significantly between knee conditions for the prosthetic limb for all subjects
except TFA 1; the prosthetic limb spent longer in swing phase during locked knee
running.
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Figure 4.4. Mean swing duration (during the middle 45 second dataset of the three-minute SSRS
trial) per knee condition for each subject.
* indicates statistically significant intra-subject difference (0.05 level) between knee conditions.

As indicated by the positive IA index, swing duration was prolonged for the
prosthetic relative to the intact limb for four subjects (TFAs 2-5) for both knee conditions

Swing Duration IA (%)

(Figure 4.5).
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Figure 4.5. Swing duration IA (during the middle 45 second dataset of the three-minute SSRS
running trial) per knee condition for each subject.
* indicates statistically significant intra-subject difference (0.05 level) between knee conditions.
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TFA 1 again demonstrated temporal symmetry during swing for both knee conditions. A
significant difference in swing duration IA index was observed between knee conditions
for TFAs 3-5, with swing duration asymmetry reduced for the unlocked knee condition.
4.2 KINEMATIC PARAMETERS

4.2.1 Sagittal Plane

Kinematic data were collected in three 45-second periods throughout the threeminute SSRS trial for each knee condition. Only the second 45-second portion of
kinematic data were analyzed because the middle set of data was least likely to be
affected by artifacts due to acclimation to treadmill running or fatigue. While motion
capture and joint kinematics were measured for the full lower extremities, the research
questions motivating this research involve only the kinematics of the hip (sagittal and
frontal planes), see Figures 4.6-4.7 and Tables 4.2-4.3. For reference, the kinematics of
the pelvis are summarized in Appendix B. Knee kinematics are not reported as this was
the controlled variable in the study design. Ankle and foot kinematics, while acquired, are
not be presented as their accuracy is uncertain due to the non-rigid, spring-like nature and
atypical segment geometry of the prosthetic running foot.
During stance phase, statistically significant differences were observed between
knee conditions for hip motion in the sagittal plane (Tables 4.2a, 4.2b). All subjects
exhibited increased hip flexion (minimum hip angle) of the prosthetic limb during stance
when running with a locked knee. With the exception of TFA 3, the hip flexion/extension
ROM for the prosthetic limb decreased during stance when running with a locked knee.
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For the intact limb, the hip flexion (minimum angle) during stance increased for three
subjects (TFAs 1, 3, 4), and decreased for one subject (TFA 5) during locked knee
running. Stance phase ROM increased for two subjects (TFAs 1 and 5) and decreased for
two subjects (TFAs 3 and 4).
Peak hip flexion of the prosthetic limb decreased during swing with the locked
knee condition for all subjects. During swing, four subjects (TFAs 1, 2, 4, 5) exhibited
decreased hip ROM in the sagittal plane for the prosthetic limb when running with a
locked knee.
While the magnitude differed, the hip motion pattern for the prosthetic limb was
similar for all subjects during unlocked knee running (Figures 4.6 a-e). The hip of the
residual limb extends during stance phase to advance the body; the hip then flexes just
after TO (TFAs 1-3, 5) or just prior to TO (TFA 4) to assist with clearance. Hip flexion
continues through swing until approximately 80-90% of the stride cycle, when the hip
extends in preparation for IC. The motion pattern of the hip on the prosthetic side is
relatively similar in the locked knee condition, although the initiation of hip flexion
during swing phase was delayed for four subjects (TFAs 1- 4) relative to the unlocked
knee condition.
For the intact limb during unlocked knee running, the hip is initially flexed 20° to
55° and extends through TO. Hip flexion then occurs until 80-90% of the cycle when the
hip extends to prepare for the next IC. Despite differences in magnitude, the pattern of
movement for the intact limb during locked knee running is comparable to that for
unlocked knee running.
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As done to assess temporal asymmetry, the IA index was again used to quantify
differences in sagittal plane hip kinematics between the intact and prosthetic limbs (Table
4.2c). Statistically significant differences in hip kinematic IA between knee conditions
were found across all subjects for two measures: stance phase hip ROM and swing phase
maximum hip angle, and across four subjects for three measures: stance phase minimum
hip angle, swing phase minimum hip angle, and swing phase ROM. Four subjects (TFAs
1, 2, 3, 5) demonstrated greater symmetry in stance phase hip ROM (e.g. smaller
magnitude IA) during locked knee running. Four subjects (TFAs 1- 4) demonstrated
greater symmetry in maximum hip (flexion) angle during swing for the unlocked knee
condition. For the stance phase minimum hip angle symmetry measure, three subjects
(TFAs 2- 4) exhibited greater symmetry with the knee locked; TFA 1 exhibited greater
symmetry with the knee unlocked. Swing phase minimum hip angle symmetry was
improved during unlocked knee running for two subjects (TFAs 1 and 3); two subjects
(TFAs 2 and 4) demonstrated reduced asymmetry in minimum hip angle during swing
during locked knee running. Swing phase ROM symmetry was greater during unlocked
knee running for one subject (TFA 1) and during locked knee running for three subjects
(TFAs 2, 4, and 5).
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Table 4.2a. Sagittal plane hip kinematics (deg., mean ± std. dev) for the intact side during stance and swing phase
for the middle 45 seconds of the three-minute SSRS trial for each subject for each knee condition.
Bold, shaded values denote statistically significant intra-subject differences (0.05 level) between knee conditions.
UK = Unlocked knee, LK = Locked Knee
TFA 1
TFA 2
TFA 3
TFA 4
TFA 5
Intact
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
Max: stance
17.7 ±
35.7 ±
34.7 ± 40.7 ±
55.2 ± 65.1 ±
46.4 ±
46.7 ±
47.5 ±
48.5 ±
2.23
1.45
2.56
2.49
0.660
2.53
1.27
2.57
1.60
1.90
Min: stance
5.16 ± 17.2 ±
15.1 ±
17.9 ±
19.4 ±
35.3 ±
12.2 ±
20.6 ±
2.04 ± 0.366
1.99
3.58
3.17
4.34
1.84
2.69
1.24
1.29
1.07
± 1.55
ROM: stance 13.1 ±
18.4 ±
20.7 ± 22.8 ±
35.8 ±
30.6 ±
34.1 ±
26.1 ±
45.5 ±
47.3 ±
2.55
2.69
4.97
6.19
1.72
2.54
2.25
3.11
1.59
2.12
Max: swing
42.2 ± 47.5 ±
44.7 ± 44.5 ±
60.3 ±
67.2 ±
49.8 ±
48.6 ±
51.5 ±
52.2 ±
2.89
2.56
1.61
4.19
1.90
1.44
1.54
2.46
1.56
1.69
Min: swing
4.61 ± 13.7 ±
14.8 ± 15.5 ±
17.9 ±
34.1 ±
17.9 ±
26.5 ±
5.36 ± 4.86 ±
1.54
2.75
1.60
3.05
1.50
3.72
1.58
2.13
1.22
0.991
ROM: swing
36.5 ± 33.8 ±
29.0 ± 28.9 ±
42.4 ±
34.3 ±
32.3 ±
22.2 ±
46.1 ±
47.4 ±
1.04
4.16
2.44
3.88
2.35
4.56
1.59
3.20
2.06
2.17

Table 4.2b. Sagittal plane hip kinematics (deg., mean ± std. dev) for the prosthetic side during stance and swing phase
for the middle 45 seconds of the three-minute SSRS trial for each subject for each knee condition.
TFA 1
TFA 2
TFA 3
TFA 4
TFA 5
Prosthetic
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
Max: stance
27.6 ± 28.3 ±
34.7 ± 30.9 ±
47.4 ±
54.0 ±
43.3 ±
34.3 ±
47.0 ±
48.6 ±
0.697
1.72
2.03
3.19
3.29
2.90
1.34
1.17
1.27
1.60
Min: stance
7.02 ± 14.2 ±
0.193
3.39 ±
24.5 ±
28.8 ±
-0.115 ± 17.2 ±
-2.71 ± 0.881
1.74
3.12
± 1.28 2.06
1.48
4.97
0.786
2.21
1.63
± 2.43
ROM: stance 20.5 ± 14.1 ±
36.4 ± 27.5 ±
22.9 ±
26.8 ±
42.6 ±
17.0 ±
49.7 ±
46.9 ±
1.80
1.90
3.14
3.35
3.30
4.78
1.43
1.72
1.90
2.53
Max: swing
45.7 ± 27.4 ±
48.2 ± 31.8 ±
60.3 ±
57.2 ±
53.5 ±
40.6 ±
53.8 ±
51.8 ±
1.05
1.34
2.72
2.22
2.03
4.25
1.50
1.76
1.57
1.72
Min: swing
6.26 ± 4.07 ±
-3.08 ± 0.878 ± 21.4 ±
19.3 ±
1.83 ±
14.1 ±
-4.18 ± -2.95 ±
0.677
1.80
1.09
1.39
1.02
4.43
1.51
2.43
1.15
2.13
ROM: swing
39.9 ± 23.4 ±
49.9 ± 31.0 ±
38.9 ±
37.6 ±
52.0 ±
26.5 ±
58.0 ± 55.3 ±
1.58
2.21
3.13
1.99
2.40
2.69
1.99
3.17
2.21
2.27
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Table 4.2c. Hip kinematic IA in the sagittal plane (%, mean ± std. dev) during stance and swing phase
for the middle 45 seconds of the three-minute SSRS trial for each subject for each knee condition.
TFA 1
TFA 2
TFA 3
TFA 4
TFA 5
IA
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
Max: stance
49.8 ±
-21.8 ± -2.24 ±
-23.9 ±
-16.2 ±
-15.6 ±
-7.00 ±
-26.5 ± -0.983 ±
0.640 ±
11.9
4.69
12.9
8.51
5.55
5.04
4.08
5.58
4.51
5.87
Min: stance
17.9 ±
-25.1 ± -107 ±
-80.9 ±
27.4 ±
-17.4 ±
-102 ±
-16.5 ± -403 ±
-521 ±
25.4
10.7
9.21
12.5
13.1
15.7
7.48
12.9
522
1755
ROM: stance 68.2 ±
-19.2 ± 88.5 ±
26.7 ±
-39.2 ±
-20.8 ±
27.4 ±
-33.9 ± 9.57 ±
-2.01 ±
24.4
4.52
31.5
28.8
8.66
14.4
11.0
9.60
6.09
8.71
Max: swing
5.06 ±
-41.1 ± 9.25 ±
-28.0 ±
-0.450 ± -16.9 ±
7.63 ±
-16.6 ± 4.38 ±
-1.62 ±
2.91
3.63
6.84
6.41
5.49
6.94
3.02
4.12
4.28
4.42
Min: swing
-1.27 ± -71.9 ± -122 ±
-95.7 ±
17.3 ±
-43.0 ±
-92.1 ±
-46.0 ± -187 ±
-183 ±
22.1
13.4
8.70
9.97
8.05
4.65
4.15
11.4
47.4
86.4
ROM: swing 8.16 ±
-26.3 ± 67.5 ±
8.33 ±
-7.56 ±
5.45 ±
59.4 ±
21.9 ± 25.8 ±
14.8 ±
5.97
6.70
20.9
12.5
9.84
18.7
6.83
21.6
7.88
7.31
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(d) TFA 4
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(e) TFA 5
Figure 4.6. Mean hip motion in the sagittal plane for (a) TFA 1, (b) TFA 2, (c) TFA 3, (d) TFA 4, (e)
TFA 5 across all clean running cycles during the middle 45 second data set of the three-minute SSRS
trial in the unlocked (left) and locked (right) knee conditions.
Vertical lines denote TO. Positive angle = flexion, negative angle = extension.
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4.2.2 Frontal Plane

In the frontal plane, the magnitude of the minimum prosthetic hip joint angle
during swing increased (i.e. increased hip abduction, greater negative angle) from the
unlocked knee condition to the locked knee condition for four subjects (TFAs 1-4), see
Table 4.3b. The ROM during swing for the prosthetic limb increased for three subjects
(TFAs 1, 2, 4) during locked knee running. For the intact limb, the maximum and
minimum hip angles during stance were greater (i.e. increased hip adduction, more
positive angle) for the unlocked knee condition for four subjects (TFAs 2-5), see Table
4.3a.
TFAs 1-3 demonstrated similar frontal plane prosthetic hip patterns of motion
(Figures 4.7 a-e) during unlocked knee running. The prosthetic limb hip is abducted
throughout the running stride cycle. The hip of the prosthetic limb adducts from IC until
approximately TO, abducts from TO through mid-swing (approximately 70% of stride
cycle), and then adducts in preparation for subsequent IC. While frontal plane motion of
the prosthetic limb hip differs for TFA 4 during stance (and is actually adducted at IC),
its motion is similar during swing. Frontal plane prosthetic limb hip motion was unique
for TFA 5 during both stance and swing. His hip adducts until approximately 20% of the
stride cycle, plateaus until 30% of the cycle, then abducts until 50% of the cycle. His hip
then adducts until just after TO, abducting throughout swing phase.
During running in the locked knee condition, the pattern of frontal plane hip
motion for the prosthetic limb is similar to that observed for the unlocked knee condition.
A few notable differences, however, were observed. For example, in contrast to the
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unlocked knee condition, the prosthetic hip of TFA 2 exhibits a brief period of adduction
followed by abduction from IC to 10% of the stride cycle. The hip angle is then relatively
constant until TO, when the hip adducts. After approximately 50% of the stride cycle, the
frontal plane motion of the prosthetic limb hip motion mimics that of unlocked knee
running (abduction followed by adduction). For TFA 4, gradual hip abduction plateaus
until TO, in contrast to slight adduction prior to TO as observed for unlocked knee
running.
For the intact limb, three patterns of frontal plane hip movement were observed
during unlocked knee running. For TFAs 1 and 2, the hip of the intact limb abducts from
IC until 25% of the stride cycle; the hip then adducts from 25% to approximately 85-90%
of the stride cycle, and then abducts for the remainder of the cycle. In contrast, for TFAs
3 and 5, the intact limb hip adducts from IC until approximately 55-65% of the cycle (at
TO for TFA 3, prior to TO for TFA 5); the hip then abducts until mid-swing (80% stride
cycle), followed by hip adduction throughout the remainder of the stride cycle. The
frontal plane motion of the intact limb hip for TFA 4 was unique; the intact hip
immediately adducts post IC until 8% of the cycle, followed by gradual abduction until
just after TO when the hip adducts until stride completion.
With the exception of TFAs 3 and 5, the movement patterns of the intact limb hip
were similar during both the locked and unlocked knee conditions. For TFA 3, instead of
the hip adducting from IC until 55-65% of the cycle as during unlocked knee running, the
hip adducts from IC to 5% of the cycle. The intact limb hip then abducts until 20% of the
cycle, then abducts again until TO. Swing phase movement patterns match that observed
during unlocked knee running. For TFA 5, stance phase movement differs just after IC
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from unlocked knee running. The hip abducts from IC to 12% of the cycle, followed by
adduction, rather than adduction immediately following IC.
For all subjects, IA was significantly different between knee conditions for the
swing phase minimum hip joint angle parameter only (Table 4.3c). For TFAs 1, 2, and 4,
IA of swing phase minimum hip joint angle increased for the locked knee condition; for
TFAs 3 and 5, IA decreased for the locked knee condition. Three subjects (TFAs 1, 2, 4)
demonstrated greater swing phase ROM symmetry with the unlocked knee condition.
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Table 4.3a. Frontal plane hip kinematic parameters (deg., mean ± std. dev) of the intact limb during stance and swing phase
for the middle 45 seconds of the three-minute SSRS trial for each subject for each knee condition.
Bold, shaded values denote statistically significant intra-subject differences (0.05 level) between knee conditions.
UK = Unlocked knee, LK = Locked Knee
TFA 1
TFA 2
TFA 3
TFA 4
TFA 5
Intact
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
Max: stance
-4.89 ± -4.34 ± -4.62 ± -7.71 ±
8.0 ±
4.43 ±
-1.24 ± -2.82 ± 12.8 ±
11.3 ±
1.53
0.830
1.09
2.04
0.537
0.867
0.429
1.06
1.14
0.709
Min: stance
-10.5 ± -8.94 ± -12.8 ± -18.3 ±
3.82 ± -0.148 ± -6.81 ± -9.05 ± 0.732
-8.74 ±
1.00
2.01
1.89
1.97
0.596
0.579
0.711
0.521
± 1.29
2.24
ROM: stance 5.15 ±
4.60 ± 7.50 ±
10.6 ±
4.19 ±
4.50 ±
5.71 ±
6.23 ±
12.0 ±
20.3 ±
0.809
1.90
1.57
2.37
0.969
0.618
0.650
1.17
1.60
2.14
Max: swing
-2.81 ± -2.57 ± -2.25 ± -2.44 ±
7.57 ± 4.17 ±
-3.24 ± -3.54 ± 4.30 ±
4.61 ±
1.24
2.49
1.26
2.66
0.468
1.44
0.881
0.785
0.920
1.14
Min: swing
-8.94 ± -7.84 ± -9.22 ± -12.1 ±
-1.40 ± -3.89 ±
-9.08 ± -9.19 ± -7.90 ± -9.68 ±
0.882
1.21
1.43
2.00
0.369
0.504
0.598
1.11
1.56
1.05
ROM: swing 7.01 ±
5.28 ± 8.90 ±
9.64 ±
8.97 ± 8.06 ±
5.65 ±
5.65 ±
12.2 ±
14.3 ±
2.28
2.27
2.48
2.18
0.524
1.34
0.732
1.38
1.34
1.05

Table 4.3b. Frontal plane hip kinematic parameters (deg., mean ± std. dev) on the prosthetic side during stance and swing phase
for the middle 45 seconds of the three-minute running trial for each subject for each knee condition.
TFA 1
TFA 2
TFA 3
TFA 4
TFA 5
Prosthetic
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
Max: stance
-5.01 ± -4.20 ± -3.89 ± -4.74 ± -5.82 ± -11.4 ± 3.02 ±
1.74 ±
-1.00 ± 0.097 ±
1.05
0.489
0.876
2.90
0.807
1.79
0.602
1.25
0.836
0.508
Min: stance
-9.03 ± -8.89 ± -6.55 ± -8.81 ± -11.7 ± -15.2 ± -1.42 ± -1.50 ± -14.0 ± -10.7 ±
1.61
1.63
1.34
0.699
0.961
1.91
0.508
0.969
1.60
1.08
ROM: stance 3.82 ± 4.68 ±
2.16 ± 4.07 ±
5.90 ± 3.86 ±
4.29 ±
3.24 ±
13.0 ± 9.99 ±
1.50
2.08
0.793
2.91
1.06
0.997
0.802
1.10
1.54
1.31
Max: swing
-4.55 ± -4.26 ± -3.41 ± -4.53 ± -6.52 ± -11.5 ± 3.08 ±
1.62 ±
-0.800 -1.27 ±
0.578
1.31
0.849
1.15
0.883
1.41
0.535
1.27
± 1.06
1.02
Min: swing
-13.2 ± -20.7 ± -7.49 ± -18.4 ± -15.4 ± -18.4 ± -5.46 ± -16.1 ± -15.5 ± -13.7 ±
0.783
0.968
0.651
1.27
1.95
2.63
0.753
1.38
1.64
1.48
ROM: swing 8.62 ± 16.5 ±
4.21 ± 13.8 ±
8.88 ± 6.60 ±
8.69 ±
17.7 ±
14.7 ±
11.9 ±
1.33
1.85
0.940
0.983
2.00
1.84
0.628
1.61
2.21
2.00
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Table 4.3c. Hip kinematic IA in the frontal plane (%, mean ± std. dev) during stance and swing phase
for the middle 45 seconds of the three-minute running trial for each subject for each knee condition.
TFA 1
TFA 2
TFA 3
TFA 4
TFA 5
IA
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
Max:
-0.362 ± -1.61 ± 13.4 ±
-30.2 ±
-177 ± -366 ± -366 ± -187 ± -108 ± -100 ±
stance
51.2
23.1
58.0
44.1
11.6
56.9
112.0
108
6.15
5.38
Min:
-5624
stance
-23.6 ±
7.18 ±
-39.5 ±
-51.5 ±
-417 ± ±
-80.3 ± -84.0 ± -1168
25.2 ±
17.3
39.4
13.9
5.46
54.5
10073
9.75
11.4
± 3134 39.2
ROM:
-45.7 ±
41.5 ±
-51.9 ±
-56.1 ±
41.4 ±
-24.6 ± -21.8 ± -43.0 ± 9.07 ± -49.9 ±
stance
24.1
111
43.5
38.8
27.0
24.7
16.0
31.6
23.4
7.09
Max:
-94.7 ±
58.3 ±
-8070 ± 4.16 ±
-189 ± 354 ±
-203 ± -150.5 -118 ± -128 ±
swing
765
451
21802
153
14.0
2022
39.8
± 40.6
26.6
21.7
Min:
43.5 ±
158 ±
-15.8 ±
56.5 ±
1043 ± 296 ±
-39.8 ± 77.2 ±
103 ±
37.0 ±
swing
21.2
38.4
21.9
35.3
313
136
10.5
26.6
52.2
23.7
ROM:
36.4 ±
231 ±
-33.9 ±
50.0 ±
-4.03 ± -13.0 ± 49.8 ±
232 ±
20.6 ±
-18.9 ±
swing
43.3
97.0
24.1
38.3
28.7
27.8
30.1
82.7
24.9
14.6
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Figure 4.7. Mean hip motion in the frontal plane for (a) TFA 1, (b) TFA 2, (c) TFA 3, (d) TFA 4, (e)
TFA 5 across all clean running cycles during the middle 45 second data set of the three-minute SSRS
trial in the unlocked (left) and locked (right) knee conditions.
Vertical lines denote TO. Positive angle = adduction, negative angle = abduction.
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4.3 ENERGY EXPENDITURE

In previous studies, oxygen consumption normalization varied, including
[19,21,22] or excluding [1,2,20] prosthesis mass. Thus, both methods of body mass
normalization were used when calculating the corresponding RE (ratio of body mass
normalized steady-state VO2 to SSRS). While the SSRS trial duration (three minutes) and
data sampling durations (three 45-sec periods) were controlled, the steady-state (defined
as a change in VO2 of less than 100 mL/min [67]) running durations varied from subject
to subject and between knee conditions; these steady-state durations are specified in
Tables 3.8 and 4.4. A statistically significant inter-subject difference in RE between knee
conditions was found for both methods of mass normalization (Figure 4.8).

*Normalization Exclusive
of Prosthesis Mass

*Normalization Inclusive
of Prosthesis Mass
0.5

RE mLO2/kg/m

RE mLO2/kg/m

0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1

0

0
TFA 1 TFA 2 TFA 3 TFA 4 TFA 5

Locked Knee

Unlocked Knee

TFA 1 TFA 2 TFA 3 TFA 4 TFA 5
Locked Knee

Unlocked Knee

Figure 4.8. RE during the three-minute SSRS trials, normalized to account for differences in both
subject body mass and SSRS. The normalization for body mass was repeated excluding (left) and
including (right) prosthesis mass.
A statistically significant (0.05 level) inter-subject difference (indicated by *) was observed between
knee conditions for both body mass normalization methods.
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With the exception of TFA 2, RE values were lower for the unlocked knee
condition. Inter-subject mean RE was lower for the unlocked knee condition for both
methods of weight normalization (excluding prosthesis mass: unlocked = 0.282 ± 0.0365,
locked = 0.328 ± 0.0573 mLO2/kg/m; including prosthesis mass: unlocked = 0.273 ±
0.0330, locked = 0.317 ± 0.0518 mLO2/kg/m).
For all subjects, the change in HR from resting to steady-state was also decreased
when running with an unlocked knee (Table 4.4).

Table 4.4. Change in HR and steady-state duration during SSRS trials for all subject and both knee
conditions.
Knee
TFA 1
TFA 2
TFA 3
TFA 4
TFA 5
Condition
90
88
88
49
60
HR (BPM)+
Unlocked
Steady-state
40*
100
60
60
80
duration (s)
Locked
106
94
100
78
74
HR (BPM)+
Steady-state
60
60*
60
120
60
duration (s)
+
Difference in mean HR during the steady-state oxygen consumption period and resting HR
*
Abbreviated SSRS trial duration due to trip; actual trial duration was 1 minute 45 seconds (TFA 1) and 2
minutes 6 seconds (TFA 2).

4.4 SUBJECT PERCEPTION

Results of the survey responses solicited at the conclusion of the test session
regarding subject perceptions are shown in Table 4.5. With the exception of the preferred
knee condition for distance running for which the unlocked knee condition was
consistently preferred, trends were mixed.
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Table 4.5. Survey results regarding preferred knee condition.
Bolded entries note consistency across all subjects.
Survey Question
TFA 1
TFA 2
TFA 3
TFA 4
Easiest to run in
Unlocked
Unlocked
Unlocked
Locked
Preferred for distance running
Unlocked
Unlocked
Unlocked
Unlocked
Preferred for sprinting
Unlocked
Unlocked
Unlocked
Locked
Achieved fastest peak speed
Unlocked
Locked
Unlocked
Locked

TFA 5
Unlocked
Unlocked
Locked
Unlocked

The RPE values reported at the conclusion of each three-minute SSRS trial is
shown in Table 4.6. With the exception of TFA 1, subjects reported a lower RPE for the
unlocked knee three-minute SSRS trial.

Table 4.6. Three-minute SSRS trial RPE values and descriptions according to [59].
Unlocked Knee
Locked Knee
RPE
RPE
Value
TFA 1

14

TFA 2
TFA 3

15
13

TFA 4

12

TFA 5

14

Description
Somewhat hard Hard
Hard
Somewhat hard
Fairly light –
Somewhat hard
Somewhat hard Hard

Value

Description

13

Somewhat hard

16
16

Hard-Very hard
Hard-Very hard

13

Somewhat hard

17

Very hard

The RPE for the fastest peak speed trial per knee condition is reported in Table
4.7. RPE values for the peak speed trial were the same for both knee conditions for all
subjects except TFA 4, who reported a lower RPE for the locked knee condition.
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Table 4.7. Peak speed trial RPE values and descriptions according to [59]. Only the RPE value for
the trial resulting in the fastest peak speed per knee condition is reported.
Unlocked Knee
Locked Knee
RPE
RPE
Value
TFA 1

12

TFA 2
TFA 3

15
15

TFA 4

14

TFA 5

15

Description
Fairly light –
Somewhat hard
Hard
Hard
Somewhat hard Hard
Hard

Value

Description

15
15

Fairly light –
Somewhat hard
Hard
Hard

13

Somewhat hard

15

Hard

12

4.5 POWER ANALYSIS

A post-hoc power analysis (p < 0.05) was performed using peak running speed
data; 16.8% power was achieved. Power analysis was also conducted for peak running
speed at the 95% confidence level (p < 0.05) and 80% power to estimate sample size for
future studies of TFA running. Results indicate that 27 subjects are needed, assuming that
the observed effect size (-0.570) in the current study population of novice runners during
treadmill running is representative.
4.6 SUMMARY

Temporal data, kinematic data, energy expenditure data, and survey responses
were examined to test the research hypotheses. Statistically significant differences
between knee conditions were observed for SSRS, stance duration, swing duration,
sagittal plane and frontal plane hip kinematics, and energy expenditure. SSRS was faster
for the unlocked knee condition. Stance duration was greatest for the intact limb for both
knee conditions for most subjects (N=4). Differences in hip kinematics between knee
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conditions were primarily observed for the prosthetic limb. RE was lowest for the
unlocked knee condition for most subjects (N=4). These results and their clinical
relevance will be discussed in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION

Little is known about how the prosthetic knee condition affects temporal metrics
or energy cost for TFAs, and no studies have investigated the impact of knee condition on
kinematic metrics. The purpose of this study was to address this knowledge gap,
investigating the effects of running with an unlocked and locked prosthetic knee on
temporal parameters, kinematic parameters, and energy expenditure for TFAs. It was
hypothesized that statistically significant differences would be observed between knee
conditions for peak running speed, maximum swing phase prosthetic limb hip flexion,
maximum swing phase prosthetic limb hip abduction, hip IA, and RE. The results of the
current study, their consistency with respect to prior investigations reported in the
literature, and related hypotheses tests will be discussed in this chapter and integrated to
form clinical recommendations. Study limitations will be identified and discussed in
terms of their impact on the findings. Finally, future studies and analyses will be
proposed.
5.1 SUBJECT HETEROGENEITY

As noted by the selection criteria, all participating subjects were unilateral TFAs,
aged 52-59 years, K3-K4 activity level, with no more than 3 months running experience
with a RSP. This ensured that all subjects were “novice” recreational runners. However,
the selection criteria also resulted in a very diverse group of participants in terms of
fitness level, athletic ability, time post-amputation and running experience (duration and
running surface with either/both knee condition).
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TFA 1 was an amputee since childhood (Table 3.1) and had prior athletic
experience incorporating short sprints with the knee unlocked as well as brief running
experience with a RSP in both knee conditions (Table 3.2). This athletic experience was
reflected by his reduced RPE for the peak speed trials for both knee conditions (Table
4.7) compared to other subjects. TFA 2 was also an amputee since childhood with almost
no prior running experience with a RSP. Because TFAs 1 and 2 have been amputees for
nearly their entire life, it is likely they had unofficial running experience and perhaps
established habits. TFAs 3-5 were more recent amputees (time post amputation: 5-6
years), with varying amounts of prior running experience. TFA 3 had the most running
experience with a RSP and unlocked knee, but his runs were conducted on an AlterG
anti-gravity treadmill, allowing him to run while his body weight was supported. TFA 4
had prior experience running overground with a locked knee; all other subjects either had
no prior running experience, or very limited prior running experience with a locked knee.
TFA 5 was the only subject to never have used a RSP; he had not run since his
amputation. This heterogeneity likely contributed to the variable running form and
inconsistent trends in many of the data parameters. With the exception of peak speed,
SSRS and RE, however, the effect of knee condition on study parameters was assessed on
an intrasubject basis, thereby minimizing some of the impact of population heterogeneity.
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5.2 TEMPORAL PARAMETERS

5.2.1 Running Speed

Some TFA distance runners choose to run without a prosthetic knee (i.e., locked
knee); the increased stability decreases cognitive load [3]. However, TFA sprinters
continue to compete with an unlocked prosthetic knee [3]. To investigate the difference in
RSP preference between distance runners and sprinters, peak speed trials were conducted,
inclusive of both knee conditions, for novice, recreational TFA runners. Faster peak
speeds for the unlocked knee condition might account for the different preferences
between sprinters and distance runners.
For the novice TFA runners in this study, the average peak running speed was
faster for the unlocked knee condition (unlocked: 2.72 ± 0.450 m/s, locked: 2.61 ± 0.316
m/s), although these differences were not statistically significant across subjects.
Although not analyzed on an individual basis, only two subjects (TFAs 3 and 5) appeared
to run faster in the unlocked knee condition. Based on these results, peak speed did not
significantly differ between knee conditions; hypothesis 1 is rejected (Table 5.1).
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Table 5.1. Hypothesis testing summary.
Description
Hypothesis
Trend
supported?+
Peak running speed is faster for the
No significant difference
1
unlocked knee condition compared to
No
between knee conditions
the locked knee condition.
Maximum swing phase hip flexion on
Max swing phase prosthetic limb
the prosthetic limb is greater when
hip flexion is greater for the
2
Yes
running in the unlocked knee condition
unlocked knee condition (Table
compared to the locked knee condition.
4.2b)
Maximum swing phase hip abduction
Reduced prosthetic limb hip
on the prosthetic limb is reduced when
abduction during swing for the
3
Yes
running in the unlocked knee condition
unlocked knee condition
compared to the locked knee condition.
IA of the hip is reduced when running
Sagittal plane swing phase max
in the unlocked knee condition during
hip angle, frontal plane swing
4
both stance and swing, and in both the
Partial
phase min hip angle and ROM
frontal and sagittal planes.
were more symmetrical for the
unlocked knee condition
Running with an unlocked knee is
RE lower for unlocked knee
5
more energy efficient than running
Yes
condition
with a locked knee.
+
Although hypotheses are worded as one-tailed, two-tailed paired t-tests were conducted. The hypothesis
was deemed supported if the two-tailed paired t-test resulted in a p value less than 0.05 (denoting a
significant difference between knee conditions) and the trend was in the direction described by the
hypothesis.

Hypothesis

The results of the current study are consistent with Highsmith et al. [2] who also
observed no significant difference in peak speed with knee condition (unlocked: 2.4 ± 0.7
m/s, no-knee: 2.2 ± 0.25 m/s) for TFAs. Wening and Stockwell [3] and Rhett [4],
however, reported faster speeds for the no-knee condition (Wening and Stockwell:
unlocked: 2.35 m/s, no-knee: 2.68 m/s, Rhett: unlocked: intact limb = 5.41 m/s, prosthetic
limb = 4.90 m/s; no-knee: intact limb = 6.29 m/s, prosthetic limb = 5.60 m/s). As only
two TFAs participated in the Wening and Stockwell study, statistical testing was not
conducted. Although Rhett tested just a single subject, statistical analysis was conducted
to contrast the average speed of each limb between knee conditions; results indicated that
the mean speed of both the intact and prosthetic limbs were significantly lower in the
unlocked knee condition. Highsmith et al. and Wening and Stockwell employed similar
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test protocols to that in the current study (i.e. increasing treadmill running speed by
specific amounts at regular intervals). However, their studies increased treadmill speed
by 0.233 m/s at two-minute intervals until exhaustion; in the current study, speed was
increased at 0.089 m/s every 3 seconds until the subject engaged the safety harness or
stopped the trial. The duration of these prior speed trials was 10-17 minutes (versus 30-60
seconds for the current study); their protocol therefore measured peak endurance speed
rather than sprinting capacity. In contrast, Rhett’s subject sprinted overground for 30
meters, facilitating a measure of peak speed more relevant to race conditions.
To further investigate the lack of statistically significant differences in peak speed
between knee conditions, a post hoc power analysis was conducted. This analysis
indicated that the power associated with this parameter was only 16.8%. Given the lack
of statistically significant differences in peak speed with knee condition, variations in test
methodology between the current study and previous studies, definitive conclusions
regarding which knee condition permits a faster peak speed cannot be stated. Subsequent
power analysis based on descriptive statistics for peak speed obtained for the current
study indicated that at least 27 TFAs should be recruited for future investigations of knee
condition effects on peak speed. The study protocol should incorporate short running
trials, similar to the current study, to further investigate which knee condition results in a
faster peak speed for novice, recreational TFA runners. Such a study would likely require
multi-sites to recruit sufficient TFAs with running potential.
Despite the lack of significant differences in peak speed with knee condition,
statistically significant differences in SSRS were observed across subjects between knee
conditions. The mean SSRS for the unlocked knee (1.47 ± 0.258 m/s) was faster than for
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the locked knee condition (1.32 ± 0.242 m/s); while statistically different, these modest
differences in mean SSRS may not translate into a meaningful real-world difference. The
faster SSRS for the unlocked knee condition may indicate the unlocked knee is
advantageous for distance running, provided that the subject has the endurance and
cognitive focus to prevent knee buckling. In contrast, Highsmith et al. did not find
significant differences in SSRS between knee conditions.
The SSRSs observed in the current study were slower than those chosen by
subjects in both Highsmith (unlocked: 1.8 ± 0.5 m/s, no-knee: 1.6 ± 0.3 m/s) [22] and
Mengelkoch et al. [1] (unlocked: 2.13 m/s), although Mengelkoch only investigated the
unlocked knee condition. The increased SSRS of their subjects is likely due to differences
in subject fitness, age, endurance, and running experience; these TFA participants were
younger (Highsmith: 45 years, Mengelkoch: 27.7 ± 8.1 years) and more experienced
runners who regularly ran every week (Highsmith: 1.5-2.5 hours per week, Mengelkoch:
4 hours per week) for at least one year prior to the study participation. In contrast, the
TFAs in the current study were older novice runners with less than 3 months of regular
running experience.
The short duration (i.e., three minutes) of the SSRS trials also impacts the
potential clinical and/or real-world relevance of these findings. While the differences in
SSRS were relatively modest, such differences may be relevant if sustained during
increased running duration trials. However, prolonged running duration will also likely
be affected by the increased stability of locked knee. Further testing is needed.
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5.2.2 Stance and Swing Duration

As illustrated in Figures 4.2 and 4.4, stance and swing duration of the prosthetic
limb differed significantly with knee condition on an intra-subject basis for TFAs 2-5
(TFAs 2, 3, 5: 2% to 4% stride cycle difference between knee conditions, TFA 4: 24%
stride cycle difference between knee conditions). The respective trends were consistent:
prosthetic limb stance duration increased and swing duration decreased with the unlocked
knee condition. While differences in stance and swing duration of the prosthetic limb
were statistically significant, the small variation for TFAs 2, 3, and 5 may not translate to
a real-world significance.
The observed difference in stance and swing duration of the prosthetic limb with
knee condition is consistent with that of Rhett who also observed increased stance
duration of the prosthetic limb with the unlocked knee condition [4]. The decreased
swing duration with the unlocked knee is likely due to fewer challenges with foot
clearance during swing. The locked knee requires that the prosthetic limb circumduct to
assist with floor clearance; this gait deviation results in a longer motion path that in turn
requires increased swing time relative to unlocked knee running. In contrast to the other
subjects, swing duration for TFA 1 did not increase with the locked knee condition,
despite observed circumduction of the prosthetic limb. This subject, however, was the
sole subject who technically “ran” with both knee configurations, for all trials, as
evidenced by the presence of double float phases. TFAs 2-5 only exhibited double float
phases for a portion of their running trials; their performance was indicative of a mixture
of fast walking and running. Although further investigation is needed for confirmation,
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the reduced effect of knee condition on stance and swing durations may be attributed to
running form; these temporal effects are seemingly more apparent during fast walking.
Stance and swing duration for the intact limb differed significantly with knee
condition (Figures 4.2 and 4.4) on an intra-subject level for TFAs 3-5; no specific trends,
however, were observed. This difference is contrary to Rhett [4], however, who observed
increased stance duration of the intact limb with the unlocked knee condition for a lone
subject; this discrepancy suggests that temporal differences with knee condition may be
more apparent during overground sprinting rather than during submaximal running on a
treadmill.
Intra-subject differences in IA of stance duration with knee condition were
observed for all subjects except TFA 1 who demonstrated stance duration symmetry for
both knee conditions (Figure 4.3). For TFAs 2-5, stance duration was prolonged on the
intact limb (e.g., IA < 0) for both locked and unlocked knee running. The locked knee
condition resulted in greater asymmetry in stance duration by approximately 6% to 8%
for TFAs 2, 3, and 5, and approximately 34% for TFA 4. Although these differences in
stance duration IA were statistically significant for TFAs 2-5, this may not translate to
real-world significance for TFAs 2 and 3 due to the large standard deviations (13% to
15% for TFAs 2 and 3, versus 1.5% to 3% for TFAs 4 and 5) relative to the magnitude of
IA variance between knee conditions.
Intra-subject differences in IA of swing duration between knee conditions were
also observed for TFAs 3-5 [TFA 3: 14%, TFA 4: 62%, TFA 5: 17% (Figure 4.5)].
Although these differences are statistically significant for TFA 3, the large standard
deviation (locked knee: 22%, unlocked knee: 8%) in relation to the magnitude of variance
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between knee conditions (14%) suggests that this difference may not translate to a
significant real-world difference for TFA 3. Additionally, TFAs 2-5 exhibited prolonged
swing duration on the prosthetic limb (IA > 0) for both knee conditions.
Mauroy et al. [31] also noted prolonged stance duration on the intact versus
prosthetic limb for TFA subjects running with an unlocked knee RSP. As presented in
Chapter 2, interlimb differences in stance duration may be attributed to running form,
specifically rearfoot, midfoot, or forefoot strike form [23]. Although footstrike type was
not differentiated in the current study, subsequent video review indicated that TFAs 2-5
exhibited rearfoot strike form, while TFA 1 may have adopted a midfoot or forefoot
strike form.
To further investigate the potential impact of footstrike type, the kinematics of the
intact ankle (see Figure D.1 in Appendix D) were reviewed. All subjects exhibited a
dorsiflexed ankle at IC, potentially suggesting a rearfoot strike, during both unlocked and
locked knee running. However, the ankle of TFA 1 was 5°-8° less dorsiflexed at IC
compared to TFAs 2-5 for unlocked knee running. Since TFA 1 exhibited nearly
symmetric stance and swing durations between limbs for both knee conditions, despite a
dorsiflexed ankle at IC, factors other than footstrike type may be responsible for the
observed temporal symmetry.
Further study, perhaps inclusive of plantar pressure measurements [68], is needed
to fully characterize the footstrike form employed and determine whether the observed
temporal symmetry may be attributed to non-rearfoot strike .
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5.3 KINEMATIC PARAMETERS

Due to the lack of studies investigating TFA running with a RSP, kinematic data
are not available for comparison. However, the kinematics of the hip for the intact limb
during unlocked knee running are compared to that for able-bodied runners to assess the
potential impact of a RSP on the contralateral limb. The kinematics of the hip, for both
the prosthetic and intact limbs, between the locked and unlocked knee conditions are also
discussed.
5.3.1 Hip Kinematics: Intact Limb of TFAs Versus Able-bodied

In the sagittal plane, the motion pattern of the hip of the intact limb approximates
that of able-bodied runners during unlocked knee running. During able-bodied running,
peak hip flexion (approximately 35°) during stance occurs at IC [12]; hip flexion again
peaks (approximately 45°) during mid-swing [6,12]. The relative timing of these hip
flexion peaks for the intact limb of the TFA runners (unlocked knee condition) was
comparable to that for able-bodied runners, although differences in hip flexion magnitude
were observed. TFAs 3-5 exhibited greater peak hip flexion at IC (45°-55°) and midswing (50°-60°), likely due to the increased anterior pelvic tilt as subjects leaned forward
to grasp the handrails during treadmill running. TFAs 1 and 2 did not use the handrails.
TFA 1 exhibited decreased hip flexion at IC (17.8°) with similar peak hip flexion during
swing (41.7°) compared to able-bodied runners. The decreased hip flexion at IC may be
attributed to short step-length. While step-length was not directly measured during the
treadmill running task, a short step-length may be inferred from his fast cadence (91.4
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steps/min) and slow SSRS (1.34 m/s). This conjecture is supported by data from TFA 2
who exhibited comparable hip flexion magnitudes to able-bodied runners (35.6° and
44.4° at IC and mid-swing, respectively); TFA 2’s cadence was slower (79.9 steps/min)
and he ran faster (SSRS: 1.43 m/s), with increased step length relative to TFA 1.
In contrast, hip motion in the frontal plane for the intact limb of TFAs and ablebodied runners was less consistent, likely due to subject heterogeneity. For TFAs 3 and 5,
the hip was adducted during stance and abducted during swing, similar to that of ablebodied runners. For TFAs 1, 2, and 4, however, the intact hip was abducted throughout
the stride cycle. The wider, abducted stance may be due to socket fit (e.g. medial brim
discomfort), general instability, or simply an attempt to avoid simultaneous stepping on
both treadmill belts. Further study, perhaps inclusive of overground running or running
on a wide single belt treadmill, is needed to more fully investigate hip movement in the
frontal plane. Such study should also include bilateral measurement of hip ROM and
muscle strength.
5.3.2 Hip Kinematics: Sagittal Plane Differences Between Knee Conditions

For both unlocked and locked knee running, the prosthetic hip extends from IC to
approximately TO; during locked knee running, the magnitude of this extension motion
was reduced (as denoted by the increased minimum hip angle for the prosthetic limb
during stance across all subjects, see Table 4.2b), thus reducing hip ROM during stance.
Specifically, during locked knee running, the hip extension motion in the latter half of
stance plateaus. This reduced hip extension may be due to the observed decreased
prosthetic limb stance duration during locked knee running. The reduced stance duration
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of the prosthetic limb when running with a locked knee causes the limb to be less
posterior relative to the pelvis compared to unlocked knee running as the treadmill belts
have less time to pull the limb posteriorly.
Although the difference in minimum hip angle between knee conditions was
statistically significant, the magnitude of this difference was only 3° to 4° for TFAs 2, 3,
and 5 (compared to a difference of 7° and 17° for TFAs 1 and 4, respectively). Between
measurement error due to skin motion (approximately 2.5° sagittal rotational error [69])
and a standard deviation of up to 4°, this statistical difference may not result in a relevant
real-world difference. Further study with a more homogeneous sample population is
needed.
Locked knee running can be characterized by reduced peak hip flexion of the
prosthetic limb during swing, as well as a corresponding decrease in prosthetic limb hip
flexion/extension ROM (see Table 4.2b). The decreased hip flexion or more extended
prosthetic hip during swing is likely attributed to circumduction of the prosthetic limb to
provide floor clearance. In contrast to the unlocked knee condition for which knee flexion
assists with floor clearance in the sagittal plane, locked knee running requires both
sagittal and frontal plane hip motion to provide clearance.
Similar to the magnitude of sagittal plane hip motion during stance, the magnitude
of the difference in peak hip flexion during swing between knee conditions was relatively
small for TFAs 3 and 5 (2°-3° difference for TFAs 3 and 5, versus a 13°-18° difference
for TFAs 1, 2, and 4). For TFAs 3 and 5 this likely does not translate to a real-world
significant difference in hip flexion as the difference is within the realm of measurement
error.
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In addition to these differences in hip flexion magnitude of the prosthetic limb
during swing, examination of Figures 4.6a-e indicates that this hip flexion is delayed
when running with a locked knee. This delay can likely be attributed to prosthetic limb
circumduction via a wide lateral arc, i.e. hip abduction followed by hip flexion. Prosthetic
limb hip abduction preceded hip flexion during swing by approximately 13 – 22% stride
cycle (TFAs 1, 2 and 4). For TFAs 3 and 5, however, hip abduction and flexion of the
prosthetic limb occurred concurrently. For TFA 3, this altered motion pattern during
swing may be attributed to an atypical, narrow circumduction path and increased
anterior/posterior limb movement (reduced hip ad/abduction and increased hip flexion of
the prosthetic limb during swing) (Figure 5.1).

Figure 5.1. Wide lateral arc circumduction (left) observed for TFAs 1, 2, 4, and 5, and
anterior/posterior circumduction (right) observed for TFA 3. Adapted from [70].
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The somewhat atypical motion of the prosthetic hip for TFA 3 is likely due to his prior
experience with unlocked knee running (see Table 3.2), making it more difficult for him
to adopt hip circumduction to assist with foot clearance when running with a locked knee
over the brief study duration. In contrast, TFA 5 externally rotated his pelvis on the
prosthetic side in anticipation of TO (see Figure B.3 e in Appendix B), facilitating
simultaneous prosthetic hip abduction and flexion. This technique may support
circumduction motion with decreased hip abductor muscle activity and may be reflective
of weak hip abductor muscles; muscle strength testing was not conducted to confirm this
conjecture. As noted previously, future studies might include hip ROM and manual
muscle testing to assess whether joint stiffness and/or muscle weakness contribute to
different circumduction patterns.
In contrast to the prosthetic limb, fewer intra-subject differences in sagittal plane
hip motion were observed for the intact limb between knee conditions. Four subjects
demonstrated significant differences in hip flexion of the intact limb during stance,
although specific trends with knee condition were inconsistent. For example, TFAs 1, 3,
and 4 demonstrated increased hip flexion (approximately 8°-15°) of the intact limb at
terminal stance/initial swing with the locked knee; TFA 5 exhibited approximately 1.7°
less intact limb hip flexion (i.e., a more extended hip) during terminal stance when
running with a locked knee (minimum hip angle during stance measure, see Table 4.2a,
Figures 4.6a-e). For TFA 5, the magnitude of the difference in hip flexion between knee
conditions is within measurement error and likely does not result in a significant realworld difference. The effect of these differences in intact limb hip flexion during stance
on hip ROM were also inconsistent (hip ROM increased for TFAs 1 and 5, and decreased
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for TFAs for 3 and 4 with the locked knee condition). These inter-subject discrepancies
are likely a result of the heterogenous subject population in this study. Further study is
needed, perhaps inclusive of greater acclimation time for each knee condition and a more
homogenous subject population.
Based on the study results and above discussion, the hypothesis that maximum
hip flexion of the prosthetic limb during swing is greater when running in the unlocked
knee condition (hypothesis 2) is supported (Table 5.1). A statistically significant intrasubject difference in maximum swing phase hip flexion of the prosthetic limb between
knee conditions was observed, with a trend towards greater flexion during unlocked knee
running. As previously discussed, these statistically significant results may translate to a
significant real-world difference for most subjects (three of the five).
5.3.3 Hip Kinematics: Frontal Plane Differences Between Knee Conditions

The minimum frontal plane hip angle (i.e. abduction) and ROM of the prosthetic
limb during swing differed significantly between knee conditions for all subjects (see
Table 4.3b). Hip abduction of the prosthetic limb increased during the swing phase of
locked knee running by 7.5° to 11° for TFAs 1, 2, and 4, and 3° for TFA 3, likely due to
the circumduction of the prosthetic limb for floor clearance during locked knee running.
This difference likely translates to a significant real-world difference for TFAs 1, 2, and
4. For TFA 3, the small difference observed is within the realm of measurement error
(frontal plane rotation error quantified as 3.6° [69]) and likely does not translate to a
significant real-word difference.
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Surprisingly, TFA 5 demonstrated increased prosthetic limb hip abduction during
swing for the unlocked knee condition, although the magnitude of this increased
abduction was only 1.8° and likely does not translate to a significant real-world
difference. This unexpected behavior may be due to his aforementioned external rotation
of the pelvis towards the prosthetic limb. Regardless, the hypothesis that maximum swing
phase hip abduction of the prosthetic limb is reduced for the unlocked knee condition
(hypothesis 3) is confirmed (Table 5.1); the majority of subjects (three of the five)
exhibited a sufficiently large increase in prosthetic limb hip abduction in the locked knee
condition to result in a significant real-world difference.
These intra-subject differences in minimum hip angle of the prosthetic limb in the
frontal plane with knee condition also affect the corresponding parameter, prosthetic limb
hip ROM during swing. While prosthetic limb hip abduction increased during swing for
the locked knee condition for four subjects, hip ROM in the frontal plane during swing
only increased for the prosthetic limbs of TFAs 1, 2, and 4 (by approximately 8° to 9.5°).
For TFA 3, the prosthetic hip ROM during swing actually decreased by 2.2° with the
locked knee condition; the magnitude of this increase is within measurement error and
likely does not translate to a significant real-world difference. Throughout the stride
cycle, TFA 3’s prosthetic hip was more abducted during locked knee running (see Figure
4.7c), therefore reducing the ROM. The increased abduction throughout the cycle may be
due to many factors (e.g., prosthetic leg too long, medial groin discomfort, instability
warranting a wider stance).
In contrast to the prosthetic limb for which intra-subject differences in frontal
plane hip kinematics between conditions were observed during swing, kinematic effects
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of knee condition on the intact limb were observed during stance phase. Both the
maximum and minimum joint angles varied with knee condition for four subjects; locked
knee running may be characterized by increased stance phase hip abduction compared to
unlocked knee running. The increased abduction may reflect an attempt to increase
stability during locked knee running, although the magnitude of this increased abduction
was generally approximately 1.5° to 4° which is within the realm of measurement error
and likely would not translate to a significant real-world difference. Further study is
required to determine if this increased abduction is observed for a more homogenous
subject population.
5.3.4 Kinematic Asymmetry

Review of the IA of hip kinematics in the sagittal and frontal planes (Tables 4.2c
and 4.3c, respectively) indicates that intra-subject differences in IA between knee
conditions were more common in the sagittal plane; five of the six sagittal plane
kinematic IA parameters differed significantly for at least four subjects. Note that IA
values of zero reflect symmetry; the percentage of asymmetry is reflected by the IA
magnitude (e.g. an IA index of -20 and +20 represent the same magnitude of asymmetry).
In the sagittal plane, the locked knee condition generally resulted in greater
symmetry during stance (e.g., IA indices for minimum and ROM stance phase parameters
were closer to zero for the locked knee condition for three and four subjects, respectively)
by 8% to 86%. The standard deviations for these IA indices was large (5% to 32%)
compared to the magnitude of the difference in symmetry; these differences may not
translate to a significant real-world difference.
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In the sagittal plane during swing, intra-subject trends in kinematic IA with knee
condition were less consistent, likely due to subject heterogeneity. The unlocked knee
condition resulted in greater symmetry in hip flexion (maximum hip angle). IA for
sagittal plane hip ROM during swing favored the locked knee condition. Trends in IA
indices for minimum angles were inconclusive.
In the frontal plane, IA indices differed significantly on an intra-subject basis
between knee conditions for minimum angle and ROM during swing phase for at least
four subjects. Several subjects (TFAs 1, 2, 4) demonstrated greater symmetry during
unlocked knee running for both parameters by 16% to 182%. TFAs 3 and 5 exhibited
greater frontal plane hip symmetry during swing for the locked knee condition for the
minimum angle parameter (747% and 66%, respectively). The standard deviation for
these IA indices ranged from 11% to 313%. Given these large standard deviations in
comparison to the magnitude of the difference in symmetry, these differences are likely
not significant in the real-world.
IA in the frontal plane during stance was inconclusive; despite significant
differences in some, trends were mixed, likely due to subject heterogeneity.
Based on these IA results, hypothesis 4 is only supported for the maximum
sagittal plane swing phase hip angle, frontal plane minimum swing phase angle and hip
ROM parameters (Table 5.1); however, care should be taken when interpreting these
results as the observed statistical differences may not result in a significant real-world
difference.
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5.4 ENERGY EXPENDITURE

A significant difference in RE between knee conditions was observed (Figure 4.8)
across subjects. Mean RE values were reduced for the unlocked knee condition,
indicating that for this non-homogeneous population of novice TFA runners, running
with an unlocked knee is more efficient that running with a locked knee. These results are
consistent with Highsmith et al. [2] who observed reduced mean oxygen consumption for
the unlocked knee condition at five of the eight running speed stages (1.12- 2.01 m/s).
Hypothesis 5 is therefore supported (Table 5.1); however, the short duration (i.e. three
minutes) of the SSRS trials impacts the potential clinical and/or real-world significance
of these findings. Knee stability may become a larger factor in RE results with increased
running duration trials. Further study is needed.
Although statistical analyses were not conducted, the change in HR from resting
to steady-state running for the unlocked knee condition was smaller in magnitude than for
the locked knee condition, also suggesting greater efficiency for the unlocked knee
condition.
Mengelkoch et al. [1], the only study to report RE for TFA runners, reported a
mean RE of 0.34 mLO2/kg/m for three experienced male TFA runners wearing a RSP
(foot: Nitro®, Freedom Innovations, knee: Ossur Total Knee 2100®, N=2; knee: Ossur
Mauch SNS®, N=1) during unlocked knee running at a mean SSRS of 2.13 m/s.
Mengelkoch normalized VO2 values to body weight, excluding the mass of the
prosthesis. Using similar normalization (i.e. excluding prosthesis mass), the mean RE
observed for the novice TFA runners during unlocked knee running (mean SSRS of 1.47
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± 0.258 m/s) in the current study was 0.282 ± 0.0365 mLO2/kg/m. Although SSRS
differed between the current study and Mengelkoch et. al., the RE calculation is also
normalized with respect to SSRS. Nevertheless, the reduced RE observed by the novice
TFA runners in the current study relative to the more experienced runners in
Mengelkoch’s study is surprising. As RE is a multifactorial measure [71], it is difficult to
speculate why the more experienced TFA runners in Mengelkoch’s study were less
economical. This discrepancy may perhaps be attributed to differences in prosthesis
mass, since prosthesis mass was not factored into the RE calculation and a heavier
prosthesis may increase energy expenditure.
To investigate the potential impact of RSP mass, prosthesis mass was estimated
based on manufacturer data for the respective prosthetic foot and knee components used
in Mengelkoch’s study (Table 5.2).

Table 5.2. RSP mass estimations for the current study and Mengelkoch et al.
Study
Prosthesis
Prosthesis
N
Mass (kg)
2.10
2
Sprinter foot, Sport knee [45,48]
4.50
1
Current Study
1.70
1
Runner foot, Sport knee [46,48]
3.20
1
+
Nitro foot, Total Knee 2100® [72,73]
1.20
2
Mengelkoch et al. [1]
+
Nitro foot, Mauch SNS® [72,74]
1.44
1
+estimated values, exclusive of the socket and potential rotators/pylons

In the current study, the RSP for TFAs 1 and 2 incorporated a rotator; the RSP for TFAs
3-5 included a pylon that varied in length. The total mass for prostheses used in the
current study, including the mass of the socket, and rotator or pylon, is also summarized
in Table 5.2. The RSPs used in Mengelkoch’s study were not fully described; the mass of
Mengelkoch’s prostheses are estimates that omit contributions from the socket,
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suspension, optional rotator, and/or pylon. Based on the mass estimates, the subjects in
the current study likely used a heavier prosthesis; therefore, prosthesis mass does not
explain the increased efficiency observed for the novice TFA runners in the current study
as a heavier prosthesis will likely increase energy cost.
This discrepancy in RE may also be attributed to variations in the mechanical
properties of the RSP, since the specific prosthesis foot and knee differed between
studies. Future studies might investigate these mechanical properties with respect to
energy return and RE.
The increased RE value or decreased efficiency observed for the locked knee
condition is likely attributed to the prosthetic limb circumduction gait pathology adopted
to provide floor clearance. This gait deviation may also decrease the anterior-posterior
GRF and increase the medial-lateral GRF, affecting energy cost as well. As the prosthetic
limb pushes off the ground, circumduction introduces lateral and anterior components of
motion, contrary to the predominantly anterior motion during unlocked knee running.
The lateral component likely reduces the propulsive impulse, slowing the subject’s
forward progression and decreasing medial-lateral stability. The decreased mediolateral
stability must be counteracted by the intact limb during stance, requiring greater muscle
activation and increasing energy expenditure. The extent of the decreased mediolateral
stability during locked knee running is likely dependent on the circumduction pathway
(e.g. wide lateral versus anterior-posterior arc).
Although the locked knee condition increases prosthetic knee stability and
decreases fall risk and cognitive load, potentially providing advantages during longer
running trials, the extended limb during swing also increases the effective limb segment
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moment of inertia. This increased inertia may contribute to the decreased running
efficiency with a locked knee [75]. Greater hip moments are required to overcome this
increased moment of inertia, thus increasing energy cost [75]. Further investigation,
inclusive of kinetic analysis (ideally using force transducers embedded in the prosthesis
to minimize kinetic errors introduced by inverse dynamics models) to estimate joint
moment and power, is needed to confirm these conjectures.
5.5 SURVEY RESPONSES

As noted in Chapters 3-4, surveys were administered to assess subject perceptions
regarding running performance and knee condition. The inter-subject responses to most
queries were inconsistent, perhaps due to variations in subject’s prior running experience
with a RSP. For example, TFA 4 had prior experience running with a RSP with the knee
locked; he thought the locked knee condition was easier for running. Despite this
partiality, TFA 4 preferred the unlocked knee condition for distance running, consistent
both with the other subjects and with his RPEs (unlocked knee: 12, locked knee: 13) as
well as the RPEs of the other subjects (lower for the unlocked knee condition for TFAs 25, see Tables 4.5 and 4.6). This preference, however, may have been influenced by the
modest running duration in the current study; longer running durations may introduce
fatigue and increase cognitive demands that contribute to prosthetic knee instability and
increased fall risk with the unlocked knee condition.
While all subjects preferred the unlocked knee condition for distance running, the
preferred knee condition for sprinting varied; only TFAs 4 and 5 preferred the locked
knee condition for sprinting. For TFA 4 this preference is consistent with his lower RPE
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for the locked knee condition. For all other subjects the RPE for the peak speed trials was
the same for both knee conditions (Table 4.7). These survey questions were subjective;
the responses may be influenced by prior experience, fitness level, coordination,
cognitive effort, and/or energy efficiency.
The final survey question assessed perceived running speed in general, without
explicitly referring to the peak speed trials. TFAs 2, 3, and 5 correctly identified the knee
condition that corresponded to their higher peak speed. However, the survey did not
permit subjects to select neither knee condition; TFA 4 achieved the same peak speed
with both knee conditions. Future studies might incorporate separate questions regarding
preference of either or neither knee condition for sprinting, with a separate question
addressing the SSRS trials.

5.6 CLINICAL RECOMMENDATIONS

Running with a locked knee increases stability of the prosthetic knee, decreasing
the fall risk and cognitive load; these factors are likely important for running for
prolonged periods and longer distances. For recreational (short) distance running on a
treadmill, the results of this study suggest that the unlocked knee condition may be
advantageous for novice TFA runners. The unlocked knee condition resulted in increased
energy efficiency and a modest increase in SSRS (potentially not great enough to create a
clinical impact, see Sections 5.4 and 5.2.1), as well as decreased RPE. The unlocked knee
condition may also decrease risk of musculoskeletal injury, as this knee condition
resulted in minimal gait pathologies. The locked knee condition required circumduction
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for floor clearance, a gait pathology that impacts hip kinematics in multiple planes and
may also affect pelvic and trunk motion. For example, when TFA 5 circumducted his
prosthetic limb, he externally rotated his pelvis, keeping his trunk facing forward, thereby
twisting his back. Over time, this repetitive twisting motion may contribute to back pain
and potential injury.
For new TFA runners, with the prosthetic knee unlocked or locked, physical
therapy or muscle strengthening exercises are recommended. These recommendations
include exercises to strengthen the hip flexor and extensor muscles bilaterally to assist
forward progression supplied by hip musculature. Hip ROM drills, without the prosthesis,
as well as hip stretching exercises should be performed to increase hip flexibility.
Specific exercises might include anterior/posterior thigh swings (hip flexion/extension),
medial-lateral thigh swings (hip ab/adduction), and hip circles. For locked knee running
specifically, hip adductor/abductor, core, and back muscle strengthening exercises are
recommended. These exercises may help prevent excessive trunk twisting to assist limb
abduction.
5.7 STUDY LIMITATIONS

There are several limitations of the current study. These limitations involve study
methodology that affected statistical analysis, as well as factors that might be modified in
future studies of TFA running.
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5.7.1 Skin Movement

To minimize the impact of pelvic marker dropout due to subject girth, the
handrails and arm swing, additional tracking markers were placed on the lateral aspects
of the pelvis. When the left/right ASIS and/or sacrum markers dropped out of camera
view, their location was estimated based on these tracking markers. Despite attempts to
place the tracking markers to minimize skin movement, potential artifact may have
occurred, affecting the triangulated location of the model markers and introducing errors
in the pelvic and hip joint calculations. To minimize pelvic marker drop-out and the need
for additional tracking markers on the pelvis, handrail height and camera placement
should be adjusted on an individual basis in future studies.
Skin movement may introduce mean rotational errors of 2.5° in the sagittal plane
and 3.6° in the frontal plane [69]. These measurement errors should be taken into
consideration when interpreting study results. For example, statistically significant
differences in maximum hip flexion of the prosthetic limb was observed during swing
between knee conditions. For TFAs 3 and 5, however, these difference was merely 2°-3°.
As such, the observed difference in hip flexion is within the measurement error range.
While the peak hip flexion during swing differed statistically between knee conditions,
such differences likely do not have real world significant. In contrast, differences in peak
hip flexion during swing for TFAs 1, 2, and 4 were 13°-18° --- exceeding measurement
error and therefore having greater real world, clinical impact. Thus, the hypothesis that
maximum swing phase hip flexion on the prosthetic limb is greater with the unlocked
knee condition (hypothesis 2) is still supported.
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5.7.2 Stride Cycle Exclusion

As noted in Chapter 3, stride cycles were manually excluded when joint angle
waveforms were non-physiologic or appeared to be outliers. This procedure may have
introduced unintentional bias. The non-physiological curves were likely caused by
segment reconstruction errors due to model marker dropout. In addition, the exclusion
process likely reduced study power; additional kinematic differences between knee
conditions may have been observed if more cycles were available for analysis.
The paired t-test further reduced the number of cycles included in the intra-subject
statistical analyses as paired t-tests require the same number of cycles for comparison
between knee conditions. If the locked knee condition had 20 usable cycles and the
unlocked knee condition had 15 usable cycles, only 15 of the 20 locked knee condition
cycles were randomly selected for t-test analysis. Despite the exclusion process, at least 6
clean cycles were available for statistical analysis of kinematic parameters; for some
subjects, as many as 17 clean cycles were available. While power may have been
reduced, the exclusion of cycle outliers preserved the accuracy of the reported kinematic
results.
5.7.3 Treadmill Versus Overground Running

The current study incorporated treadmill, instead of overground, running to
facilitate kinematic analysis over a fixed field of view, control speed, and maximize the
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number of running cycles for subsequent data analysis. However, hip flexion may differ
during treadmill versus overground running [76,77].
To maximize subject safety, subjects were permitted to use the treadmill handrails
for potential support; subjects were also secured in an overhead fall arrest harness during
all trials. Three subjects (TFAs 3-5) grasped the handrails during both the unlocked and
locked knee running trials; the use of the handrails increased their stability and prevented
anterior-posterior and/or medial-lateral drift across the treadmill belts. TFAs 1 and 2
engaged the safety harness for similar reasons for at least a portion of their running trials.
These accommodations, strongly recommended for novice runners, likely affected
running form and altered pelvic and hip kinematic results (i.e. increased anterior pelvic
tilt and hip flexion, see section 5.3.1). Additionally, running on a treadmill forced the
subjects to maintain a specific speed, a constraint that likely affected kinematic and
temporal results relative to overground running trials.
While future study might warrant extrapolation of the study protocol to
overground running (e.g. recreational running outside or in a gym environment), such
trials should be conducted with caution so that subject safety is not greatly compromised.
5.7.4 Peak Speed

During the maximum speed running trials, the rubber sole of the RSP often stuck
to the rubber belt of the treadmill, introducing stumbling anomalies. This was observed
most frequently during the locked knee trials. While these stumbles affect limb
kinematics, the sole parameter reported during these trials was peak speed.
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The incremental speed increases incorporated in the peak speed trials may have
exacerbated these stumbles; it was difficult for subjects to adjust to faster speeds so
quickly. These stumbles caused several peak speed trials to terminate prematurely (Table
4.1), potentially affecting peak speed results; the inclusion of three peak speed trials for
each knee condition and the reporting of only the maximum speed achieved, however,
likely limited the impact of these stumbles on the study results.
Despite the relatively generous width of the dual belt treadmill, circumduction
adopted during the locked knee condition requires perhaps even wider treadmills. For
example, TFA 2 clipped the base of the handrails during two of his three maximum speed
trials for the locked knee condition, causing him to trip and terminate the peak speed trial.
His reported peak speed for this condition may therefore have been lower than his true
capability.
Given these limitations, future protocols might conduct peak speed trials
overground using timing gates (e.g. gates located at 10 meter intervals over 40 meters);
the fastest speed attained during the 40 meter run would be reported as the peak speed. A
minimum of three trials should again be performed, with rest to minimize the impact of
potential fatigue. The revised protocol, while more accurate and relevant to real-world
sprint performance, however, introduces fall risk.
5.7.5 Running vs Fast Walking

As previously mentioned, not all subjects technically “ran” during the threeminute SSRS trials. Only TFA 1 consistently exhibited periods of double float for both
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knee conditions. The remaining subjects might more accurately be categorized as fast
walkers. These subjects may have been able to run, if they had access to a RSP and
participated in running training programs for several months. Future protocols might
incorporate more extensive training for both knee conditions, prior to data collection, to
more effectively assess subjects’ true running performance.
5.7.6 Subject Prior Running Experience

Although all TFA subject participants were novice runners with no more than 3
months running experience, their level of experience (duration and running surface with
either/both knee condition) varied. TFA 4 had prior experience running with a locked
knee; all other subjects either had no prior running experience, or very limited prior
running experience with a locked knee. This prior experience, while limited and restricted
to the locked knee condition, may have affected the subjective questionnaire results (and
perhaps RPE), specifically the question regarding which knee condition was easiest to
run in.
Regardless, the study conclusions should not be extrapolated to more experienced
TFA runners without additional investigation.
5.7.7 Sample Size

The current study incorporated a small sample size, only five TFAs. The small
sample size affects the statistical power and may have contributed to the lack of
differences in some parameters with knee condition (e.g. peak speed may require at least
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27 subjects for 80% power, see section 5.2.1). However, the ability to recruit TFAs with
running potential from a single location is limited. Expanded sample sizes likely require
recruitment (and perhaps, testing) from multiple sites.
Based on the current study population, these results are only applicable to 50-60
year old male, TFA, novice treadmill runners.
5.7.8 Trial Randomization

In the current study, the order of the running trials was not randomized. The
specific protocol (three-minute SSRS with knee unlocked, three-minute SSRS with knee
locked, peak speed trials with knee locked, peak speed trials with knee unlocked) was
designed to increase subject confidence, decrease the amount of switching between knee
conditions, and minimize the effect of fatigue on metabolic results. The lack of
randomization, may introduce potential training effects. Potential training effects during
the SSRS trials, however, were likely minimized by analyzing only the second of the
three 45-second datasets. Evidence of potential training effects during the peak speed
trials would be increases in peak speed with each of the three trials. As noted in Table
4.1, however, peak speeds occurred during trial 1 or 2 for several subjects for a given
knee condition, although two of these subjects prematurely terminated the second and
third trials due to a “trip”; had they successfully completed all trials a training effect may
have been observed. In future studies, knee condition (randomly selected) might be tested
on separate days to further minimize training effects.
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5.8 FUTURE STUDIES

Based on the current study, several future studies are proposed. Full kinetic
analysis including GRFs, joint moments, and joint powers might be conducted to further
investigate TFA running. Kinetic data analysis requires development of an accurate
model of the RSP and inverse dynamic calculations. To minimize errors introduced by
the non-rigid segment links of the RSP, errors that propagate and contribute to errors in
calculated hip moments and power, a force transducer (e.g. iPecs Lab, RTC Electronics,
Inc) might be integrated directly in the prosthesis. This kinetic analysis would support
both confirmation and further exploration into differences in RE between knee conditions
and provide insight into potential injury risk and musculoskeletal demands.
Future study to investigate training effects on temporal, kinematic, and RE data
during unlocked and locked knee running might also be conducted. The protocol might
include a one-month training period, inclusive of physical therapy and hip strengthening
and flexibility exercises. Three data collection sessions are proposed: 1) baseline running
performance prior to the training (both knee conditions), 2) immediately after the training
period, and 3) one-month post-training period to characterize subjects’ adopted running
form with their preferred knee condition. This study would address several research
questions:
1) Do temporal parameters (SSRS, stance and swing duration) and kinematics (trunk,
pelvis, hip) differ pre-/post-training for the two knee conditions?
2) Is RE affected by training for either knee condition?
3) Which knee condition is preferred/pursued post-training?
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5.9 SUMMARY
To date, investigation of temporal parameters and energy expenditure of TFA
running with a RSP has been limited; kinematic analyses have not yet been reported. This
study characterized temporal metrics, kinematic metrics, and energy efficiency for both
the unlocked and locked knee conditions during treadmill running for TFAs.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION

The purpose of this study was to investigate whether the prosthetic knee should be
unlocked or locked for unilateral TFAs during treadmill running with a RSP. While some
TFAs prefer to run with an unlocked prosthetic knee, others run without a prosthetic
knee; instead, their prosthetic socket and foot are linked via a straight, non-articulating
pylon. The no-knee design (approximately equivalent to a locked prosthetic knee) is more
stable; it will not buckle and collapse, regardless of load or fatigue, minimizing fall risk.
However, running without a knee joint requires the runner to circumduct the prosthetic
limb to clear the ground during swing phase. Research is limited regarding the impact of
knee condition on oxygen consumption, with no studies investigating the impact on
temporal and kinematic parameters. To address this knowledge gap, the effects of TFA
running with an unlocked and locked prosthetic knee on temporal parameters, kinematic
parameters, and RE were investigated using motion capture and metabolic cost
assessment.
Five male unilateral TFA novice runners, aged 52-59 years, completed a training
session to familiarize the subject with the test set-up and procedure, as well as determine
their SSRS, and a testing session inclusive of two three-minute SSRS trials (one per knee
condition) and six peak speed trials (three per knee condition). Kinematic and oxygen
consumption data were collected and analyzed for the three-minute SSRS trials; peak
speed and RPE data collected and analyzed for the maximum running speed trials. Peak
running speed, sagittal and frontal plane hip kinematics, and RE were compared between
knee conditions.
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Although mean peak running speed for the unlocked knee condition was faster
than the locked knee condition across subjects, this trend was not statistically significant;
hypothesis 1 (peak running speed is faster for the unlocked knee condition) was rejected.
This lack of difference in peak speed with knee condition may have been affected by the
limited sample size and associated low power.
Significant intra-subject differences between knee conditions were observed for
the maximum prosthetic limb hip flexion and hip abduction during swing. These
statistical differences likely translate to a significant real-world difference for the
majority of subjects (three of the five). The observed trend was increased maximum
prosthetic limb hip flexion and reduced prosthetic limb hip abduction during swing for
the unlocked knee condition, supporting hypotheses 2 (maximum swing phase hip flexion
of the prosthetic limb is greater when running in the unlocked knee condition) and 3
(maximum swing phase hip abduction of the prosthetic limb is reduced when running in
the unlocked knee condition). The effect of knee condition on these kinematic parameters
may be attributed to prosthetic limb circumduction during locked knee running.
Several IA parameters differed significantly between knee conditions on an intrasubject basis; these parameters included sagittal plane swing phase maximum hip angle,
frontal plane swing phase minimum hip angle and frontal plane swing phase hip ROM.
There was a trend towards greater symmetry for the unlocked knee condition for these IA
parameters; however, these differences may not be large enough to translate to a
significant real-world difference. Other IA parameters, however, either did not differ
between knee conditions or differed inconsistently with knee condition. Therefore,
hypothesis 4 (IA of the hip, in both the frontal and sagittal planes, is reduced when
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running in the unlocked knee condition during both stance and swing) was only partially
supported.
Significant differences were also observed in RE between knee conditions across
subjects, with the mean RE reduced for the unlocked knee condition; the short duration
(i.e. three minutes) of the SSRS trials impacts the potential clinical and/or real-world
significance of these results. Nevertheless, the hypothesis that running with an unlocked
knee is more energy efficient (hypothesis 5) was supported. Locked knee running may be
less efficient due to adoption of prosthetic limb circumduction gait pathology, decreasing
medial-lateral stability and increasing the limb segment moment of inertia, thus requiring
greater muscle activation and increasing energy expenditure.
Based on the results of this study, the unlocked knee condition is recommended
for unilateral TFA novice treadmill runners, provided they have sufficient endurance and
cognitive focus to prevent knee buckling. The unlocked knee condition slightly increased
SSRS, was more energy efficient for the short (three-minute) duration, and may decrease
risk of musculoskeletal injury due to gait pathologies.
While this study, findings and clinical recommendations add to the body of
knowledge regarding amputee running, there are two key limitations to note. Additional
kinematic differences between knee conditions may be present that were not discerned
due to the reduction in usable stride cycles (and corresponding reduction in study power)
to preserve accuracy. In addition, challenges during the peak speed trials (e.g. stumbles
due excess friction between the RSP and treadmill belt, aggressive rate of speed
increases, treadmill width) may have affected peak speed measures in a given trial; the
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inclusion of three peak speed trials per knee condition, however, minimized the impact
on reported results and study findings.
Related future research in this area might include full kinetic analysis, as well as
temporal, kinematic, and RE analysis before, after, and one-month post physical therapy
intervention. An expanded and more homogeneous subject population, if possible for a
given site or via multiple sites, is also recommended to confirm findings and perhaps
identify additional effects of knee condition on temporal, kinematic, and RE parameters.
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APPENDIX A: PARTICIPANT SURVEY

Participant Survey
Participant Code:________________
Date: _________________________

Please Circle One

1. Which knee condition was
easiest to run in?

Unlocked Knee

Locked Knee

2. Which knee condition
would you prefer for
distance running?
3. Which knee condition
would you prefer for
sprinting?
4. Which knee condition do
you think you ran faster in?

Unlocked Knee

Locked Knee

Unlocked Knee

Locked Knee

Unlocked Knee

Locked Knee
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APPENDIX B: PELVIS KINEMATICS

Table B.1-a. Sagittal plane pelvis kinematics (deg., mean ± std. dev) for the intact side during stance and swing phase
for the middle 45 seconds of the three-minute SSRS trial for each subject for each knee condition.
Bold, shaded values denote statistically significant intra-subject differences (0.05 level) between knee conditions.
UK = Unlocked knee, LK = Locked Knee
TFA 1
TFA 2
TFA 3
TFA 4
TFA 5
Intact
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
15.1 ±
25.6 ±
19.4 ±
24.6 ±
34.4 ±
41.1 ±
23.7 ±
31.0 ±
21.9 ±
23.6 ±
Max: stance
0.706
1.94
1.56
1.50
0.473
0.897
0.976
1.87
1.28
1.50
8.40 ±
24.3 ±
10.1 ± 17.4 ±
20.5 ±
35.3 ±
17.5 ±
24.4 ±
16.6 ±
18.1 ±
Min: stance
1.61
1.98
1.68
0.841
1.27
4.00
0.915
1.15
1.42
1.19
7.34 ±
1.24 ±
9.70 ± 7.26 ±
13.9 ±
5.58 ±
6.89 ±
6.54 ±
5.39 ±
5.12 ±
ROM: stance
0.783
0.711
1.55
1.83
1.20
3.48
0.935
1.24
0.907
1.33
21.7 ±
26.1 ±
18.1 ± 22.2 ±
34.7 ±
40.2 ±
23.0 ±
30.6 ±
22.3 ±
23.0 ±
Max: swing
0.982
1.41
0.989
2.66
1.43
1.51
1.13
2.18
0.986
1.58
14.0 ±
18.8 ±
11.8 ±
10.5 ±
24.4 ±
31.5 ±
20.4 ±
25.2 ±
15.8 ±
16.9 ±
Min: swing
1.97
0.714
1.99
2.24
1.36
2.35
1.40
1.25
1.11
1.28
8.51 ±
7.28 ±
5.71 ± 11.7 ±
10.4 ±
8.85 ±
2.18 ±
5.40 ±
6.48 ±
6.46 ±
ROM: swing
1.67
0.998
1.84
3.60
1.52
0.957
0.405
1.93
1.12
1.44

Table B.1-b. Sagittal plane pelvis kinematics (deg., median) for the intact side during stance and swing phase
for the middle 45 seconds of the three-minute SSRS trial for each subject for each knee condition.
TFA 1
TFA 2
TFA 3
TFA 4
TFA 5
Intact
UK
LK
UK LK UK LK UK LK UK LK
Max: stance
15.8 25.4
19.7 24.7 34.3 40.9 23.8 31.4 22.1 23.1
Min: stance
8.73 24.4
11.0 17.3 20.7 36.2 17.6 24.7 16.3 17.9
ROM: stance 7.58 0.910 9.81 6.87 14.2 3.91 6.60 6.76 5.53 4.53
Max: swing
21.9 25.9
17.6 22.0 34.7 40.7 23.5 30.7 22.4 23.0
Min: swing
14.8 18.8
11.2 11.1 24.4 31.9 19.7 25.3 16.0 17.1
ROM: swing 8.50 7.28
6.39 11.5 10.3 8.64 2.30 4.91 6.67 6.42
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Table B.2-a. Sagittal plane pelvis kinematics (deg., mean ± std. dev) for the prosthetic side during stance and swing phase
for the middle 45 seconds of the three-minute SSRS trial for each subject for each knee condition.
Bold, shaded values denote statistically significant intra-subject differences (0.05 level) between knee conditions.
UK = Unlocked knee, LK = Locked Knee
TFA 1
TFA 2
TFA 3
TFA 4
TFA 5
Prosthetic
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
22.2 ± 26.0 ±
18.2 ±
21.5 ±
32.1 ±
39.7 ±
23.8 ±
29.4 ±
22.6 ±
23.9 ±
Max: stance
1.11
2.13
.955
1.36
1.14
1.39
1.52
1.61
1.09
1.27
17.5 ± 18.9 ± 12.8 ±
10.7 ±
23.0 ± 31.2 ±
18.4 ±
25.3 ±
15.7 ±
17.4 ±
Min: stance
0.782
0.919
1.80
1.21
2.22
2.51
1.08
1.45
1.03
1.01
4.68 ± 7.03 ± 7.25 ±
10.7 ±
9.13 ±
8.29 ±
5.37 ±
4.16 ±
6.92 ±
6.80 ±
ROM: stance
1.12
1.41
1.06
1.04
2.66
1.99
1.16
0.835
1.02
1.08
19.39
26.3 ±
19.8 ±
25.6 ±
34.4 ± 41.0 ±
24.1 ±
30.9 ±
21.2 ±
22.9 ±
Max: swing
± 1.02 2.09
1.43
1.70
0.637
1.95
1.14
2.12
0.845
1.34
7.43 ± 23.2 ±
10.4 ±
17.2 ±
20.4 ±
35.7 ±
17.2 ±
24.2 ±
17.6 ±
19.1 ±
Min: swing
1.59
1.17
1.64
1.00
1.64
2.77
1.06
1.21
0.895
1.40
12.0 ± 3.07 ± 8.87 ±
8.40 ±
13.9 ±
5.85 ±
6.23 ±
6.71 ±
3.65 ±
3.86 ±
ROM: swing
1.31
1.62
1.97
1.69
1.85
2.47
0.833
1.57
0.673
1.12

Table B.2-b. Sagittal plane pelvis kinematics (deg., median) for the prosthetic side during stance and swing phase
for the middle 45 seconds of the three-minute SSRS trial for each subject for each knee condition.
TFA 1
TFA 2
TFA 3
TFA 4
TFA 5
Prosthetic
UK LK UK LK UK LK UK LK UK LK
Max: stance
22.2 26.1 17.9 21.7 32.4 39.7 23.7 29.5 22.5 23.6
Min: stance
17.4 18.9 12.9 11.3 23.5 31.1 18.6 25.5 16.1 17.4
ROM: stance 4.66 6.87 7.12 10.6 9.51 7.64 5.12 4.05 6.89 6.91
Max: swing
19.1 26.9 20.3 25.0 34.3 40.6 24.1 30.9 21.2 22.9
Min: swing
7.92 23.3 10.5 17.3 19.9 36.6 16.8 24.2 17.6 19.2
ROM: swing 11.7 2.87 9.48 8.04 14.7 5.02 6.13 6.90 3.58 3.60
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Table B.3-a. Pelvis kinematic IA in the sagittal plane (%, mean ± std. dev) during stance and swing phase
for the middle 45 seconds of the three-minute SSRS trial for each subject for each knee condition.
Bold, shaded values denote statistically significant intra-subject differences (0.05 level) between knee conditions.
UK = Unlocked knee, LK = Locked Knee
TFA 1
TFA 2
TFA 3
TFA 4
TFA 5
IA
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
51.6 ± -1.63 ± -0.027 ± -12.6 ± -5.63 ± -7.32 ±
-0.825 ±
-4.95 ±
2.97 ±
0.914 ±
Max: stance
14.2
8.16
7.11
8.24
2.03
4.47
6.96
9.80
7.19
7.09
138 ±
-24.2 ± 18.1 ±
-38.0 ± 11.0 ± -2.62 ±
7.39 ±
3.37 ±
-4.73 ± -9.36 ±
Min: stance
39.0
6.40
17.3
9.05
18.3
11.9
6.59
9.32
8.34
7.49
-33.9
525 ±
-25.0 ±
55.5 ±
-27.5 ± 61.1 ±
-12.9 ±
-33.7 ±
29.0 ±
35.0 ±
ROM: stance
± 19.3 280.0
14.1
40.4
25.4
97.4
20.2
24.4
21.1
30.8
-10.8
-1.18 ± 3.09 ±
16.7 ±
-1.41 ± .384 ±
7.02 ±
0.529 ± -4.63 ± -3.27 ±
Max: swing
± 7.51 5.21
7.76
15.8
2.92
1.80
3.91
10.3
6.00
6.75
-47.7
22.2 ±
-7.14 ±
72.6 ±
-15.4 ± 18.2 ±
-16.0 ±
-3.92 ±
11.3 ± 12.8 ±
Min: swing
± 12.1 6.59
15.7
51.7
8.10
11.5
5.50
7.99
8.58
7.97
55.5 ± -60.7 ± 51.5 ±
-23.1 ± 31.7 ±
-40.7 ±
232 ±
35.3 ±
-41.3 ± -31.8 ±
ROM: swing
28.3
16.8
79.0
22.3
19.5
20.1
103
55.7
15.5
23.9

Table B.3-b. Pelvis kinematic IA in the sagittal plane (%, median) during stance and swing phase
for the middle 45 seconds of the three-minute SSRS trial for each subject for each knee condition.
TFA 1
TFA 2
TFA 3
TFA 4
TFA 5
IA
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
Max: stance
52.9 -2.85 1.34
-16.0 -5.91 -5.94
1.45 -6.10
2.97 -0.382
Min: stance
126
-26.5 18.4
-35.6 7.20 -3.53
6.20 2.47
-5.65 -9.95
ROM: stance -40.2 517
-30.3 46.6 -22.1 42.3
-15.2 -39.6
30.5 51.5
Max: swing
-13.8 0.683 0.998 15.0 -1.87 -0.216 6.04 -0.553 -4.55 -2.12
Min: swing
-45.1 20.3
-2.48 58.3 -15.1 15.5
-16.5 -6.80
10.9 12.9
ROM: swing 61.7 -58.1 38.0
-19.5 29.5 -46.5
231
36.7
-46.3 -31.8
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Unlocked Knee Condition

Pelvis Angle (degrees)

Pelvis Angle (degrees)

Locked Knee Condition

(a) TFA 1
Unlocked Knee Condition

Pelvis Angle (degrees)

Pelvis Angle (degrees)

Locked Knee Condition

(b) TFA 2
Locked Knee Condition

Pelvis Angle (degrees)

Pelvis Angle (degrees)

Unlocked Knee Condition

(c) TFA 3
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Locked Knee Condition

Pelvis Angle (degrees)

Pelvis Angle (degrees)

Unlocked Knee Condition

(d) TFA 4
Locked Knee Condition

Pelvis Angle (degrees)

Pelvis Angle (degrees)

Unlocked Knee Condition

(e) TFA 5
Figure B.1. Mean pelvic motion in the sagittal plane for (a) TFA 1, (b) TFA 2, (c) TFA 3, (d) TFA 4,
(e) TFA 5 across all clean running cycles during the middle 45 second data set of the three-minute
SSRS trial in the unlocked (left) and locked (right) knee conditions.
Vertical lines denote TO. Positive angle = anterior pelvic tilt, negative angle = posterior pelvic tilt.
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Table B.4-a. Frontal plane pelvis kinematics (deg., mean ± std. dev) for the intact side during stance and swing phase
for the middle 45 seconds of the three-minute SSRS trial for each subject for each knee condition.
Bold, shaded values denote statistically significant intra-subject differences (0.05 level) between knee conditions.
UK = Unlocked knee, LK = Locked Knee
TFA 1
TFA 2
TFA 3
TFA 4
TFA 5
Intact
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
-0.686
0.734
-1.53 ± 1.57 ±
5.14 ±
7.29 ± -2.12 ±
-5.63 ± 6.40 ± 6.49 ±
Max: stance
± 1.37
± 1.82
0.763
1.08
0.878
0.786
0.612
0.672
0.693
0.656
-5.09 ± -1.87 ± -7.59 ± -6.61 ±
2.43 ±
3.68 ± -6.17 ±
-8.77 ± 2.39 ± 1.27 ±
Min: stance
0.641
1.75
1.77
0.796
0.675
1.15
0.590
0.776
0.693
1.13
4.45 ±
2.60 ±
6.67 ±
8.18 ±
2.71 ±
3.34 ± 4.15 ±
3.14 ±
4.02 ± 5.16 ±
ROM: stance
0.410
0.523
1.42
0.621
0.574
1.07
0.505
0.716
0.795
1.01
4.81 ±
3.72 ±
2.35 ±
5.32 ±
6.21 ±
6.02 ± -2.22 ±
-5.25 ± 4.94 ± 5.39 ±
Max: swing
1.42
1.32
0.509
0.834
0.932
2.00
0.670
0.707
0.945
1.15
-3.62 ± -1.16 ± -4.35 ± -3.57 ±
3.09 ±
2.01 ± -5.51 ±
-6.33 ± -1.65 ± -1.23 ±
Min: swing
0.664
1.74
1.51
1.07
0.773
2.25
0.595
0.680
0.617
0.761
8.30 ±
4.89 ±
6.99 ±
8.89 ±
2.31 ±
3.28 ± 3.02 ±
1.08 ±
6.59 ± 6.57 ±
ROM: swing
1.77
1.26
2.21
1.24
0.975
0.887
0.802
0.473
0.875
0.741

Table B.4-b. Frontal plane pelvis kinematics (deg., median) for the intact side during stance and swing phase
for the middle 45 seconds of the three-minute SSRS trial for each subject for each knee condition.
TFA 1
TFA 2
TFA 3
TFA 4
TFA 5
Intact
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
Max: stance
-0.405 1.13 -1.34 1.77 5.05 7.29 -1.91 -5.63 6.35 6.47
Min: stance
-5.18
-1.37 -7.79 -6.59 2.57 3.88 -6.19 -8.80 2.20 1.54
ROM: stance 4.60
2.70 6.63 8.12 2.68 3.43 4.20 3.16 3.79 5.43
Max: swing
5.13
3.73 2.39 5.43 6.14 6.49 -2.32 -5.22 4.87 5.65
Min: swing
-3.64
-1.72 -4.12 -3.71 3.82 2.62 -5.61 -6.48 -1.68 -1.17
ROM: swing 8.36
4.85 7.51 8.64 2.05 3.08 2.89 1.05 6.63 6.60
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Table B.5-a. Frontal plane pelvis kinematics (deg., mean ± std. dev) for the prosthetic side during stance and swing phase
for the middle 45 seconds of the three-minute SSRS trial for each subject for each knee condition.
Bold, shaded values denote statistically significant intra-subject differences (0.05 level) between knee conditions.
UK = Unlocked knee, LK = Locked Knee
TFA 1
TFA 2
TFA 3
TFA 4
TFA 5
Prosthetic
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
1.22 ±
-0.286 ± 3.70 ± 3.27 ±
-3.66 ±
-3.40 ±
5.75 ±
8.17 ±
1.77 ±
1.35 ±
Max: stance
0.754
0.740
1.69
1.81
1.12
1.42
0.559
0.796
0.644
0.761
-3.64 ± -3.85 ±
-2.17 ± -4.34 ±
-6.02 ±
-6.63 ±
2.05 ±
5.47 ±
-5.43 ±
-5.64 ±
Min: stance
1.04
1.60
0.758
1.11
0.630
1.10
0.532
0.804
0.731
1.09
4.85 ±
3.56 ±
5.88 ± 7.61 ±
2.36 ±
3.27 ±
3.62 ±
2.69 ±
7.19 ±
7.37 ±
ROM: stance
0.764
1.62
1.04
2.69
0.863
0.716
0.899
0.822
0.626
1.03
5.60 ±
1.68 ±
8.22 ± 6.20 ±
-2.25 ±
-2.66 ±
6.23 ±
8.97 ±
-3.58 ±
-1.07 ±
Max: swing
0.864
1.93
.794
0.924
0.624
1.92
0.517
0.720
0.699
.848
-2.05 ± -2.86 ±
-1.23 ± -3.97 ±
-5.87 ±
-6.84 ±
3.59 ±
5.68 ±
-6.44 ±
-5.48 ±
Min: swing
0.954
2.03
1.01
0.817
0.937
1.34
0.854
0.715
0.774
0.652
7.65 ±
4.54 ±
8.94 ± 10.2 ±
3.62 ±
3.96 ±
2.76 ±
3.29 ±
2.87 ±
4.07 ±
ROM: swing
0.936
0.769
1.57
1.31
0.922
1.25
0.619
0.785
0.567
1.04

Table B.5-b. Frontal plane pelvis kinematics (deg., median) for the prosthetic side during stance and swing phase
for the middle 45 seconds of the three-minute SSRS trial for each subject for each knee condition.
TFA 1
TFA 2
TFA 3
TFA 4
TFA 5
Prosthetic
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK LK
UK
LK
Max: stance
1.30
-0.299 4.00
3.18 -3.88 -3.63 6.02 8.24 1.88 1.23
Min: stance
-4.08 -3.73
-1.97
-4.26 -5.91 -6.81 2.05 5.57 -5.32 -5.67
ROM: stance 0.764 3.24
5.54
7.77 2.44 3.25 3.66 2.52 7.08 7.29
Max: swing
5.52
1.10
8.31
6.28 -2.31 -3.26 6.36 8.87 -3.48 -1.18
Min: swing
7.92
-3.34
-0.861 -4.04 -6.00 -6.70 3.42 5.62 -6.24 -5.54
ROM: swing 7.27
4.58
9.52
9.50 3.86 3.54 2.80 3.22 2.87 3.92
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Table B.6-a. Pelvis kinematic IA in the frontal plane (%, mean ± std. dev) during stance and swing phase
for the middle 45 seconds of the three-minute SSRS trial for each subject for each knee condition.
Bold, shaded values denote statistically significant intra-subject differences (0.05 level) between knee conditions.
UK = Unlocked knee, LK = Locked Knee
TFA 1
TFA 2
TFA 3
TFA 4
TFA 5
IA
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
-215 ± -160 ± -1260 ± -341 ±
-178 ± -153 ±
-429 ±
-248±
-71.7 ±
-77.1 ±
Max: stance
75.3
69.8
2110
1190
18.8
13.3
153
24.9
12.8
11.7
-35.2
1330 ± -78.7 ±
-34.4 ±
-383 ± -306 ±
-128 ±
-163 ±
-339 ±
1370 ±
Min: stance
± 22.0 2170
13.8
14.4
127
103
8.45
10.1
55.3
7480
12.5 ± 30.0 ±
-7.72 ±
-5.92 ±
-10.7 ± 0.049 ± -8.51 ±
-8.27 ±
86.1 ±
57.4 ±
ROM: stance
22.4
71.4
25.2
36.7
34.3
32.6
28.7
42.2
44.7
36.7
67.8 ± -50.8 ± 780 ±
18.8 ±
-138 ±
-148±
-346±
-272 ±
-175 ±
-126 ±
Max: swing
98.3
59.3
1340
26.9
9.75
28.8
57.7
24.5
14.4
13.5
-54.6
-66.4 ± -63.6 ±
21.4 ±
-266 ± -291 ±
-158±
-192 ±
421 ±
1760±
Min: swing
± 21.3 223
16.5
48.3
32.5
42.4
14.4
16.3
460
5080
-6.25
0.646
38.3 ±
15.2 ±
84.4 ±
12.2 ±
-6.01 ±
292 ±
-56.0 ±
-33.7 ±
ROM: swing
± 29.4 ± 24.6
28.5
14.0
40.5
25.4
43.0
338
10.3
16.8

Table B.6-b. Pelvis kinematic IA in the frontal plane (%, median) during stance and swing phase
for the middle 45 seconds of the three-minute SSRS trial for each subject for each knee condition.
TFA 1
TFA 2
TFA 3
TFA 4
TFA 5
IA
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
Max: stance
-177 -135 -683 22.9 -171 -149 -386 -241 -70.7 -76.2
Min: stance
-26.9 143
-79.3 -31.7 -330 -255 -129 -164 -352 -549
ROM: stance 11.2 14.0 -1.84 -5.67 -12.4 3.30 -14.8 -19.1 75.7 53.7
Max: swing
28.6 -68.3 260
26.9 -141 -153 -356 -266 -176 -123
Min: swing
-48.3 -8.62 -65.5 3.55 -268 -293 -156 -190 263
297
ROM: swing -15.1 1.30 25.1 14.0 91.6 13.4 -11.7 196
-59.5 -34.0
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Locked Knee Condition

Pelvis Angle (degrees)

Pelvis Angle (degrees)

Unlocked Knee Condition

(a) TFA 1
Locked Knee Condition

Pelvis Angle (degrees)

Pelvis Angle (degrees)

Unlocked Knee Condition

(b) TFA 2
Locked Knee Condition

Pelvis Angle (degrees)

Pelvis Angle (degrees)

Unlocked Knee Condition

(c) TFA 3
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Locked Knee Condition

Pelvis Angle (degrees)

Pelvis Angle (degrees)

Unlocked Knee Condition

(d) TFA 4
Locked Knee Condition

Pelvis Angle (degrees)

Pelvis Angle (degrees)

Unlocked Knee Condition

(e) TFA 5
Figure B.2. Mean pelvic motion in the frontal plane for (a) TFA 1, (b) TFA 2, (c) TFA 3, (d) TFA 4,
(e) TFA 5 across all clean running cycles during the middle 45 second data set of the three-minute
SSRS trial in the unlocked (left) and locked (right) knee conditions.
Vertical lines denote TO. Positive angle = contralateral pelvic tilt, negative angle = ipsilateral pelvic
tilt.
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Table B.7-a. Transverse plane pelvis kinematics (deg., mean ± std. dev) for the intact side during stance and swing phase
for the middle 45 seconds of the three-minute SSRS trial for each subject for each knee condition.
Bold, shaded values denote statistically significant intra-subject differences (0.05 level) between knee conditions.
UK = Unlocked knee, LK = Locked Knee
TFA 1
TFA 2
TFA 3
TFA 4
TFA 5
Intact
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
0.742 ± 10.9 ±
-0.370 12.2 ±
0.423 ± 15.5 ± 6.94 ±
9.17 ±
8.06 ±
23.2 ±
Max: stance
1.81
4.71
± 2.32 2.29
1.20
1.96
0.933
1.41
1.82
2.61
-4.13 ± -1.03 ± -5.79 ± 2.06 ±
-4.07 ±
3.64 ±
-0.956 ± -0.876 ± -12.0 ±
-5.77 ±
Min: stance
2.82
2.75
2.30
3.52
1.53
2.66
0.927
1.40
1.65
1.29
4.51 ±
11.9 ±
4.68 ± 10.1 ±
4.49 ±
13.5 ± 7.67 ±
10.0 ±
20.0 ±
29.0 ±
ROM: stance
1.60
5.75
1.93
4.07
0.746
2.42
1.13
1.24
1.80
3.55
-.469 ± 10.8 ±
-3.88 ± 5.77 ±
-0.462 ± 9.87 ± 1.33 ±
0.771 ± 7.32 ±
14.7 ±
Max: swing
0.888
4.54
2.05
3.20
0.884
3.53
0.777
1.21
2.07
1.69
-9.24 ± -6.31 ± -9.80 ± -6.12 ± -3.51 ±
1.21 ± -1.02 ±
-2.44 ±
-11.6 ±
-6.54 ±
Min: swing
2.35
3.19
2.43
2.31
1.28
1.66
0.941
1.48
1.59
1.59
7.19 ±
17.1 ±
6.11 ± 11.9 ±
3.05 ±
9.95 ± 2.49 ±
3.21 ±
18.9 ±
21.9 ±
ROM: swing
1.36
3.85
1.04
3.60
.994
3.04
1.00
0.953
2.56
2.19

Table B.7-b. Transverse plane pelvis kinematics (deg., median) for the intact side during stance and swing phase
for the middle 45 seconds of the three-minute SSRS trial for each subject for each knee condition.
TFA 1
TFA 2
TFA 3
TFA 4
TFA 5
Intact
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
Max: stance
0.742 10.6 -0.362 13.5 0.174 16.3 6.90
9.36
8.26 23.8
Min: stance
-4.13
-2.02 -4.95
3.24 -3.89
2.99 -0.982 -0.742 -12.2 -5.87
ROM: stance 4.29
11.9 4.68
9.21 4.72
13.1 7.40
9.83
20.1 29.8
Max: swing
-0.456 10.6 -3.88
5.55 -0.466 8.56 1.36
0.942 7.82 14.9
Min: swing
-8.76
-6.46 -9.80
-5.83 -3.78
1.66 -0.949 -2.29
-11.7 -6.57
ROM: swing 7.11
16.4 6.39
12.7 3.04
9.03 2.30
2.99
19.0 21.6
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Table B.8-a. Transverse plane pelvis kinematics (deg., mean ± std. dev) for the prosthetic side during stance and swing phase
for the middle 45 seconds of the three-minute SSRS trial for each subject for each knee condition.
Bold, shaded values denote statistically significant intra-subject differences (0.05 level) between knee conditions.
UK = Unlocked knee, LK = Locked Knee
TFA 1
TFA 2
TFA 3
TFA 4
TFA 5
Prosthetic
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
9.50 ± 6.58 ± 10.2 ±
6.16 ±
4.31 ±
-0.619 ±
1.12 ±
2.35 ±
11.7 ±
6.29 ±
Max: stance
1.59
2.01
2.29
2.45
0.720
1.82
0.585
1.56
1.64
1.49
5.48 ± -3.70 ± 4.96 ±
-4.61 ±
1.15 ±
-9.42 ±
-5.91 ±
-5.23 ±
-8.31 ±
-20.5 ±
Min: stance
2.92
3.01
1.31
3.44
0.773
3.21
1.09
1.88
2.02
2.03
4.02 ± 10.3 ±
6.07 ±
10.8 ±
3.16 ±
9.28 ±
7.09 ±
7.58 ±
20.1 ±
26.7 ±
ROM: stance
1.57
3.63
1.06
1.84
0.691
0.851
0.962
1.43
2.32
2.80
7.50 ± 3.41 ± 4.95 ±
-0.646 ± 4.47 ±
-3.82 ±
1.08 ±
1.08 ±
9.90 ±
-1.12 ±
Max: swing
1.07
3.10
1.33
2.59
1.43
3.89
1.03
1.27
1.76
1.72
-0.204 -11.4 ± 0.741
-11.7 ±
-0.84 ±
-15.7 ±
-6.72 ±
-9.47 ±
-5.71 ±
-22.8 ±
Min: swing
± .469 4.36
± 1.62
1.52
1.97
1.51
0.819
1.55
1.75
3.12
7.71 ± 14.8 ± 4.78 ±
11.0 ±
5.31 ±
12.0 ±
7.69 ±
10.6 ±
15.6 ±
22.2 ±
ROM: swing
1.16
6.16
1.51
2.27
1.49
2.83
0.942
1.82
1.96
3.02

Table B.8-b. Transverse plane pelvis kinematics (deg., median) for the prosthetic side during stance and swing phase
for the middle 45 seconds of the three-minute SSRS trial for each subject for each knee condition.
TFA 1
TFA 2
TFA 3
TFA 4
TFA 5
Prosthetic
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
Max: stance
9.50
6.46 10.4 5.83 4.14
-.603 1.02
2.29 11.9 2.26
Min: stance
6.11
-3.08 4.75 -3.88 1.08
-10.6 -6.20 -5.02 -8.98 -20.7
ROM: stance 3.85
10.2 5.80 11.1 3.02
9.27 7.14
7.49 20.0 27.1
Max: swing
7.38
4.17 4.41 -.914 4.64
-3.31 0.982 1.11 9.75 -0.294
Min: swing
-0.292 -11.7 .168 -11.4 -0.109 -12.2 -6.88 -9.68 -6.22 -23.3
ROM: swing 7.52
13.5 4.67 12.2 4.93
12.7 7.52
10.7 15.7 22.3
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Table B.9-a. Pelvis kinematic IA in the transverse plane (%, mean ± std. dev) during stance and swing phase
for the middle 45 seconds of the three-minute SSRS trial for each subject for each knee condition.
Bold, shaded values denote statistically significant intra-subject differences (0.05 level) between knee conditions.
UK = Unlocked knee, LK = Locked Knee
IA
TFA 1
TFA 2
TFA 3
TFA 4
TFA 5
Intact
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
462 ± -31.4 ± -23.0 ± -49.3 ±
-504 ± -113 ± -83.2 ± -73.3 ±
54.7 ±
-71.4 ±
Max: stance
2904
19.9
857
18.4
1070
14.4
9.71
20.6
61.8
7.69
-228 ± 634 ±
-172 ± -293 ±
-134 ± -435 ± 533 ±
318.3 ± -28.7 ± 267 ±
Min: stance
81.5
1750
56.9
234
39.4
88.9
647
3060
23.7
74.6
-6.27
19.9 ±
5.30 ±
21.2 ±
-23.1 ± -20.7 ± -6.10 ± -23.0 ±
-0.727
-6.44 ±
ROM: stance
± 45.3 72.3
36.6
48.0
31.9
6.57
17.2
18.7
± 12.0
14.7
-610 ± -70.1 ± -304 ± -140.0± -797 ± -131 ± 53.1 ±
-930.0 ± 58.0 ±
-104 ±
Max: swing
322
34.6
219
74.9
849
14.6
206
3800.0
103
7.96
-97.9
103 ±
-104 ± 115 ±
-55.9 ± -799 ± 409 ±
-3.22 ± -49.7 ± 244 ±
Min: swing
± 5.08 107
31.4
88.2
115
877
2340
2130
18.9
85.6
14.9 ± -7.84 ± -23.5 ± -3.69 ±
102 ±
36.2 ±
218 ±
253 ±
-16.4 ± 4.54 ±
ROM: swing
22.9
42.9
19.6
18.4
88.5
35.1
104
94.6
16.1
13.1

Table B.9-b. Pelvis kinematic IA in the transverse plane (%, median) during stance and swing phase
for the middle 45 seconds of the three-minute SSRS trial for each subject for each knee condition.
TFA 1
TFA 2
TFA 3
TFA 4
TFA 5
IA
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
Max: stance
295
-31.2 -410 -43.4
-159 -108 -84.1 -75.9 33.3 -74.1
Min: stance
-228 -77.9 -149 -212
-122 -437 408
124
-30.2 266
ROM: stance -17.2 -6.73 -8.54 25.3
-29.2 -18.8 -3.33 -24.8 -6.35 -10.2
Max: swing
-548 -64.3 -227 -110.0 -592 -130 -39.6 -31.1 25.2 -101
Min: swing
-96.4 125
-114 88.2
-86.6 -869 811
217
-46.8 234
ROM: swing 11.0 -4.63 -31.0 2.03
93.9 40.4 199
252
-17.9 4.44
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Unlocked Knee Condition

Pelvis Angle (degrees)

Pelvis Angle (degrees)

Locked Knee Condition

(a) TFA 1
Locked Knee Condition

Pelvis Angle (degrees)
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Unlocked Knee Condition

(b) TFA 2
Locked Knee Condition

Pelvis Angle (degrees)

Pelvis Angle (degrees)

Unlocked Knee Condition

(c) TFA 3
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Locked Knee Condition

Pelvis Angle (degrees)

Pelvis Angle (degrees)

Unlocked Knee Condition

(d) TFA 4
Locked Knee Condition

Pelvis Angle (degrees)

Pelvis Angle (degrees)

Unlocked Knee Condition

(e) TFA 5
Figure B.3. Mean pelvic motion in the transverse plane for (a) TFA 1, (b) TFA 2, (c) TFA 3, (d) TFA
4, (e) TFA 5 across all clean running cycles during the middle 45 second data set of the three-minute
SSRS trial in the unlocked (left) and locked (right) knee conditions.
Vertical lines denote TO. Positive angle = internal rotation, negative angle = external rotation.
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APPENDIX C: ADDITIONAL HIP KINEMATICS

Table C.1-a. Sagittal plane hip kinematics (deg., median) for the intact side during stance and swing phase
for the middle 45 seconds of the three-minute SSRS trial for each subject for each knee condition.
Bold, shaded values denote statistically significant intra-subject differences (0.05 level) between knee conditions.
UK = Unlocked knee, LK = Locked Knee
TFA 1
TFA 2
TFA 3
TFA 4
TFA 5
Intact
UK LK UK
LK
UK LK UK LK UK
LK
Max: stance
18.2 35.3 35.2 41.0 55.1 65.8 46.6 46.5 48.0 48.7
Min: stance
5.26 18.2 15.1 19.11 19.9 34.3 12.4 20.7 2.32 0.193
ROM: stance 13.4 17.9 21.8 22.1 35.8 30.2 34.7 26.8 45.2 47.7
Max: swing
41.8 48.6 44.1 43.7 59.7 66.9 49.6 48.3 51.3 52.7
Min: swing
4.78 14.6 14.3 16.1 18.4 34.8 17.4 27.4 5.29 5.00
ROM: swing 36.6 32.5 27.3 28.1 41.5 33.5 33.0 21.5 45.9 48.0

Table C.1-b. Sagittal plane hip kinematics (deg., median) for the prosthetic side during stance and swing phase
for the middle 45 seconds of the three-minute SSRS trial for each subject for each knee condition.
TFA 1
TFA 2
TFA 3
TFA 4
TFA 5
Prosthetic
UK LK
UK
LK UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
Max: stance
27.8 28.4 35.3 30.3 46.6 54.8
42.8
34.0 46.9
48.4
Min: stance
7.13 14.6 0.055 3.36 24.4 30.49 -0.133 17.2 -2.56 0.672
ROM: stance 21.0 13.9 37.2 26.9 21.9 24.3
42.9
17.1 48.8
48.0
Max: swing
45.9 27.8 48.4 32.2 59.8 56.4
53.7
40.5 53.4
51.6
Min: swing
6.18 4.59 -3.38 1.36 21.8 17.6
1.13
14.1 -3.97 -3.08
ROM: swing 39.3 23.2 49.6 31.9 38.8 37.8
52.1
26.7 57.7
55.3
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Table C.1-c. Hip kinematic IA in the sagittal plane (%, median) during stance and swing phase
for the middle 45 seconds of the three-minute SSRS trial for each subject for each knee condition.
TFA 1
TFA 2
TFA 3
TFA 4
TFA 5
IA
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
Max: stance
45.3 -20.2 -2.78 -24.1 -17.3 -14.9 -7.22 -29.0 -0.978 -0.074
Min: stance
14.6 -21.7 -109 -80.2 25.5
-13.7 -101 -13.4 -221
-157
ROM: stance 64.5 -20.3 96.2 41.4 -40.4 -24.8 27.0 -35.5 9.06
-1.33
Max: swing
4.01 -42.2 8.16 -27.2 -0.586 -15.5 8.05 -16.1 3.71
-1.77
Min: swing
-3.37 -69.6 -125 -92.0 16.7
-42.2 -91.7 -45.8 -178
-163
ROM: swing 6.90 -26.9 71.3 9.72 -9.02
4.99 59.7 28.2
26.0
14.1
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Table C.2-a. Frontal plane hip kinematics (deg., median) for the intact side during stance and swing phase
for the middle 45 seconds of the three-minute SSRS trial for each subject for each knee condition.
Bold, shaded values denote statistically significant intra-subject differences (0.05 level) between knee conditions.
UK = Unlocked knee, LK = Locked Knee
TFA 1
TFA 2
TFA 3
TFA 4
TFA 5
Intact
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
Max: stance
-4.92 -4.24 -4.70 -7.23 8.06 4.28 -1.30 -2.93 12.8
11.3
Min: stance
-10.3 -9.58 -12.3 -19.0 3.65 -.103 -6.74 -9.06 0.712 -8.61
ROM: stance 5.54 4.97 7.53 11.8 4.14 4.39 5.80 6.07 12.2
20.8
Max: swing
-2.83 -3.14 -1.65 -2.71 7.43 4.06 -3.05 -3.68 4.27 4..42
Min: swing
-8.92 -7.77 -9.10 -12.8 -1.28 -3.95 -9.27 -8.94 -7.70 -9.76
ROM: swing 6.07 4.78 8.39 8.79 8.96 8.20 5.25 5.20 12.2
14.1

Table C.2-b. Frontal plane hip kinematics (deg., median) for the prosthetic side during stance and swing phase
for the middle 45 seconds of the three-minute SSRS trial for each subject for each knee condition.
TFA 1
TFA 2
TFA 3
TFA 4
TFA 5
Prosthetic
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
Max: stance
-5.20 -4.18 -4.43 -6.16 -5.77 -11.0 2.89 1.89 -0.986 0.211
Min: stance
-9.48 -8.94 -6.86 -8.86 -11.8 -15.7 -1.39 -1.59 -13.7 -10.8
ROM: stance 3.66 4.65 2.01 2.79 6.37 4.11 4.11 3.35
12.6
10.3
Max: swing
-4.53 -4.05 -3.77 -4.62 -6.39 -11.5 3.18 1.36 -0.936 -1.33
Min: swing
-13.1 -20.8 -7.32 -18.2 -15.6 -19.2 -5.50 -15.9 -15.6 -13.6
ROM: swing 8.48 16.5 4.61 13.6 9.29 6.84 8.87 17.6
14.8
11.7
Table C.2-c. Hip kinematic IA in the frontal plane (%, median) during stance and swing phase
for the middle 45 seconds of the three-minute SSRS trial for each subject for each knee condition.
TFA 1
TFA 2
TFA 3
TFA 4
TFA 5
IA
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
Max: stance
-23.2 -1.05 -0.242 -20.7 -177 -370 -319 -165 -109 -100
Min: stance
-17.5 -9.46 -35.3 -50.9 -419 -4142 -78.4 -85.3 -1412 6.80
ROM: stance -53.8 -10.6 -64.9 -78.2 41.5 -21.4 -25.9 -50.4 3.27 -49.6
Max: swing
108 -14.3
140
13.8 -189 -428 -196 -149 -123 -127
Min: swing
46.0
147
-17.9
39.0 1056
311 -37.6 74.0
86.1
41.5
ROM: swing 52.2
265
-25.8
42.3 -5.44 -3.49 54.3
209
17.4 -18.9
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Table C.3-a. Transverse plane hip kinematics (deg., mean ± std. dev) for the intact side during stance and swing phase
for the middle 45 seconds of the three-minute SSRS trial for each subject for each knee condition.
Bold, shaded values denote statistically significant intra-subject differences (0.05 level) between knee conditions.
UK = Unlocked knee, LK = Locked Knee
TFA 1
TFA 2
TFA 3
TFA 4
TFA 5
Intact
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
-13.0
-9.89 ± -7.19 ±
-11.3 ±
-9.07 ±
-14.6 ±
1.58 ±
2.38 ±
2.34 ±
-7.94 ±
Max: stance
± 2.86 2.17
1.92
1.51
1.37
1.34
0.925
2.11
1.52
1.48
-20.6
-22.2 ± -13.2 ±
-18.7 ±
-17.7 ±
-24.6 ±
-9.22 ±
-11.2 ±
-18.3 ± -23.8 ±
Min: stance
± 2.04 5.14
1.46
1.62
1.28
0.546
0.903
1.85
2.26
1.58
6.36 ± 12.3 ±
6.29 ±
7.34 ±
8.65 ±
10.7 ±
10.8 ±
13.6 ±
20.6 ±
15.9 ±
ROM: stance
1.31
4.94
1.38
1.72
1.99
1.90
1.26
3.15
2.71
1.15
-7.12
-5.07 ± -2.14 ±
-8.59 ±
-11.6 ±
-14.6 ±
-4.30 ±
1.97 ±
-11.0 ± -15.0 ±
Max: swing
± 2.66 3.13
1.51
2.33
1.21
1.43
1.24
2.18
1.29
1.17
-23.1
-24.6 ± -12.6 ±
-16.6 ±
-21.5 ±
-24.6 ±
-13.8 ±
-13.4 ±
-28.5 ± -30.6 ±
Min: swing
± 1.18 3.03
3.11
2.11
1.26
1.69
1.04
2.17
1.89
1.99
16.0 ± 19.5 ±
8.98 ±
7.96 ±
9.98 ±
10.0 ±
9.09 ±
15.4 ±
17.6 ±
15.0 ±
ROM: swing
2.30
4.78
1.58
2.13
2.08
3.04
1.30
3.38
2.02
1.94

Table C.3-b. Transverse plane hip kinematics (deg., median) for the intact side during stance and swing phase
for the middle 45 seconds of the three-minute SSRS trial for each subject for each knee condition.
TFA 1
TFA 2
TFA 3
TFA 4
TFA 5
Intact
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
Max: stance
-13.5 -10.2 -7.62 -10.5 -9.10 -14.1 1.53 2.42 2.73 -7.62
Min: stance
-21.1 -24.0 -13.7 -18.8 -18.1 -24.7 -9.20 -11.0 -18.6 -24.1
ROM: stance 5.91 13.2 5.91 7.36 8.74 10.1 11.0 14.0 20.8 16.0
Max: swing
-6.63 -4.30 -2.91 -8.41 -11.7 -14.7 -4.40 1.90 -10.9 -15.0
Min: swing
-22.8 -24.4 -12.8 -17.3 -21.6 -24.1 -13.9 -13.2 -29.1 -30.4
ROM: swing 16.7 19.4 8.70 7.86 10.9 9.22 8.76 14.6 17.5 14.8
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Table C.4-a. Transverse plane hip kinematics (deg., mean ± std. dev) for the prosthetic side during stance and swing phase
for the middle 45 seconds of the three-minute SSRS trial for each subject for each knee condition.
Bold, shaded values denote statistically significant intra-subject differences (0.05 level) between knee conditions.
UK = Unlocked knee, LK = Locked Knee
TFA 1
TFA 2
TFA 3
TFA 4
TFA 5
Prosthetic
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
-23.3
-22.7 ± -19.2 ± -25.4 ±
-13.5 ±
-17.0 ± 2.44 ±
-5.59 ±
13.1 ±
5.91 ±
Max: stance
± 1.36 0.960
2.67
2.15
1.64
2.42
0.674
0.862
1.76
2.66
-27.6
-31.6 ± -28.2 ± -32.9 ±
-23.8 ±
-29.0 ± -8.41 ±
-13.9 ±
-0.0928 -12.5 ±
Min: stance
± 1.13 1.74
1.77
1.09
1.19
2.42
1.06
1.91
± 1.73
1.81
6.15 ± 8.91 ±
8.49 ± 7.49 ±
10.2 ±
12.7 ±
10.5 ±
8.28 ±
13.1 ±
18.6 ±
ROM: stance
2.12
2.00
2.41
2.25
2.07
1.56
0.900
1.83
2.01
2.04
-2.76
-20.1 ± -4.80 ± -21.2 ±
-9.8 ±
-16.4 ± 4.16 ±
-3.02 ±
4.87 ±
-1.00 ±
Max: swing
± 2.14 1.49
1.53
1.15
2.45
2.28
0.835
1.40
2.31
2.90
-23.8
-29.0 ± -26.1 ± -34.3 ±
-25.9 ±
-31.9 ± -8.55 ±
-23.8 ±
-9.88 ±
-17.7 ±
Min: swing
± 1.04 1.75
1.25
1.15
0.850
1.74
1.22
1.88
1.43
3.70
20.8 ± 8.90 ±
21.1 ± 13.1 ±
16.1 ±
16.3 ±
12.7 ±
20.7 ±
14.8 ±
16.8 ±
ROM: swing
2.3
2.10
1.95
1.73
2.90
1.74
1.10
1.71
2.97
3.21

Table C.4-b. Transverse plane hip kinematics (deg., median) for the prosthetic side during stance and swing phase
for the middle 45 seconds of the three-minute SSRS trial for each subject for each knee condition.
TFA 1
TFA 2
TFA 3
TFA 4
TFA 5
Prosthetic
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
Max: stance
-23.3 -22.4 -21.0 -26.5 -13.2 -16.8 2.42 -5.62 12.6
6.28
Min: stance
-27.3 -31.2 -28.6 -33.3 -23.6 -28.8 -8.36 -13.6 -0.110 -13.0
ROM: stance 5.58 8.59 8.31 6.60 10.4 12.8 10.2 8.00 13.4
18.2
Max: swing
-2.83 -19.9 -4.30 -20.8 -10.2 -17.0 4.14 -2.73 4.83
-1.47
Min: swing
-23.7 -29.5 -26.3 -34.2 -25.9 -32.8 -8.67 -24.0 -9.89
-16.7
ROM: swing 20.8 9.05 20.5 12.5 15.6 16.0 12.6 21.1 15.3
16.6
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Table C.5-a. Hip kinematic IA in the transverse plane (%, mean ± std. dev) during stance and swing phase
for the middle 45 seconds of the three-minute SSRS trial for each subject for each knee condition.
Bold, shaded values denote statistically significant intra-subject differences (0.05 level) between knee conditions.
UK = Unlocked knee, LK = Locked Knee
TFA 1
TFA 2
TFA 3
TFA 4
TFA 5
IA
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
UK
LK
83.1 ± 148 ±
492 ±
127 ±
57.2 ±
14.2 ±
-53.5 ± -144 ± 871 ±
-190 ±
Max: stance
31.3
71.5
555
32.0
30.9
13.9
468
693
2785
41.1
44.8 ± 60.4 ±
129 ±
77.2 ±
36.0 ±
16.3 ±
-7.18 ± 28.2 ±
-100 ± -48.0 ±
Min: stance
18.2
37.2
46.7
15.7
11.2
4.34
15.7
30.1
10.6
7.49
-23.6 ± 4.47 ±
13.2 ± 12.1 ±
17.6 ±
25.6 ±
-0.948 -36.1 ± -35.9 ± 16.7 ±
ROM: stance
22.6
74.5
28.2
64.7
25.7
17.2
± 12.4
20.7
14.1
24.3
-85.8 ± 397 ±
679 ±
168 ±
-20.0 ± 4.71 ±
-203 ± 2.24 ± -145 ± -90.4 ±
Max: swing
31.5
257
1422
93.0
27.9
13.8
37.1
896
22.9
21.6
3.46 ± 25.4 ±
125 ±
110 ±
21.3 ±
22.8 ±
-39.4 ± 79.3 ±
-65.1 ± -41.3 ±
Min: swing
5.90
16.6
40.7
27.8
10.6
24.8
9.39
28.8
4.39
12.5
49.1 ± -46.9 ± 136 ±
72.8 ±
76.1 ±
96.3 ±
44.7 ±
39.7 ±
-14.8
10.7 ±
ROM: swing
20.6
22.8
73.4
39.7
51.2
32.6
23.2
29.6
± 18.6
30.0

Table C.5-b. Hip kinematic IA in the transverse plane (%, median) during stance and swing phase
for the middle 45 seconds of the three-minute SSRS trial for each subject for each knee condition.
TFA 1
TFA 2
TFA 3
TFA 4
TFA 5
IA
Max: stance
Min: stance
ROM: stance
Max: swing
Min: swing
ROM: swing

UK

LK

UK

LK

UK

LK

UK

LK

UK

LK

86.6
51.1
-21.1
-88.5
2.12
39.2

141
56.6
-21.3
381
28.4
-49.6

365
112
16.7
73.8
116
132

129
77.6
-10.4
158
98.6
98.1

47.0
31.2
16.3
-16.4
20.0
63.0

9.34
16.7
20.2
0.761
23.0
100

30.1
-13.0
-1.13
-197
-40.1
41.2

-265
22.9
-37.4
-187
85.5
40.6

370
-99.8
-32.8
-143
-64.5
-13.2

-194
-46.7
11.0
-85.7
-42.2
6.42
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Locked Knee Condition

Hip Angle (degrees)

Hip Angle (degrees)

Unlocked Knee Condition

(a) TFA 1
Locked Knee Condition

Hip Angle (degrees)

Hip Angle (degrees)

Unlocked Knee Condition

(b) TFA 2
Locked Knee Condition

Hip Angle (degrees)

Hip Angle (degrees)

Unlocked Knee Condition

(c) TFA 3
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Unlocked Knee Condition

Hip Angle (degrees)

Hip Angle (degrees)

Locked Knee Condition

(d) TFA 4
Locked Knee Condition

Hip Angle (degrees)

Hip Angle (degrees)

Unlocked Knee Condition

(e) TFA 5
Figure C.1. Mean hip motion in the transverse plane for (a) TFA 1, (b) TFA 2, (c) TFA 3, (d) TFA 4,
(e) TFA 5 across all clean running cycles during the middle 45 second data set of the three-minute
SSRS trial in the unlocked (left) and locked (right) knee conditions.
Vertical lines denote TO. Positive angle = internal rotation, negative angle = external rotation.
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APPENDIX D: SAGITTAL PLANE ANKLE KINEMATICS

Locked Knee Condition

Ankle Angle (degrees)

Ankle Angle (degrees)

Unlocked Knee Condition

(a) TFA 1
Locked Knee Condition

Ankle Angle (degrees)

Ankle Angle (degrees)

Unlocked Knee Condition

(b) TFA 2
Locked Knee Condition

Ankle Angle (degrees)

Ankle Angle (degrees)

Unlocked Knee Condition

(c) TFA 3
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Locked Knee Condition

Ankle Angle (degrees)

Ankle Angle (degrees)

Unlocked Knee Condition

(d) TFA 4

Locked Knee Condition

Ankle Angle (degrees)

Ankle Angle (degrees)

Unlocked Knee Condition

(e) TFA 5
Figure D.1. Mean intact ankle motion in the sagittal plane for (a) TFA 1, (b) TFA 2, (c) TFA 3, (d)
TFA 4, (e) TFA 5 across all clean running cycles during the middle 45 second data set of the threeminute SSRS trial in the unlocked (left) and locked (right) knee conditions.
Vertical lines denote TO. Positive angle = dorsiflexion, negative angle = plantarflexion.

